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ABSTRACT. The interface between the plus and minus phases in the low temperature 3D Ising model has been intensely studied since Dobrushin’s pioneering works in the early 1970’s established its rigidity. Advances in the last decade yielded the tightness of the maximum of the interface of this Ising model on the cylinder of side length \( n \), around a mean that is asymptotically \( c \log n \) for an explicit \( c \) (temperature dependent).

In this work, we establish analogous results for the 3D Potts and random cluster (FK) models. Compared to 3D Ising, the Potts model and its lack of monotonicity form obstacles for existing methods, calling for new proof ideas, while its interfaces (and associated extrema) exhibit richer behavior. We show that the maxima and minima of the interface bounding the blue component in the 3D Potts interface, and those of the interface bounding the bottom component in the 3D FK model, are governed by 4 different large deviation rates, whence the corresponding global extrema feature 4 distinct constants \( c \) as above. Due to the above obstacles, our methods are initially only applicable to 1 of these 4 interface extrema, and additional ideas are needed to recover the other 3 rates given the behavior of the first one.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Potts model on a finite graph \( \Lambda = (V, E) \) is a random assignment of colors to vertices of \( V \) that penalizes adjacent vertices assigned with different colors. The number of possible colors is given by the integer parameter \( q \geq 2 \), and the aforementioned penalization is governed by the parameter \( \beta > 0 \), the inverse-temperature of the system: the probability of a vertex coloring \( \sigma : V \to \{1, \ldots, q\} \) is given by

\[
\phi_\Lambda(\sigma) \propto e^{-\beta H(\sigma)}, \quad \text{where} \quad H(\sigma) = \#\{u, v \in E : \sigma_u \neq \sigma_v\}.
\]

Consider the half integer lattice with vertices \((Z + \frac{1}{2})^3\). We will mainly consider the Potts model on the subgraph \( \Lambda_n \) of this lattice with vertices \([-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}]^3 \times (Z + \frac{1}{2})\). (Although \( \Lambda_n \) is an infinite graph, one can e.g. consider the model on the finite truncation of \( \Lambda_n \) to heights in \([-m, m]\), then take the weak limit \( m \to \infty \).)

Define \( \partial \Lambda_n^+ \) as the vertices \( x = (x_1, x_2, x_3) \in \Lambda_n \) such that \( x_3 > 0 \) and \( x \) is adjacent to some vertex of \( \Lambda_n^- \), and define \( \partial \Lambda_n^- \) analogously. We refer to the model with a boundary condition \( \eta \) as the conditional distribution of the model on some larger graph containing \( \Lambda_n \) where we fix \( \sigma_v = \eta_v \) for all vertices not in \( \Lambda_n \). Our focus is on the Potts model on \( \Lambda_n \) with Dobrushin boundary conditions, which correspond to \( \eta \) that is red for all vertices with height \( > 0 \) and blue for all vertices with height \( < 0 \). Denote this distribution by \( \phi_\eta \) for brevity.

We will consider the low temperature regime, where \( \beta > \beta_0 \) for a fixed large enough \( \beta_0 \). It is easy to see (via a standard Peierls argument that \( \phi_\eta \)-almost surely there is a unique infinite connected component of red vertices in \( \sigma \) — the one containing \( \partial \Lambda_n^+ \) — and a unique infinite blue component, the one containing \( \partial \Lambda_n^- \).

Thus, there naturally arise two interfaces, one separating the infinite red component from everything below it, and one separating the infinite blue component from everything above it. Formally, to every edge \( e = [x, y] \), consider the dual face \( f_{[x, y]} \) that is the closed unit square centered at \( \frac{x+y}{2} \) and perpendicular to \( e \). An interface is a collection of faces such that every \( \Lambda_n \)-path of vertices from \( \partial \Lambda_n^- \) to \( \partial \Lambda_n^+ \) must cross the interface.

**Definition 1.1** (Potts interfaces). Let \( \mathcal{V}_\text{red} \) denote the vertices of \( \Lambda_n \) in the (a.s. unique) infinite red cluster, i.e., every \( v \in \Lambda_n \) from which there is a \( \Lambda_n \)-path of red vertices in \( \sigma \) from \( v \) to \( \partial \Lambda_n^+ \). Let the augmented red component, \( \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_\text{red} \), be the union of \( \mathcal{V}_\text{red} \) with all finite components of \( \mathcal{V}_\text{red} \). Define the red interface \( I_\text{red} \) as the set of faces separating \( \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_\text{red} \) and \( \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_\text{red}^c \); that is, every face \( f_{[x, y]} \) between \( x \in \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_\text{red} \) and \( y \in \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_\text{red}^c \). Analogously, the blue interface \( I_\text{blue} \) is defined via the infinite blue cluster \( \mathcal{V}_\text{blue} \), which is augmented into \( \mathcal{V}_\text{blue} \).

The interfaces are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 in dimensions \( d = 3 \) and \( d = 2 \), resp. Note that our results can be extended to dimensions \( d \geq 3 \), yet the 2D behavior is starkly different (see Section 1.2 on the famous works of Dobrushin [5, 6] on the rigidity of Ising interface — the case \( q = 2 \) of the Potts model — for \( d \geq 3 \)).

Closely related to the Potts model is the random-cluster or Fortuin–Kasteleyn (FK) model, which is a random edge configuration on the edges \( E \) of \( \Lambda \) with parameters \( 0 < p < 1 \) and \( q > 0 \). In every configuration \( \omega \), edges are either open (present, \( \omega_e = 1 \)) or closed (missing, \( \omega_e = 0 \)). The probability of \( \omega \) is given by

\[
\mu_\Lambda(\omega) \propto p^{\#(e \in E : \omega_e = 1)} (1 - p)^{\#(e \in E : \omega_e = 0)} q^{\kappa(\omega)},
\]

where the term \( \kappa(\omega) \) denotes the number of connected components of the graph \( (V, \{e : \omega_e = 1\}) \). We will refer to connected components of said graph as open clusters.
Let $\mu_n$ denote the random-cluster measure on $\Lambda_n$ with Dobrushin boundary conditions, given by $\eta_e = 0$ if $e$ separates the upper and lower half-spaces — $e = [x, y]$ for some $x = (x_1, x_2, \frac{1}{2})$ and $y = (y_1, y_2, -\frac{1}{2})$ — and $\eta_e = 1$ otherwise. The relation between the Potts and random-cluster model, which we describe next, will necessitate a further conditioning on the (exponentially unlikely) event that $\partial\Lambda_n^+$ and $\partial\Lambda_n^-$ are not part of the same open cluster in $\omega$: denote this event by $\mathcal{D}_n$, and let

$$
\bar{\mu}_n(\cdot) = \mu_n(\cdot \mid \mathcal{D}_n).
$$

When the Potts and random-cluster models on the same graph have the same (integer) value of $q$ and parameters $p = 1 - e^{-\beta}$, the two models can be coupled via the Edwards–Sokal coupling. We will assume this relation throughout this paper, with the exception that the results for the random-cluster model will be established for all real $q \geq 1$, not just integer valued $q$. Explicitly, for any finite graph $G = (V, E)$, the coupled FK–Potts model is given by the following joint measure on vertex spins $\sigma$ and edge spins $\omega$:

$$
\phi(\sigma, \omega) \propto p^{\#\{e \in E : \omega_e = 1\}}(1 - p)^{\#\{e \in E : \omega_e = 0\}} \prod_{e = [u, v] : \omega_e = 1} 1_{\{\sigma_u = \sigma_v\}}.
$$

It is easy to verify that the marginals on the spin and edge configurations give the Potts and random-cluster models respectively; furthermore, the conditional probabilities are such that if one samples a random-cluster model and colors each cluster uniformly at random, then the resulting coloring has the law of a Potts model. Consequently, (by considering the finite truncation of $\Lambda_n$ between heights $-m$ and $m$ and taking the weak limit as $m \to \infty$) if we sample a random-cluster model on $\Lambda_n$ with Dobrushin boundary conditions and condition on the event $\mathcal{D}_n$, fix the colors of $\partial\Lambda_n^+$ and $\partial\Lambda_n^-$ to be red and blue respectively, and then color the remaining open clusters of vertices uniformly at random via $q$ colors, we get a Potts model with Dobrushin boundary conditions (cf., e.g., [7, §2.2],[14, Fact 3.4 and Cor. 3.5].) As we always consider the Potts model in this context, by a slight abuse of notation we also use $\phi_n$ to denote the coupled FK–Potts measure on $\Lambda_n$.

As was the case for the Potts model, there are two natural interfaces arising in the conditional FK distribution $\bar{\mu}_n$: one separating the “top” open cluster containing $\partial\Lambda_n^+$ from everything below it, and one separating the “bottom” open cluster containing $\partial\Lambda_n^-$ from everything above it.

**Definition 1.2** (Random-cluster interfaces). Let $\mathcal{V}_n$ denote the vertices of $\Lambda_n$ in the top open cluster of $\omega$, i.e., every $v$ connected via an $\omega$-path to $\partial\Lambda_n^+$. Let the augmented top component, $\hat{\mathcal{V}}_n$, be $\mathcal{V}_n$ along with all finite components of $\mathcal{V}_n$. Define the top interface $I_{\text{top}}$ to be the set of faces separating vertices from $\hat{\mathcal{V}}_n$ and $\hat{\mathcal{V}}_n^c$. Analogously, define the bottom interface $I_{\text{bot}}$ and the augmented set $\hat{\mathcal{V}}_n$ by starting with the vertices of the bottom component, i.e., the infinite open cluster containing $\partial\Lambda_n^-$. 

**Remark.** When the Potts and FK configurations $\sigma, \omega$ are coupled through the Edwards–Sokal coupling $\phi$, as $\hat{\mathcal{V}}_n \subseteq \hat{\mathcal{V}}_n^\text{red} \subseteq \hat{\mathcal{V}}_n^\text{blue}$ and $\hat{\mathcal{V}}_n^\text{bot} \subseteq \hat{\mathcal{V}}_n^\text{blue}$, the 4 corresponding interfaces are ordered: $I_{\text{top}}, I_{\text{red}}, I_{\text{blue}}, I_{\text{bot}}$.

**Figure 1.** The blue interface $I_{\text{blue}}$ in the 5-color 3D Potts model (not showing the red vertices above $I_{\text{blue}}$ nor the blue vertices below it). Right bottom: different view of the same blue interface. Right top: the faces of $I_{\text{blue}}$ and the other Potts and random-cluster interfaces $I_{\text{red}}, I_{\text{top}}, I_{\text{bot}}$. 

1.1. Results. For the Ising model ($q = 2$), the asymptotics of the maximum of the 3D interface, and its tightness around its mean, were recently established in [8,9]. Our main results are the analogous statements for the 4 interfaces (3D Potts $I_{\text{blue}}$ and $I_{\text{red}}$; 3D FK $I_{\text{bot}}$ and $I_{\text{top}}$) defined above. As we explain in Section 1.3, significant work is required compared to the Ising case, mainly due to the lack of monotonicity (both in the Potts model and in the conditional FK model $\tilde{\mu}_n$), as well as the more delicate interactions in the FK model. Notably, a large portion of the proof is dedicated to an argument that is applicable for the maximum of 1 of these 4 interfaces, $I_{\text{top}}$, yet fails for the other 3 interfaces. We then recover the remaining maxima by analyzing the conditional behavior of the respective interface conditional on the behavior of the top interface.

**Theorem 1.3** (Potts). Fix an integer $q \geq 2$. For $\beta$ large enough, the minimum height $M_n$ and maximum height $M'_n$ of the blue interface $I_{\text{blue}}$ are tight once centered around their means, i.e.,

$$M_n - \mathbb{E}[M_n] = O_p(1) \quad \text{and} \quad M'_n - \mathbb{E}[M'_n] = O_p(1).$$

Furthermore, there exist $\gamma, \gamma' > 0$ such that $\mathbb{E}[M_n] \sim (2/\gamma) \log n$, $\mathbb{E}[M'_n] \sim (2/\gamma') \log n$ and $\gamma' > \gamma$ for $q \neq 2$ (and $\gamma = \gamma'$ for $q = 2$). The same holds for the red interface $I_{\text{red}}$ when swapping the roles of $M_n$ and $M'_n$.

**Theorem 1.4** (Random cluster). Fix $q \geq 1$. For $\beta$ large enough, the minimum height $M_n$ and maximum height $M'_n$ of the bottom interface $I_{\text{bot}}$ are tight once centered around their means, i.e.,

$$M_n - \mathbb{E}[M_n] = O_p(1) \quad \text{and} \quad M'_n - \mathbb{E}[M'_n] = O_p(1).$$

Furthermore, there exist $\alpha, \alpha' > 0$ such that $\mathbb{E}[M_n] \sim (2/\alpha) \log n$, $\mathbb{E}[M'_n] \sim (2/\alpha') \log n$ and $\alpha' > \alpha$. The same holds for the top interface $I_{\text{top}}$ when swapping the roles of $M_n$ and $M'_n$. 
Remark. Unlike 3D Ising (where the interface maximum and minimum have the same law by symmetry), the additional colors in the 3D Potts model for $q > 2$ break the up-down symmetry at a macroscopic level (even though at a microscopic level, such colors only appear in clusters with exponential tails on their size). In particular, it is easier for the red component to “recede” via upward deviations (where the global extremum has a prefactor of $1/\gamma$) than it is to “advance” via downward deviations (the global extremum has a prefactor of $1/\gamma'$), as the finite clusters with colors other than blue and red also invade its territory, resulting in the strict inequality $\gamma < \gamma'$. For the 3D FK model, this asymmetry of minima/maxima occurs for any $q \geq 1$.

The constants $\alpha, \alpha', \gamma, \gamma'$ in the above theorems are given explicitly in terms of large deviation events of the different interfaces (see Propositions 4.1 and 5.3 and Eqs. (5.4) to (5.6)). The following proposition shows that all 4 rates are distinct, and provides estimates for their differences, sharp up to a factor of $1 \pm \varepsilon_\beta$.

**Proposition 1.5.** [Comparison of means] The constants $\alpha, \alpha', \gamma, \gamma'$ governing the asymptotic means of the maxima and minima of 3D Potts and 3D FK interfaces, as per Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, satisfy

$$4\beta - C \leq \alpha \leq 4\beta,$$
$$\gamma - \alpha = (1 \pm \varepsilon_\beta)e^{-\beta},$$
$$\gamma' - \alpha = (1 \pm \varepsilon_\beta)(q - 1)e^{-\beta},$$
$$\alpha' - \alpha = (1 \pm \varepsilon_\beta)qe^{-\beta},$$

where $C$ depends only on $q$, the notation $a = (1 \pm \varepsilon)b$ denotes $a \in [(1 - \varepsilon)b, (1 + \varepsilon)b]$, and $\varepsilon_\beta \to 0$ as $\beta \to \infty$.

### 1.2. Related works.

In what follows, and due to the extensive list of related literature, we will provide only a brief and non-exhaustive overview of these studies, focusing on those that were instrumental to the proofs. (The reader is referred to referred to [8,9] for a more comprehensive account of the related work.) An important milestone in the study of low temperature 3D Ising interfaces was the breakthrough works of Dobrushin [5,6]. There, the rigidity of the interface was proven (valid also in higher dimensions), leading to the existence of non-translation-invariant infinite volume Gibbs measures in $\mathbb{Z}^3$. These results were extended to a variety of other models (e.g., [1,3,4,11,13,15], to name a few). In our context, it is particularly important to highlight the following works. First, the work of Giels and Grimmett [11], establishing the rigidity of the 3D FK interface under $\mu_p$ for $p$ sufficiently close to 1 (related results for the FK interface at $p = p_c$ and large $q$ were obtained in [3]). The machinery built in [11] and [12, §7] is a prerequisite for our analysis. Second, decorrelation estimates for 3D Ising interfaces have been extended to a more general setting by Bricmont, Lebowitz, and Pfister [2], which will allow us to control global (in terms of local) extrema. Third, and most relevant, a series of recent papers by Gheissari and the second author [8–10] established detailed results on local and global maxima of the 3D Ising interface. While it readily follows from Dobrushin’s work that the maximum of the Ising interface in a cylinder of side length $n$ should be of order $\log n$, the authors in the above papers prove that the maximum is in fact tight around its mean which is $(c + o(1))\log n$ for an explicit $c = c(\beta)$ (governed by the large deviation rate of the interface height above the origin in infinite volume). Furthermore, those works provide a description of the shape of the Ising interface around a location at which a tall peak is reached, using Dobrushin’s argument as a starting point for an analysis of operations on 3D “pillars” (as the 2D analysis within Dobrushin’s rigidity argument is too crude to recover the correct $c(\beta)$). The ideas in [8–10], along with the work of [11] extending Dobrushin’s work to FK interfaces, form the foundation of our analysis of Potts and FK models. We next describe some of the key issues arising there.

**Figure 4.** Left: The four interfaces from Figs. 2 and 3, pinpointing the minima and maxima of each. As a result of the Edwards–Sokal coupling, the interfaces are layered in the following order: top, red, blue, bot. Right: The same picture with all the colors and edges of the joint configuration.
1.3. Proof ideas. Here, we discuss the proof ideas in the context of the main obstacles we encountered. Before detailing the additional challenges that the Potts and FK model present us with, let us recap the approach used in [9] to analyze 3D Ising interface (the case $q = 2$), noting that in that case there is only one interface ($I_{\text{red}}$ and $I_{\text{blue}}$ are identical). The proof in that case can be roughly summarized in three steps.

(i) **Pillar shape:** Cluster expansion is used to show that if the interface reaches a large height $h$ above a given location $x$, then with probability $1 - \varepsilon_\beta$, it does so in a very controlled manner: define the *pillar* $P_x$ to be the local portion of the interface above $x$ (see [9, Def. 2.16], or Definition 2.16 in our random-cluster setting)—roughly put, this is the cluster of plus spins containing $x$ in the positive half-space; the bulk of the proof in [8,9] aims to show that this cluster, conditional on reaching height $h$, behaves as a directed random walk (RW), visiting $1 - \varepsilon_\beta$ of the slabs at exactly one location as it climbs to height $h$.

(ii) **Large deviation rate:** Submultiplicativity of the probability that the pillar $P_x$ reaches height $h$ is then argued by comparing the conditional probability of reaching height $h_1 + h_2$ given that the pillar already reached height $h_1$, to the unconditional probability it reaches height $h_2$ above $x$. This submultiplicativity implies the existence of the sought large deviation rate, which can also be phrased in terms of a certain spin-connectivity event (some care is required as $|A_n|$ needs to grow with $h$; see Proposition 4.1, for instance).

(iii) **Mean and tightness for the maximum:** Combining the large deviation rate with decorrelation estimates and a second moment argument gives the desired results concerning the maximum of the interface.

Step (iii) in this program can be readily adapted to the random-cluster setting via the mentioned decorrelation estimates of [2]. To carry out Step (i) in the FK model, we employ the cluster expansion machinery of [11], which adds technical difficulties to what had been a fairly delicate argument already for Ising—for instance, the random-cluster pillars must now be decorated by “hairs” that can penetrate their interior and connect them to one another (see Section 1.3.3 for more on this). Finally, as we next elaborate, the Ising argument for the critical Step (ii) collapses in the absence of monotonicity, and we resort to establishing the large deviation rates in two stages: first, we obtain the rate for upward deviations of the top interface $I_{\text{top}}$ in $\mu_n$ (see Section 1.3.1), which is the “highest” among the four coupled interfaces; then—building on that result—we derive the rate for upward deviations of the other three interfaces $I_{\text{blue}}, I_{\text{red}}$ and $I_{\text{bot}}$ (see Section 1.3.2).

1.3.1. Large deviation rate for the FK top interface. The submultiplicativity argument in the Ising proof (Step (ii) above) crucially relied on FKG—a property missing from the Potts model. Without this argument, while one could still establish that the pillars in the Potts interface resemble directed RWs (via Step (i)), one would not be able to derive the large deviation rate of them reaching height $h$. A well-known remedy to the lack of monotonicity in the Potts model is to turn to the random-cluster model—which does enjoy FKG—via the Edwards–Sokal coupling (and then attempt to go back to Potts to recover the counterpart behavior).

However, the Dobrushin boundary conditions for our Potts model correspond (via this coupling) to the conditional FK model $\tilde{\mu}_n = \mu_n \mid \mathcal{D}_n$ (where we aim to analyze the interface and prove submultiplicativity) rather than $\mu_n$, and unfortunately $\tilde{\mu}_n$ does not have FKG either. Our workaround leverages the fact that the separation event $\mathcal{D}_n$ is decreasing. Instead of proving a bound of the form $\tilde{\mu}_n(A_{h_1+h_2}) \leq \tilde{\mu}_n(A_{h_1})\tilde{\mu}_n(A_{h_2})$, we resort to proving (after additional technical modifications, as we briefly describe below) a bound of the form $\mu_n(A_{h_1+h_2} \mid \mathcal{D}_n) \leq \mu_n(A_{h_1} \mid \mathcal{D}_n)\mu_n(A_{h_2})$, towards which monotonicity is still available, and then use the fact that $\mu_n(A_{h_2}) \leq \mu_n(A_{h_2} \mid \mathcal{D}_n)$ as long as the event $A_{h_2}$ is decreasing (by FKG in $\mu_n$). Consequently, this approach, while valid for the upward deviations of $I_{\text{top}}$, fails for its downward deviations (equivalently, upward deviations of $I_{\text{bot}}$ — addressing the increasing event that there is an open path connecting $\partial \Lambda_n$ to height $h$), let alone for understanding the two Potts interfaces. Understanding the maximum of $I_{\text{bot}}$ requires additional ingredients, and is handled together with the analysis of the Potts interfaces $I_{\text{blue}}$ and $I_{\text{red}}$.

An extra complication that is associated with the move to the random-cluster model is that, when studying its interfaces, one needs to be far more careful when applying a Domain Markov argument, which was also a crucial part of the submultiplicativity argument. More precisely, in the Ising case, revealing the interface up to height $h_1$ exposes a boundary of minus spins, upon which one can apply the Domain Markov property to ignore all of the information “below” these minus spins when bounding the probability that the interface further climbs from height $h_1$ to $h_1+h_2$. In the random-cluster case however, revealing the interface exposes a boundary of open edges, rather than vertices. Making sure that the revealed set forms a boundary condition in the FK model (disconnecting it from the edges that lie “below”), while the event of climbing to height $h_2$ in the yet-unrevealed subgraph can still be related to the unconditional probability of climbing to height $h_2$ (see also Section 1.3.3 accounting for some of these difficulties) becomes a delicate part of the analysis.
1.3.2. Large deviation rate for the Potts interfaces and FK bottom interface. Our approach to establishing the rate of upwards deviations in the remaining three interfaces (Potts blue and red and FK bottom) modulo the analysis of the top interface, is as follows. Consider $\mathcal{I}_{\text{blue}}$ (the other two interfaces are handled similarly). As noted above, in the coupled FK–Potts model $\phi$, the top interface always lies above the blue interface. Thus, to estimate the probability that the blue interface reaches height $h$ above a given point $x$, we may instead look at the conditional probability that it does so given the top interface reaches height $h$ above $x$ (see, e.g., Proposition 5.3), which we had already studied. Heuristically, this can be thought of as computing the probability that underneath the top interface there is a path of blue vertices connecting $x$ to height $h$.

The following heuristic, albeit flawed, gives insight into this problem. As mentioned above when discussing the shape of the pillar $\mathcal{P}_x$, one could show that conditional on the top interface reaching a large height $h$ above $x$, the pillar resembles a stack of i.i.d. increments—more precisely, its increments are asymptotically stationary and $\alpha$-mixing (for Ising this was shown in [9, Props. 7.1 and 7.2]). One could then expect that the probability of having a path of blue vertices passing through all of these increments would be comparable to the conditional probability of having a path of blue vertices passing through a single increment, raised to the power of the number of increments (via the LLN for the i.i.d. increments). As the number of increments is comparable to $h$, this would then give the desired rate explicitly in terms of this conditional probability. Unfortunately, this approach fails since we are trying to estimate probabilities on the order of $e^{-ch}$, and the interface may likely achieve a large upward blue deviation via an atypical top pillar occurring with such a probability—whereas the asymptotic mixing and stationarity only apply to a typical $\mathcal{P}_x$ achieving height $h$.

Instead, we employ another submultiplicativity argument to show the existence of a blue upward deviation rate (similarly for the other interfaces, postponing the problem of comparing these rates per Proposition 1.5). The basic idea is to show that (a) sampling a “nice” top pillar with height $h_1 + h_2$ is comparable to sampling a top pillar with height $h_1$ and another “nice” top pillar with height $h_2$ independently; then stacking them on top of each other; and (b) this comparison further extends when considering the Potts coloring of the interior vertices (which is nontrivial since, e.g., information does leak through our interface faces via “hairs” as part of the FK model cluster expansion). In [9, Section 7], the key to showing $\alpha$-mixing and asymptotic stationarity of a (typical) pillar $\mathcal{P}_x$ was elevating the standard map modifying a single interface into a “2-to-2” map, acting on a pair of interfaces: to evaluate the effect of having two different extensions of a bottom part of a pillar, one compares the effect of swapping the two possible top pillar parts through the cluster expansion. Here, we further elevate it to a “3-to-3” map, acting on a triple of interfaces as follows. Suppose that $P_B, Q_B$ are two pillars with height $h_1$, and that $P^T, Q^T$ are two pillars with height $h_2$. Let $P_B \times P^T$ be the result of stacking $P^T$ on top of $P_B$, and similarly for $Q_B \times Q^T$. Our 3-to-3 map sends $(P_B \times P^T, Q_B, Q^T) \mapsto (Q_B \times Q^T, P_B, P^T)$, and its analysis via the cluster-expansion allows us to show that

$$\mu_n(P_B \times P^T)\mu_n(Q_B)\mu_n(Q^T) \approx \mu_n(Q_B \times Q^T)\mu_n(P_B)\mu_n(P^T),$$

where the error is multiplicative and not additive. (Recall that all errors must be multiplicative for this approach to stand a chance, as we are estimating events that are exponentially unlikely in the height $h$.) See Lemma 5.19 for a precise statement of this result, and Fig. 8 for an illustration.

With this estimate in hand, we can sum over all possible $Q_B$ and $Q^T$ to prove the desired claim on the law of pillars. To conclude the submultiplicativity with respect to the probability of having a blue path within the pillar, we prove and employ an appropriate Domain Markov property in the coupled FK–Potts model, saying that if we fix an increment, then regardless of the environment outside of the increment, the joint configuration inside has the law of another coupled FK–Potts model with appropriate boundary conditions. This strategy allows us to establish the sought limiting rates, yet without any comparison between them (e.g., they could potentially all coincide with the rate of the top interface). To estimate the rates of blue, red and bottom, we need to bound from below and above the probability of coloring the interiors of the pillars—which are comprised mostly of trivial increments (cubes stacked one on top of the other). To leverage this structure, we must fend off the effect of the environment, since revealing pillar will include interior information (through its hairs, or lack thereof). To this end, we introduce a notion of a pillar shell, which excludes the latter faces, thus its analysis supports the comparison of the rates.

1.3.3. Difficulties arising from cluster expansion. We conclude this section with a discussion of some of the difficulties surrounding cluster expansion for the random-cluster model. In [11, Lem. 9], Grimmett and Giels
proved the following for the law of the random-cluster interface $I$:

$$\mu_n(I) \propto (1 - e^{-\beta|\partial I|})^q q^{|\partial I|} \exp \left[ -\beta|I| + \sum_{f \in I} g(f, I) \right]$$

for a suitably “nice” function $g$ (see Proposition 2.11 for details). Compared to the Ising cluster expansion, which only contained the last exponent $\exp[-\beta|\partial I| + \sum_{f \in I} g(f, I)]$, we see here that the number of components $\kappa_I$ and the size of the boundary of $I$ plays a role; moreover, the interface $I$ appearing in that work was what we refer to as the full interface: the 1-connected component of faces that are dual to close edges in $\omega$ and are incident to a boundary face at height 0 (see Definition 2.2). This larger collection of faces contains all of our 4 interfaces $I_{\text{top}}, I_{\text{red}}, I_{\text{blue}}$ and $I_{\text{bot}}$, as well as additional connected components of faces “protruding” from them, which are the hairs mentioned above. In the absence of cluster expansion for our top interface, for instance, we have to apply the cluster expansion arguments on objects in the full interface instead. Namely, the pillar now must include these additional hairs in the full interface, even though our focus is on pillars in $I_{\text{top}}$ (it is much easier for the full interface to exhibit upward deviations via said hairs, but those will not represent a boundary between connected components in the FK nor Potts model and hence are irrelevant for us). What further complicates matters is that these hairs can potentially reattach the pillar to other parts of the interface, leading to unwanted correlations. The Ising results in [8,9] did not need to face such issues, however the follow-up work [10] did treat a situation where, conditional on the existence of level-lines, one would like to establish that the local law of the pillar can be coupled to the standard one in infinite-volume. That was achieved in that work via restricting the analysis to pillars that are confined to appropriate cones. Adapting this concept to the FK model allows us to separate the pillars from affecting each other via the long range interactions of the FK model (see Theorem 3.8). Then, when establishing the rate of upward deviations of the top interface, extra care must be taken to ensure that despite including the extra hairs, no information leaks “from below” when we reveal the interface up to height $h_1$ (otherwise the Domain Markov argument mentioned in Section 1.3.1 would fail). And finally, when studying the rates of the blue, red and bottom interfaces, we must ensure that no information leaks “inside the pillar” when conditioning on the top interface (otherwise, e.g., we would not be able to address the Potts rates using the Edwards–Sokal coupling as described in Section 1.3.2).

1.4. Organization. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the preliminary results we will need on the low temperature FK model, and sets up the notion of pillars. Section 3 establishes the basic results needed on typical pillars—notably, being confined to appropriate cones and consisting of mostly trivial increments. Section 4 derives the FK model large deviation rate for upward deviations of the top interface. Section 5 establishes the corresponding rates for the remaining 3 interfaces ($I_{\text{red}}, I_{\text{blue}}, I_{\text{bot}}$) modulo the behavior of $I_{\text{top}}$, and further estimates these rates. Section 6 derives the tightness of the minima and maxima of the different interfaces from the above results and certain decorrelation estimates, whose proof is relegated to Appendix A.

2. Preliminaries

We begin by introducing various notation that will be used throughout the paper, and recalling the setup work done in [11] for the random-cluster model. Then we will define and prove basic properties about pillars, the geometrical objects used to study the upward deviations of the top interface.

Let $\epsilon_1, \epsilon_2, \epsilon_3$ denote $(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1)$ respectively. For every configuration $\omega$, let $\overline{\mathcal{F}}_\omega$ (resp., $\overline{\mathcal{F}}^\circ_\omega$) denote the set of faces dual to open (resp., closed) edges:

$$\overline{\mathcal{F}}_\omega = \{f_c : \omega_c = 1\} \quad \text{and} \quad \overline{\mathcal{F}}^\circ_\omega = \{f_c : \omega_c = 0\}.$$

We will identify edges and faces by their midpoints when referring to their location and height, so that horizontal faces have integer heights and vertical faces have half-integer heights. We denote by $\mathcal{L}_h$ the set of vertices, faces, and edges with height equal to $h$.

Definition 2.1 (Connectivity and Boundaries). We define two faces to be 0-connected if their intersection contains at least one point, and 1-connected if their intersection contains an edge. For any set of faces $H$, we define $\overline{\mathcal{F}}$ to be the union of $H$ with the set of faces that are 1-connected to $H$. We define $\partial H := \overline{\mathcal{F}} \setminus H$. Note that this usage of $\partial$ is different from when we write $\partial\Lambda_n$ in the sense that $\partial\Lambda_n \subseteq \Lambda_n$ while $\partial H \cap H = \emptyset$. That is, $\partial\Lambda_n$ refers to an interior boundary of vertices, while $\partial H$ refers to an exterior boundary of faces.
Despite this overload in notation, we will keep this convention for the sake of clarity of certain proofs, and this distinction should be noted whenever $\partial$ is used in front of a set of faces.

2.1. Cluster Expansion and random-cluster rigidity. To prove finer details about the random-cluster interfaces, we recall the setup used in [12].

Definition 2.2 (Full interface). The full interface $I$ is the 1-connected component of faces in $\mathcal{F}_c\omega$ containing the boundary faces at height 0 which separate $\partial\Lambda^+_n$ and $\partial\Lambda^-_n$. See Fig. 5 for a visualization. Note that as a set of faces, this interface includes the previous four interfaces. Denote by $\kappa_I$ the number of open clusters in a configuration where the only closed edges are $e$ such that $f_e \in I$.

Definition 2.3 (Semi-extended interface). Let $I^\star$ be the union of $I$ with all horizontal faces that are 1-connected to $I$.

Definition 2.4 (Ceilings/Walls, Indexing, Nesting). For a face $f$ or vertex $v$, let $\rho(f)$ and $\rho(v)$ denote the face (if $f$ is horizontal) or edge (if $f$ is vertical) that $f$ projects onto at height 0, or the point that $v$ projects to. For a face $f \in I^\star$, we call $f$ a ceiling face if it is horizontal and there are no other faces of $I^\star$ with projection equal to $\rho(f)$. We call all other faces of $I^\star$ wall faces. Ceilings and walls are 0-connected components of ceiling and wall faces respectively. For a wall $W$, we can decompose it as $W = (A, B)$ where $A = W \cap I$ and $B = W \cap (I^\star \setminus I)$. We can index walls by assigning $x$ a wall $W$ if $x$ is in $\rho(W)$. By Lemma 2.5 below, each vertex is only assigned to one wall, so the notation $W_x$ is well defined (though each wall can be assigned to multiple vertices). Let the empty set of walls be denoted $\mathcal{E}$, so if there is no wall at $x$, we assign it $\mathcal{E}_x$. For a wall $W$, we can consider the complement of its projection $\rho(W)^c$ to be the collection of faces and edges at height 0 that are not in $\rho(W)$. There is an infinite component of $\rho(W)^c$, and possibly some finite ones. We say that a vertex, edge or face is interior to, or nested in a wall $W$ if its projection is not in the infinite component of $\rho(W)^c$. A wall $W'$ is interior to, or nested in a wall $W$ if $\rho(W')$ is disjoint from the infinite component of $\rho(W)^c$, and similarly for ceilings interior to $W$. For a vertex $x$, we can consider the set of all walls $W$ that nest $x$. The collection of all such walls is denoted $\mathcal{M}_x = (W_1, \ldots, W_s)$.

Lemma 2.5 ([11, Lem. 10],[12, Lem. 7.125]). The following geometric properties of walls and ceilings hold:

(i) The projections $\rho(W_1), \rho(W_2)$ of two different walls $W_1$ and $W_2$ are not 0-connected.

(ii) All faces of the semi-extended $I^\star$ which are 1-connected to a ceiling face are horizontal faces in $I$.

Definition 2.6 (Standard wall). For sets of faces $A, B$, we call $S = (A, B)$ a standard wall if there exists an interface $I$ such that $A \subseteq I$ and $B \subseteq I^\star \setminus I$ and $A \cup B$ is the unique wall of $I$. The interface $I$ in the above definition is unique (see [11, Lem. 11],[12, Lem. 7.126]). A collection of standard walls is admissible if no two walls have 0-connected projections.
Lemma 2.7 ([11, Lem. 12],[12, Lem. 7.127]). There is a 1-1 correspondence between interfaces and admissible families of standard walls.

As a result of the above lemma, we can view interfaces as (admissible) collections of standard walls, and we use this to define groups of walls and the excess area of walls.

Definition 2.8 (Groups of walls). Two standard walls $W_1, W_2$ are close if there exist faces $f_1 \in \rho(W_1)$, and $f_2 \in \rho(W_2)$ such that $d(f_1, f_2) < \sqrt{N(f_1, W_1)} + \sqrt{N(f_2, W_2)}$, where $N(f, W)$ is the number of faces of $W$ whose projection is a subset of $f$. A group of standard walls $F$ is a maximal connected component of standard walls via the closeness adjacency relation. That is, if $W_1, W_2 \in F$, then there exists a sequence walls $W_1 = S_1, \ldots, S_k = W_2 \in F$ such that $S_i$ and $S_{i+1}$ are close, and any wall not in $F$ is not close to any wall in $F$.

Definition 2.9 (Excess area of interfaces and walls). For two interfaces $\mathcal{I}$ and $\mathcal{J}$, we will define the excess area of $\mathcal{I}$ with respect to $\mathcal{J}$ to be
$$m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J}) = |\mathcal{I}| - |\mathcal{J}|,$$
where $|\mathcal{I}|$ denotes the number of faces in the interface $\mathcal{I}$. For a standard wall $W = (A, B)$, let $N(W) = |A|$, and $|W| = |A \cup B|$. Then, we define its excess area to be
$$m(W) = N(W) - |\rho(W)|.$$

Lemma 2.10 ([11, Lem. 13],[12, Lem. 7.128]). We have the following inequalities:

(i) $N(W) \geq \frac{1}{12} |\rho(W)|$, which implies $m(W) \geq \frac{1}{12} |\rho(W)|$ and $m(W) \geq \frac{1}{12} N(W)$;
(ii) $N(W) \geq \frac{1}{2} |W|$;
(iii) $m(W) \geq \text{ht}(W)$.

In order to prove that a typical interface has certain “nice” geometrical properties, our proof strategy will be to construct a map that sends every interface to a “nice” one, and control the energy gain and entropy loss of the map. To do this, we use the powerful tool of cluster expansion, which allows us to compare the measure of two interfaces.

Proposition 2.11 (Cluster Expansion; [11, Lem. 9],[12, Lem. 7.118]). There exists $\beta_0$ and a function $g$ such that for every $\beta \geq \beta_0$, the induced law on interfaces is given by
$$\hat{\mu}_n(\mathcal{I}) = \frac{1}{n^2} (1 - e^{-\beta})^{c|\mathcal{I}|} e^{-\beta |\mathcal{I}|} q^{\mathcal{I}} \exp \left( \sum_{f \in \mathcal{I}} g(f, \mathcal{I}) \right),$$
where the function $g$ has the following properties: there exists universal constants $c, K > 0$ independent of $\beta$ such that for all $f, \mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}'$,

$$|g(f, \mathcal{I})| \leq K,$$
$$|g(f, \mathcal{I}) - g(f', \mathcal{I}')| \leq K e^{-r(f, \mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}')}$$
where $r(f, \mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}') = \text{sup}\{r : (\mathcal{I} - f) \cap B_r(0) = (\mathcal{I}' - f') \cap B_r(0)\}$, i.e., $r(f, \mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}')$ is the largest radius around the faces $f, f'$ such that the interfaces $\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{I}'$ agree.

The following geometrical lemma will be useful for controlling the entropy of maps.

Lemma 2.12 ([11, Lem. 14],[12, Lem. 7.131]). The number of 1-connected sets of faces of size $k$ containing a given face $x$ is bounded above by $s^k$ for some universal constant $s$.

The above tools were used by Gielis and Grimmett to prove the following rigidity results:

Proposition 2.13 (Exponential tails on groups of walls, [11, Lem. 15],[12, Lem. 7.132]). There exists $\beta_0$ and a constant $C > 0$ such that for every $\beta \geq \beta_0$, for any admissible collection of groups of walls $\{(F_y)_{y \neq x}, F_x\}$,
$$\hat{\mu}_n(\mathcal{F}_x = F_x, (\mathcal{F}_y)_{y \neq x} \equiv (F_y)_{y \neq x}) \leq \exp \left( - (\beta - C)m(F_x) \right).$$

Proposition 2.14 (Rigidity, [11, Thm. 2], [12, Thm. 7.142]). Let $f$ be any horizontal face at height 0. Denote by $\{f \leftrightarrow \infty\}$ the event that there is a 1-connected sequence of faces $\{f_i\}$ from $f$ to the boundary $\partial \Lambda_n$ such that all the faces $f_i$ are ceiling faces of $\mathcal{I}$ at height 0. Then, there exists $\beta_0$ such that for any $\beta \geq \beta_0$, there is a constant $\varepsilon_\beta$ such that for all $n$ and all starting $f$,
$$\hat{\mu}_n(f \leftrightarrow \infty) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_\beta.$$
2.2. Pillars. The general strategy will be to use cluster expansion arguments to prove results about the full interface, and then transfer these results to the Potts and random-cluster interfaces of interest. For technical reasons that will become apparent later, we need to begin with the top interface. To measure the “height of the top interface above a location \( x \)”, we will start at \( x \) and follow the upward intrusion of \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}}^c \) vertices into the \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \) phase of the model. Although the actual top interface may reach a higher point above \( x \) via an intrusion beginning from another vertex \( y \), we choose to measure this more “local” height of the interface, and this suffices since the maximum of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \) will still be equal to the maximum height over all such intrusions. We begin this section by first proving some basic properties of the top interface, and then making the above idea rigorous through the introduction of pillars. The section then concludes with some preliminary results on the height of a pillar.

Remark 2.15 (Properties of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \)). We begin by proving a few properties of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \) that will be useful throughout the paper. Note that \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \) really is an interface in the sense that every path from \( \partial \Lambda_n^- \) to \( \partial \Lambda_n^+ \) must at some step go from a vertex in \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}}^c \) to a vertex in \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \), which then must cross a face of the top interface. Note also that for every edge \( e = [v, w] \) such that \( f_e \in \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \), one of \( v \) or \( w \) is in the top component \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}}^c \), and the other is not. Indeed, say that \( v \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \) and \( w \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}}^c \). Then, \( w \) is not in the top component by definition, and \( v \) is either in \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}} \) or in a finite component of \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}}^c \). But, the latter case is impossible since \( w \) is in the infinite component of \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}}^c \) and is adjacent to \( v \).

Finally, we claim that \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \) determines \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \), and both \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \) and \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}}^c \) are simply connected. Moreover, we show that if \( \mathcal{V} \) is the set of vertices that are not separated from \( \partial \Lambda_n^+ \) by \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \), then \( \mathcal{V} = \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \). First we show that \( \mathcal{V}, \mathcal{V}^c \) are both infinite simply connected components. Suppose for contradiction that there is a finite component \( A \subseteq \mathcal{V}^c \) surrounded by vertices \( B \subseteq \mathcal{V} \). Then, for every edge \( e \) incident to both a vertex of \( A \) and \( B \), we have \( f_e \in \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \). The vertices of \( A \) are all in \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}}^c \), so that as noted above, all the vertices in \( B \) must be in \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}} \). But \( B \) surrounds \( A \), and so \( A \) is a finite component of \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}}^c \) and must be in \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \), which contradicts the fact that the faces separating \( A \) from \( B \) are in \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \). Similarly, if \( A \subseteq \mathcal{V} \) is a finite component surrounded by vertices of \( V \), then \( A \) must be surrounded by faces of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \) and thus be separated from \( \partial \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \) by \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \), contradicting the definition of \( V \). Now we show that \( \mathcal{V} = \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \). Since \( \mathcal{V} \subseteq \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}}^c \), and is an infinite connected component, then \( \mathcal{V}^c \subseteq \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}}^c \). On the other hand, if \( v \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \cap \mathcal{V} \), then there must be a \( \Lambda_n \)-path \( P \) from \( v \) to \( \mathcal{V}^c \) consisting only of vertices in \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}}^c \) by the fact that \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \) is the infinite component of \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}}^c \). By contradiction, we see that \( \mathcal{V} = \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \), and thus be separated from \( \partial \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \) by \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \), contradicting the construction of the path \( P \). Thus, \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \cap \mathcal{V} = \emptyset \).

Definition 2.16 (Pillar). Given an interface \( \mathcal{I} \), we can read from it the corresponding top interface \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \). As above, this defines a set of vertices \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \) and \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}}^c \). Let \( x \) be a vertex at height \( 1/2 \). Let \( V \) be the connected component of vertices in \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}} \) with height \( \geq 1/2 \) that contains \( x \), which we call the vertices of the pillar. Denote by \( F \) the set of faces bounding \( V \) with height \( \geq 1/2 \). Note that \( F \) is a subset of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \). Possibly attached to \( F \) are some hairs, which we define to be 1-connected components of \( \mathcal{I} \setminus \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \). We define the pillar at \( x, \mathcal{P}_x \), as the union of \( F \) with all hairs that are 1-connected to \( F \) at an edge with height \( \geq 1/2 \). We analogously define a pillar in the bot interface.

Note that a priori, it is possible that the hairs of the pillar reconnect to other walls of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \). However, this will not happen for pillars which are in an isolated cone (see Definition 3.2), and whenever this may be problematic, we will first restrict to such a space of pillars. By abuse of notation, we will sometimes also use \( \mathcal{P}_x \) to refer to the set of vertices in the pillar. We also define the height of \( \mathcal{P}_x \) as the height of the face set \( F \), so that the max height of the top interface is equal to the maximum height over all pillars. Denote the event \( E^*_h := \{ \text{ht}(\mathcal{P}_x) \geq h \} \).

Observation 2.17. Note that the vertices of a pillar \( V(\mathcal{P}_x) \) is a simply connected set. Indeed, any finite component \( A \) of \( V(\mathcal{P}_x)^c \) is by definition surrounded by vertices of \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}}^c \), and hence a part of \( \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{top}}^c \). All the vertices of \( A \) also have height \( \geq 1/2 \), and thus by definition should actually be included as a part of \( V(\mathcal{P}_x) \).

Remark 2.18. We will distinguish between the events \{\text{ht}(\mathcal{P}_x) = 0\} and \{\text{ht}(\mathcal{P}_x) < 0\} even though both correspond to the event that \( V \) in Definition 2.16 is empty (and henceforth, the event \( E^*_0 \) will not include
the event \( \{ \text{ht}(P_x) < 0 \} \). We say that the pillar height is 0 in this case only when the face corresponding to the edge \([x - \epsilon_3, x]\) is in the top interface, otherwise we say that the pillar has negative height. Note that if the pillar height is 0, the fact that the face below \( x \) is in the top interface implies that exactly one of \( x \) or \( x - \epsilon_3 \) is in the top component (i.e., has a wired path to the upper half boundary). But, it must be that \( x \) is in the top component since the other case implies \( x \in \tilde{V}_{\text{top}}^c \), which contradicts \( P_x = \emptyset \).

When we eventually move to the Potts model, it will be helpful at times to reveal only the outer shell \( P_x^o \) of the pillar without revealing any edges inside the pillar. This motivates the following definition:

**Definition 2.19** (Pillar shell). We define \( P_x^o \) as above, except when adding hairs to the face set \( F \), we do not include any faces dual to edges with endpoints in \( \tilde{V}_{\text{top}}^c \).

**Observation 2.20.** The faces of a pillar \( P_x \) is a subset of the faces of the walls nesting \( x \), \( \mathcal{W}_x \), together with any walls interior \( \mathcal{W}_x^o \), together with all interior ceilings of such walls.

**Observation 2.21.** For all faces \( f \in P_x \), there exists a wall \( W \) that nests both \( f \) and \( x \). Similarly, for any vertex \( y \in P_x \), there exists a wall that nests both \( y \) and \( x \).

The decomposition of the full interface into walls and ceilings, though powerful in proving rigidity, is not sufficient in studying the pillar. We instead decompose the pillar itself into increments.

**Definition 2.22** (Spine, base, increments, cut-height/point). We call a half integer \( h \) a cut height of \( P_x \) if there is only one vertex \( v \) of \( P_x \) with height \( h \), and the only faces of \( P_x \) at height \( h \) are the four faces bounding the sides of \( v \). We call \( v \) a cut-point of \( P_x \), and we enumerate the cut-points by increasing height. The spine of \( P_x \), denoted \( S_x \), is the set of faces of \( P_x \) with height \( \geq \text{ht}(v_1) \). The base \( \mathcal{B}_x \) will be the remaining faces of \( P_x \). Suppose that the spine has \( \mathcal{I} + 1 \) cut-points. For \( i \leq \mathcal{I} \), the \( i \)-th increment \( \mathcal{X}_i \) is the set of faces of \( P_x \) in the slab \( L[\text{ht}(v_1), \text{ht}(v_{i+1})] \). The vertices of \( \mathcal{X}_i \) are the vertices of \( P_x \) in the same slab. Sometimes we will write \( \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{X}_i) \) to reference specifically the face set of the increment. Note that the spine does not necessarily end at a cut-point, and so there may also be a remainder increment which is the set of faces of \( P_x \) with height in \([\text{ht}(v_{\mathcal{I}+1}), \infty) \). We denote this by \( \mathcal{B}_{\mathcal{I}+} \) or \( \mathcal{B}_{\mathcal{I}+1} \). A trivial increment consists of just two vertices \( v, v + \epsilon_3 \), where the faces of the increment are just the 8 faces which bound the sides of the these vertices. We denote such an increment by \( X_o \). Finally, we can define the spine, base, and increment also with respect to the pillar shell, and denote these by \( S_x^o, \mathcal{B}_x^o, \mathcal{I}_x^o \) respectively. Note however that the cut-points of \( P_x \) and \( P_x^o \) are the same.

**Definition 2.23** (Excess area of increments). For an increment \( \mathcal{X}_i \), we define the excess area \( \mathcal{m}(\mathcal{X}_i) = |\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{X}_i)| - 4(\text{ht}(v_{i+1}) - \text{ht}(v_1) + 1) \), i.e., the number of extra faces compared to a stack of trivial increments of the same height. This definition applies to the remainder increment if we set \( \text{ht}(v_{\mathcal{I}+2}) = \text{ht}(P_x) - 1/2 \). Note that if \( \mathcal{X}_i \) is not a trivial increment, then the fact that each height in between \( \text{ht}(v_{i+1}) \) and \( \text{ht}(v_1) \) is not a cut-point implies that \( \mathcal{m}(\mathcal{X}_i) \geq (\text{ht}(v_{i+1}) - \text{ht}(v_1) - 1) \vee 1 \), which implies that

\[
|\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{X}_i)| \leq 5\mathcal{m}(\mathcal{X}_i) + 8. \tag{2.4}
\]

**Proposition 2.24** (Exponential tail on height of pillar). There exists \( \beta_0 \) and a constant \( C > 0 \) such that for every \( \beta \geq \beta_0 \), for all \( x \), and for all \( h \geq 1 \),

\[
\bar{\mu}_n(\text{ht}(P_x) \geq h) \leq \exp \left( -4(\beta - C)h \right).
\]

**Proof.** This is a direct consequence of the exponential tail on the size of groups of walls. We direct the reader to the proof of [9, Theorem 2.26] to see how it follows, and just provide a sketch here. The idea is that in order for the pillar at \( x \) of the top interface to reach height \( h \), there needs to be a sequence of nested walls \( \{W_{x_h}\} \) nesting \( x \) such that such that \( \sum \mathcal{m}(W_{x_h}) = h_1 \), and a different sequence of nested walls \( \{W_{y_t}\} \) interior to a ceiling of some \( W_{x_0} \) such that \( \sum \mathcal{m}(W_{y_t}) \geq 4h - h_1 \), for some \( h_1 \). The crucial bound to prove is that for \( \mathcal{S}_x^o \) denoting the group of walls of the nested sequence \( \mathcal{W}_x^o \), we still have an exponential tail:

\[
\bar{\mu}_n(\mathcal{m}(\mathcal{S}_x^o) \geq r) \leq Ce^{-(\beta - C)r} \tag{2.5}
\]

for some \( C > 0 \), and one can prove this using the exponential tails on groups of walls established in Proposition 2.13. Then, the proof concludes by summing over possible values of \( h_1 \). □
Observation 2.25. We have $\mu_n(\omega_e = 0 \mid \omega|_{\Lambda_n \setminus \{e\}} \equiv \eta|_{\Lambda_n \setminus \{e\}}) \geq 1 - p$ for every fixed configuration $\eta$ and any edge $e$. The exact probability is either $1 - p$ or $\frac{q(1-p)}{q(1-p)+p}$ depending on whether closing $e$ creates a new open cluster or not. However, the latter term is increasing in $q$, and thus minimized at $q = 1$ where it is equal to $1 - p$. As a consequence, if $A$ is any event such that for every configuration $\omega \in A$, closing the edge $e$ will not create $\omega$ out of $A$, then we can sum over $\omega$ to get
$$\mu_n(A) \leq (1 - p)^{-1} \mu_n(A, \omega_e = 0).$$

In fact, $e$ can even be a random edge depending on $\omega \in A$. Finally, if $e$ depends on $\omega$ in such a way that closing $e$ always creates an additional open cluster, then the above inequality can be strengthened to
$$\mu_n(A) \leq \frac{q(1-p)+p}{q(1-p)} \mu_n(A, \omega_e = 0) = \frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \mu_n(A, \omega_e = 0).$$

Proposition 2.26. There exist $\beta_0$ and $C > 0$ such that for every $\beta \geq \beta_0$, for all $x$, and for all $h \geq 1$,
$$-4\beta \leq \frac{1}{h} \log \frac{\mu_n(\text{ht}(P_x) \geq h)}{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_x)} \leq -4(\beta - C).$$

Proof: The upper bound follows from Proposition 2.14 above. For the lower bound, let $F$ be the $4h + 1$ faces that surround the sides and top of the column of $h$ vertices, $\{x, x+e_3, \ldots, x + (0,0,0,h-1)\}$. Let $E$ be the set of edges $e$ such that $f_e \in F$. Finally, define $A$ as the set of configurations $\omega$ such that $\omega|_{\Lambda_e} = \eta|_{\Lambda_e}$ for some $\eta \in \{f_{[x,x-e_3]} \leftrightarrow \infty\}$ (defined as in Proposition 2.14). Note that $A \cap \{\omega_e = 0 : e \in E\} \subseteq \{\text{ht}(P_x) \geq h\}$. With this definition of $A$, we can apply Observation 2.25 to close the edges of $E$ one by one, so that
$$\frac{\mu_n(\text{ht}(P_x) \geq h)}{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_x)} \geq \frac{\mu_n(A, \omega_e = 0 : e \in E)}{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_x)} \geq \frac{\mu_n(A)}{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_x)} e^{-\beta(4h+1)} \geq (1 - \varepsilon_\beta) e^{-\beta(4h+1)}. \tag*{\blacksquare}$$

3. Finer properties of tall pillars

This section focuses on proving analogues for the results of [10, Section 4] in the random-cluster setting. There, it was shown that (in the Ising model) a typical tall pillar has a trivial base, and is isolated from the rest of the interface. This is crucial for us because on this isolated space of pillars, we no longer run into the issue that the faces of $P_x$ might be 1-connected to other walls of $\mathcal{I}$. Furthermore, many times we will want to study the effects of straightening or deleting parts of the pillar using the cluster expansion expression established in Proposition 2.11. This is in general a complicated endeavor because the “$g$”-terms will see the interactions between a shifted or deleted increment and nearby walls. Moving to this isolated space first automatically controls such interactions, and thereby greatly simplifies all the cluster expansion arguments which follow. Several results in this section follow verbatim from the work in [10], and we will omit those proofs. Our primary contribution here is in showing that the new terms related to $|\partial \mathcal{I}|$ and $\kappa_\mathcal{I}$ in the cluster expansion do not pose any problems to the argument provided in the Ising model, which we show in Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12.

Definition 3.1 (Truncated interface). We can define a truncated interface $\mathcal{I} \setminus P_x$ by removing from $\mathcal{I}$ every face that is in $P_x$, and adding in a face below every vertex $v \in P_x$ with $\text{ht}(v) = 1/2$. Note the abuse of notation in that $\mathcal{I} \setminus P_x$ as a set of faces includes more than $\mathcal{I}$ set-minus $P_x$, because we need to fill in the gaps left by removing $P_x$ to ensure that $\mathcal{I} \setminus P_x$ is still an interface. We can similarly define $\mathcal{I} \setminus S_x$ by removing every face that is in $S_x$ and adding in the face below $v_1$.

Definition 3.2 (Isolated pillar). Let $\text{Iso}_{x,L,h}$ be the set of interfaces $\mathcal{I}$ satisfying the following:

1. The pillar $P_x$ has an empty base (equivalently, $x$ itself is the first cut-point), its increment sequence satisfies
$$m(\mathcal{I}_t) \leq \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } t \leq L^3, \\ t & \text{if } t > L^3, \end{cases}$$
and the number of faces in the spine $S_x$ is at most $10h$.
2. The walls ($\bar{W}_y$) of $\mathcal{I} \setminus P_x$ satisfy
$$m(\bar{W}_y) \leq \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } d(y,x) \leq L \\ \log(d(y,x)) & \text{if } L < d(y,x) < L^3h, \end{cases}$$
and $f_{[x,x-e_3]} \notin \mathcal{I}$. 

Whereas the notion of an isolated pillar is the primary object of interest in our proofs, as mentioned in Section 1.3.2, we will also need its analog for the pillar shell $P_x$ (see Definition 2.19), so as to alleviate information leaking to the FK–Potts model on the interior of the pillar.

**Definition 3.3 (Isolated pillar shell).** Analogously, we can define $\text{iso}^o_{x,L,h}$ as the set of interfaces such that

1. The pillar $P_x$ has an empty base (equivalently, $x$ itself is the first cut-point), and increment sequence satisfying:
   
   $$m(\mathcal{F}_s) \leq \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } t \leq L^3 \\ t & \text{if } t > L^3 \end{cases},$$

   and the number of faces in the spine $S_x$ is at most $10h$.

2. The walls $(\mathcal{W}_y)$ of $I \setminus P_x$ satisfy
   
   $$m(\mathcal{W}_y) \leq \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } d(y, x) \leq L \\ \log(d(y, x)) & \text{if } L < d(y, x) < L^3h \end{cases},$$

   and $f_{[x,t-1]} \notin I$.

Note that $\text{iso}^o_{x,L,h} \subseteq \text{iso}^o_{x,L,h}$. One nice property of these spaces is that the pillar is well separated from the rest of the interface, in the sense of Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 3.6 below.

For any $L, h$, we can define the following cones:

- $\text{Cone}_x^1 = \{ f : \text{ht}(f) > L^3, d(\rho(f), x) \leq \text{ht}(f)^2 \wedge 10h \}$,
- $\text{Cone}_x^2 = \{ f : d(\rho(f), x) \geq L, \text{ht}(f) \leq (\log d(\rho(f), x))^2 \}$.

Let $F_\parallel$ be the $4L^3$ vertical and $L^3+1$ horizontal bounding faces of the vertex column $\{x, \ldots x + (0, 0, L^3-1)\}$. Define the cylinder $\text{Cyl}_{x,r} \equiv \{ f \in \mathcal{F}(\mathbb{Z}^3) : d(\rho(f), x) \leq r \}$.

**Proposition 3.4 ([10, Claim 4.4]).** Fix any $L$ large and any $h$. Any interface $I \in \text{iso}^o_{x,L,h}$ satisfies

$$I \subseteq \text{cone}_{x}^1 \cap \text{cone}_{x}^2 \cup F_\parallel \cup (L_0 \cap \text{Cyl}_{x,L}) \cup \text{cone}_{x}^2 \cup \text{Cyl}_{x,L}^3 \cup F_{\text{ex}}. \quad (3.1)$$

For $F_\parallel, F_\perp, F_\forall, F_\forall^x$ defined as above, the right-hand side is a disjoint union,

$$(F_\parallel \cup F_\perp) \cap (F_\forall \cup F_\forall^x \cup F_{\text{ex}}) = \emptyset$$

and the pillar $P_x$ is a subset of the first two sets above, while $I \setminus P_x$ is a subset of the latter three sets.

**Proof.** The proof of [10, Claim 4.4] applies in this setting verbatim. See Fig. 6 for a visualization of $\text{Cone}_x^1$ and $\text{Cone}_x^2$.

**Corollary 3.5.** For any $x, L, h$, on the event $\text{iso}^o_{x,L,h}$ (and thus also on $\text{iso}^o_{x,L,h}$), the only faces of $I \setminus P_x$ which are 1-connected to $P_x$ are the four faces at height 0 which connect to the first cut-point of the pillar. (Explicitly, these are the faces $f_{[x+(\pm 1,0,0),x+(\pm 1,0,-1)]}$ and $f_{[x+(0,\pm 1,0),x+(0,\pm 1,-1)]}$.)

**Lemma 3.6 ([10, Lemma 4.5]).** There exists $C > 0$ such that for all $L$ sufficiently large, and all $h \geq 1$, and any $I \in \text{iso}^o_{x,L,h}$,

$$\sum_{f \in F_\parallel \cup F_\perp} \sum_{g \in F_\forall \cup F_{\text{ex}}} e^{-cL(f,g)} \leq Ce^{-cL}, \quad (3.2)$$

and

$$\sum_{f \in F_\parallel} \sum_{g \in F_\perp \cup F_\forall \cup F_{\text{ex}}} e^{-cL(f,g)} Ce^{-cL}. \quad (3.3)$$

**Proof.** See the proof of [10, Lemma 4.5] with the following observation: In $\text{iso}^o_{x,L,h}$, we only know that the spine of the pillar shell $S_x$ has less than $10h$ faces, so it is possible that $S_x$ has more. However, all the additional faces must be between vertices in $P_x$, and so the spine $S_x$ still cannot have more than say $20h$ faces.

Finally, we prove the following claim stating that in an isolated pillar, there is an $\omega$-path from $x$ to $\Lambda_n$, which will simplify certain proofs in Sections 4 and 5.
Figure 6. A typical isolated, tall pillar. The region above the tan cone is Cone\(_1^x\) and the region below the pink cone is Cone\(_2^x\).

**Claim 3.7.** For any \(\omega \in Iso_{x,L,h}^0 \cap E_1^x\), we have \(x \in V_{\text{bot}}\).

**Proof.** By definition, on \(E_1^x\), we know that \(x \in V_{\text{bot}}\). Suppose for contradiction that \(x\) is actually part of some finite component of \(V_{\text{bot}}\), call it \(A\). Let \(F\) be the set of faces separating \(A\) from \(A^c\) (i.e., if \(u \in A\) and \(v \notin A\), then \(f_{[u,v]} \in F\)). Since \(A\) must be simply connected, \(F\) is a 1-connected set of faces (for the justification that \(F\) is 1-connected, see [11, Prop. 5],[12, Thm. 7.3]). Moreover, \(F \subseteq F^\omega\). Since \(x\) is a cut-point of \(P\), \(F\) must include the four faces to the sides of \(x\) at height \(1/2\), and hence \(F \subseteq I\). Thus the condition \(f_{[x,x-e_3]} \notin I\) implies that \(x - e_3 \in A\). However, if \(F\) is to separate \(x - e_3\) from \(\partial \Lambda_n\), there must be some horizontal face of \(F\) below \(x - e_3\), which is necessarily a face of \(I \setminus P\). Yet, no such faces can be in \(I \setminus P\) by Proposition 3.4. \(\blacksquare\)

We now prove that except on a set of probability \(\epsilon_\beta\), a randomly sampled pillar of height \(h\) is going to be an isolated pillar. The idea, as done in [10, Theorem 4.2], is to use cluster expansion to show that the energy gain in mapping an arbitrary interface to one in \(Iso_{x,L,h}\) beats the entropy of the map. A significant portion of that paper is spent on controlling the \(g\)-terms which appear in the cluster expansion, and controlling the entropy of the map \(\Phi_{\text{iso}}\). We will omit those parts of the proof here as they apply exactly. One way to see why those proofs should still hold is to note that problems can only arise in the random-cluster model due to the more complicated geometry in including the hairs of the pillar. The entropy arguments of the cited paper are unaffected by this because they are based on counting the number of arbitrary 1-connected sets of size \(k\), and are not limited to the Ising-type pillar structures to begin with.

**Theorem 3.8** ([10, Theorem 4.2]). For \(\beta > \beta_0\), there exist constants \(L_\beta, \epsilon_\beta\) (going to \(\infty\) and 0 respectively as \(\beta \to \infty\)) such that for every sequence \(h = h_n \geq 1\), and \(x = x_n\) with \(h = o(d(x_n, \partial \Lambda_n))\), we have for all \(0 \leq h' \leq h\), \(0 \leq L \leq L_\beta\),

\[
\bar{\mu}_n(Iso_{x,L,h} | \text{ht}(P_x) \geq h') \geq 1 - \epsilon_\beta,
\]

which also implies

\[
\bar{\mu}_n(Iso_{x,L,h}^0 | \text{ht}(P_x) \geq h') \geq 1 - \epsilon_\beta.
\]

Let \(\Phi_{\text{iso}}\) be defined as in Algorithm 1. We denote by \(\lceil \hat{W}_y \rceil\) the interior ceiling of the wall \(W_y\).

**Lemma 3.9** ([10, Corollary 4.11]). **In Algorithm 1, the walls \(\hat{W}_{v_1} \cup \hat{W}_{v_1}^\circ\) intersect heights \(1/2, \ldots, \text{ht}(v_1) - 1\) in at least five faces.**
Let every height below \( h_t \) and \( W \) the sides of every vertex below faces of these ceilings, and each ceiling must have at least two faces if it is

Proof. By Algorithm 1, an interface consisting of just the walls \( \tilde{W}_{v_1} \) has no cut-heights between \( h^\dagger + 1 \) and \( \text{ht}(v_1) - 1 \). That means each of those heights must be intersected by \( \tilde{W}_{v_1} \) in at least five faces.

By Observation 2.21, there exists a wall \( W \) that nests both \( y^\dagger \) and \( v_1 \). By the algorithm, the walls \( \tilde{W}_{v_1} \) and \( \tilde{W}_y \) are distinct, so let their innermost nesting ceilings within \([W]\) be \( C_{v_1} \) and \( C_y \). \( W \) must surround the sides of every vertex below faces of these ceilings, and each ceiling must have at least two faces if it is to nest a wall. It takes at least six faces to surround the sides of two vertices, then \( W \) must intersect every height below \( \text{ht}(C_{v_1}) \lor \text{ht}(C_y) \) in at least 6 faces.

Finally, \( \tilde{W}_{v_1} \) must surround at least one vertex at every height between \( \text{ht}(C_{v_1}) \) and \( \text{ht}(v_1) \). Since \( \tilde{W}_{y^\dagger} \) also reaches height \( h^\dagger \), together they must contribute at least five faces to each height between \( \text{ht}(C_{v_1}) \lor \text{ht}(C_y) \) and \( h^\dagger \).
Note that by definition, we have for $J = \Phi_{\text{iso}}(I)$,

$$m(I, J) = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{z \in D} m(\tilde{W}_z) & \text{if (A3) is not violated} \\
\sum_{z \in D} m(\tilde{W}_z) + |W_{x,i}^h| & \text{if (A3) is violated}.
\end{cases}$$

(A3) is not violated

In the following claim, we provide an upper bound for $|W_{x,i}^h|$ and $j^*$ in terms of $m(I, J)$.

**Claim 3.10** ([10, Claim 4.9]). For every $L$ large, $J = \Phi_{\text{iso}}(I)$, we have

$$|W_{x,i}^h| \leq \frac{4}{5} m(\tilde{M}_{v_1} \cup \tilde{M}_{y_1}), \quad \text{and thus } m(I, J) \geq \frac{1}{5} m(\bigcup_{y \in D} \tilde{W}_y) + \frac{1}{5} \sum_{i=1}^{j^*} m(\tilde{X}_i).$$

(3.4)

In particular,

$$|W_{x,i}^h| \leq 4m(I, J), \quad \text{and } m(\bigcup_{y \in D} \tilde{W}_y) \leq 5m(I, J),$$

(3.5)

and

$$\begin{cases} 
|W_{x,i}^h| & \text{if (A3) is not violated} \\
\frac{1}{2} m(I, J) & \text{if (A3) is violated}.
\end{cases}$$

Proof. By Lemma 3.9, we have

$$|W_{x,i}^h| = 4(h(v_1) - \frac{1}{2}) \leq \frac{4}{5} (m(\tilde{M}_{v_1} \cup \tilde{M}_{y_1})).$$

which proves Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5).

If (A3) is violated, then the spine replacement generates an excess area of $5h - 4(h - h) \geq h - h$. If (A3) is not violated, if $j^* = 1$ then the bound is trivial. If $j^* > 1$, then $j^*$ is set for the last time either because of (A1) or (A2) being violated. If it was due to (A1) being violated, then either $j^* \leq L^3$ or $j^* \leq m(\tilde{X}_i) + 1$.

If it was due to (A2) being violated, then $d(\tilde{W}_y \cup [\tilde{W}_y], \tilde{X}_j) \leq (j - 1)/2$ for $y = y^*$. Now we note that in general for any $j, y$, we have

$$j - 1 \leq d(\tilde{W}_y \cup [\tilde{W}_y], \tilde{X}_j) + m(\tilde{M}_y).$$

Indeed, the lowest part of $\tilde{X}_j$ has height $\geq j - 1$, whereas the highest point reached by a face of $\tilde{W}_y$ is at most $m(\tilde{M}_y)$, and the remaining distance is made up by the term $d(\tilde{W}_y \cup [\tilde{W}_y], \tilde{X}_j)$. Applying this to $j^*, y^*$ gets

$$j^* - 1 \leq d(\tilde{W}_y \cup [\tilde{W}_y], \tilde{X}_j) + m(\tilde{M}_y) \leq (j^* - 1)/2 + m(\tilde{M}_y),$$

so that $j^* - 1 \leq 2m(I, J)$.

The following two lemmas control the terms related to $|\partial I|$ and $\kappa_I$ in the cluster expansion.

**Lemma 3.11.** Suppose that we have two interfaces $I \notin \text{iso}_{x, L, h}$ and $J = \Phi_{\text{iso}}(I)$. Then, we have $|\partial J| - |\partial I| \leq Cm(I, J)$ for some constant $C$ which can depend on $L$.

Proof. The goal is to construct an injective map $T$ from a subset of $\partial J$ into $\partial I$, and show that the remaining set of faces that $T$ is not defined on has size smaller than $Cm(I, J)$, which would prove the lemma. Throughout this proof, let $C_0$ be the number of faces that can be 1-connected to a particular face (namely, $C_0 = 12$).

**Step 1:** Consider first the faces of $\partial J$ which are 1-connected to the column of faces $W_{x,i}^h$. There are at most $C_0 |W_{x,i}^h|$ faces to account for here, but we already know that $|W_{x,i}^h| \leq 4m(I, J)$ by Eq. (3.5), so we do not need to define $T$ on these faces.

**Step 2:** If (A3) was not violated, then the tail of $P_{x}^J$ is a horizontally shifted copy of the increments with index starting from $j^* + 1$ in $P_{x}^I$. Each face in $\partial J$ which is 1-connected to such an increment therefore also has a copy in $\partial I$, and we associate them under the map $T$. Note that a priori, it is possible that a hair on an increment is actually 1-connected to $I \setminus P_{x}^I$ by connecting to another part of $I_{\text{top}}$. However, this cannot happen for increments with index larger than $j^*$ by condition (A2) of the algorithm. We remark that because this portion of $P_{x}^I$ begins with the cut-point $v_{j^*+1}$, the image of $T$ in this step consists only of faces with height $\geq h(v_{j^*+1}) - 1$ that are 1-connected to $S_x^J$.
Step 3: The rest of $P_x J$ consists of trivial increments that replace the spine $S_x^T$ up to increment $j^*$, so it is a straight vertical column of vertices from $ht(v_1)$ to $ht(v_{j+1}) - 1$ (or to $h$ if (A3) was violated). Let $Y_i$ correspond to the stack of trivial increments that have the same height as the increment $Y_i$ from $S_x^T$. Let $B$ be an empty set of faces, and begin the following iterative process: Start with $i = 1$. If $Y_i$ (from $S_x^T$) is trivial, then $Y_i$ is a single trivial increment. For every face $g$ in $Y_i \setminus J$, there is a corresponding face $h \in Y_i \setminus I$ in the same orientation. If $g$ has height $\leq ht(v_{i+1})$ (where $v_{i+1}$ is the cut-point in $S_x^T$), is not in $B$, and has not yet been assigned a face under $T$, then let $T(g) = h$. (It is possible that some faces may have already been added to $B$ or been assigned a face under $T$ since two consecutive increments overlap at a common cut-point.) Otherwise, if $Y_i$ is not a trivial increment, then we must have $m(Y_i) = \min(v_{i+1}) - \max(v_i)$. So, we add to $B$ all the faces in $Y_i \setminus J$ that have height $< ht(v_{i+1})$ and have not been assigned a face under $T$. Note that the number of faces added is at most $4C_0(\min(v_{i+1}) - \max(v_i) + 1) \leq 8C_0m(Y_i)$. Then, increase $i$ by 1 and repeat until $i = j^*$. Since $|B| \leq \sum_{i=1}^{j^*} 8\text{Com}(X_i) \leq 8\text{Com}(I; J)$, we do not need to define $T$ on the faces of $|B|$. Now we show $T$ is still injective. There are no problems within this step since the image of $T$ in each iteration is either empty or contains faces with height in $[\min(v_i) + 1, \max(v_{i+1})]$ (except for the case $i = 1$, whence the image can contain faces with height in $[\max(v_i), \min(v_{i+1})]$). This is because every assignment $T(g) = h$ here has $ht(g) = ht(h)$. Thus, by the comment at the end of Step 2, we only need to worry about the injectivity of $T$ in the last iteration $i = j^*$, and only if $Y_{j^*}$ is trivial. But actually, in this iteration no faces would have been added to the domain of $T$ since any faces with height $\leq \min(v_{j^*})$ would have been handled in when $i = j^* - 1$, and any faces with height $\geq \max(v_{j^*}) + 1/2$ would have been handled in Step 2.

Step 4: Reset $B$ to be an empty set. We will be adding pairs of faces $(g, h)$ to $B$, where $g$ is some face in $\partial J$ that we choose not to define $T$ on, and $h$ will be used to keep track of the size of $B$. In the previous steps, we have already handled faces of $\partial J$ that are 1-connected to $P_x J$. We can divide the remaining faces of $J$ into the following sets:

\begin{align*}
A_1 &= \text{Ceiling faces of } J \setminus P_x J \text{ that are in the projection of a ceiling face of } I; \\
A_2 &= \text{Floor faces of } J \setminus P_x J \text{ that are in the projection of a deleted wall of } I \setminus S_x^T; \\
A_3 &= \text{Floor faces of } J \setminus P_x J \text{ that are in the projection of } S_x^T, \text{ and not in } A_2; \\
A_4 &= \text{Wall faces of } J \setminus P_x J. 
\end{align*}

We fix some ordering of the faces of $J$ (say, lexicographical), and visit them one by one. Whenever we visit a face $f \in J$, we consider all the faces $g$ which are 1-connected faces to $f$, in $\partial J$, not yet in the domain of $T$, and have not yet been added into $B$ as the first face of a pair $(g, h)$:

1. If $f \in A_1$, then call the corresponding ceiling face in $I$ by $f'$. $f'$ is a vertical shift of $f$, so define $T(g) = h$ where $h$ is the same vertical shift applied to $g$. Necessarily, $h \in \partial I$. Note that $h$ also cannot have height in the image of $T$, since that would require the spine $S_x^T$ to be 1-connected to $f'$ or above $f'$, both of which are impossible if $f'$ is a ceiling face of $I$.

2. If $f \in A_2$, then we can use the vertical translation method from [11, Lem. 15]. There must exist some face $f' \in I \setminus S_x^T$ that is a vertical shift of $f$ (i.e., that $\rho(f') = \rho(f)$); pick one arbitrarily. By Lemma 2.5, $g$ must be a vertical face either above or below $f$. If it is above $f$, define $h_0$ to be the face above $f'$ such that $\rho(h_0) = \rho(g)$. If $h_0 \notin I \setminus S_x^T$, then set $h = h_0$. Otherwise, shift $h_0$ up by 1 to get $h_1$, and repeat until we have $h_n \notin I \setminus S_x^T$. Set $h = h_n$. (If $g$ was below $f$, we can instead shift $h_0$ down by 1 to get $h_{n+1}$.) If $h \in \partial I$ and $h$ is not yet in the image of $T$, set $T(g) = h$. Otherwise, add the pair of faces $(g, h)$ to $B$. (It is possible that $h$ is actually a horizontal of $S_x^T$, so that $h \in I$ even though $h \notin I \setminus S_x^T$).

3. First note that in $A_3$, the choice to take $S_x^T$ as opposed to just $S_x^T$ is a technicality, because we defined walls on the semi-extended interface whereas the spine was just defined as a subset of the interface. For $f \in A_3$, note that there is a ceiling face $f'$ of $I \setminus S_x^T$ that has the same projection as $f$. (If there were instead a wall face of $I \setminus S_x^T$ with the same projection, then either the wall is deleted in $\Phi_{\Phi_{\Phi_{\Phi_{\Phi}}}}$ or not, in which case $f$ should actually be in $A_2$ or $A_4$ respectively). As $f'$ is a vertical shift of $f$, let $h$ denote the face that is the same vertical shift applied to $g$. Suppose that $\rho(v_1) \in \rho(f)$. This is the one special case where because of how $I \setminus S_x^T$ was defined, then $f'$ might not be in $I$. There are however at most $C_0$ faces of $\partial J$ that are 1-connected to this $f$, and so henceforth we will ignore them. Otherwise, $f' \notin I$, and $h \notin I \setminus S_x^T$. If $h \in \partial I$ and $h$ is not yet in the image of $T$, set $T(g) = h$. Otherwise, add the pair of faces $(g, h)$ to $B$. (It is possible that $h$ is actually a hair of $S_x^T$, so that $h \in I$ even though $h \notin I \setminus S_x^T$).
4. Finally, for \( f \in A_4 \), every wall in \( J \setminus P^j_x \) has a vertically shifted copy in \( I \setminus S^j_x \) that is part of an undeleted wall. Let \( h \) denote the face that is the same vertical shift applied to \( g \). If \( h \in \partial I \) and \( h \) is not yet in the image of \( T \), set \( T(y) = h \). Otherwise, add the pair of faces \((g, h)\) to \( B \). We comment here for what follows that if \( f \in A_4 \), it cannot be that \( \rho(f) \) is 0-connected with the projection of a deleted wall \( \rho(\tilde{W}) \) from \( I \setminus S^j_x \), as otherwise by Lemma 2.5, the vertically shifted copy of \( f \) in \( I \setminus S^j_x \) must actually be part of \( \tilde{W} \), and therefore cannot be part of an undeleted wall.

Note that \( T \) is still injective since in Step 4 we always checked that \( h \) was not in the image of \( T \) before assigning \( T(y) = h \) (except for when \( f \in A_1 \), but simply because it is unnecessary to check as noted there). To control the size of \( B \), we now show that within Step 4, every \( h \) that was added in a pair to \( B \) or added to the image of \( T \) is unique. Indeed, every pairing of \( g \) with \( h \) was via a vertical shift. Thus, if there is overlap it must be that the starting faces \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \) have the same projection. Following the notation of the steps above, suppose \( g_1 \) was connected to \( f_1 \), and \( g_2 \) to \( f_2 \). There are corresponding faces \( f'_i, f'_2 \) in \( I \) such that \( f'_i = \theta_1 f_1 \) and \( f'_2 = \theta_2 f_2 \) for some vertical shifts \( \theta_1, \theta_2 \). Suppose \( f_1, f_2 \) are both in \( A_1 \cup A_3 \cup A_4 \). By how \( T \) was defined there, we had \( h_i = \theta_i g_i \). So, the only way we can pair the same \( h \) to both \( g_1, g_2 \) is if \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) are different shifts, which implies that there must be a deleted wall of \( I \setminus S^j_x \) separating \( f'_1 \) and \( f'_2 \). But by definition of the sets \( A_1 \cup A_3 \cup A_4 \) (and the comment above regarding \( f \in A_4 \)), this is impossible.

On the other hand, if both \( f_1, f_2 \in A_2 \), then since they are both ceiling faces, by Lemma 2.5 (ii), it is only possible for \( \rho(g_1) = \rho(g_2) \) when \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are 1-connected and \( g_1, g_2 \) are attached to the common edge \( f_1 \cap f_2 \). But in this case, whichever face of \( f_1, f_2 \) was visited second will not do anything with \( g_1, g_2 \). Since we only used the property that \( f_1, f_2 \) are ceiling faces, the same logic applies if \( f_1 \in A_1 \cup A_3 \) and \( f_2 \in A_2 \).

Finally, suppose \( f_1 \in A_4 \), \( f_2 \in A_2 \). By Lemma 2.5 (ii), \( g_2 \) must be a vertical face. But this forces \( \rho(f_1) \) to be 1-connected to \( \rho(f_2) \), which cannot happen by the comment above regarding \( f \in A_4 \).

Thus, every pair \((g, h)\) added to \( B \) must be such that either \( h \) was already in the image of \( T \) after Step 2 or Step 3, or \( h \) was part of a ceiling in \( S^j_x \). However, at each point in Step 4, \( h \) was always constructed as some face that is 1-connected to \( I \setminus S^j_x \). By (A2) of Algorithm 1, if there is a wall or interior ceiling of \( I \setminus S^j_x \) that is distance 1 away from an increment \( F_i \), then \( i \leq j^* \). Combined, if \( h \) was added to \( B \) as part of a pair \((g, h)\) in Step 4, then \( h \) is either part of or 1-connected to an increment with index \( i \leq j^* \). Thus it suffices to show that \( |F(\bigcup_{i \leq j^*} F_i)| \leq Cm(I; J) \) for some constant \( C \). But by combining Eq. (2.4) with the upper bound on \( j^* \) in Claim 3.10, we have

\[
\left| F \left( \bigcup_{i \leq j^*} F_i \right) \right| \leq \sum_{i \leq j^*} 5m(F_i) + 8j^* \leq Cm(I; J).
\]

(The constant above may depend on \( L \), but that is not a problem.)

**Lemma 3.12.** Suppose that we have two interfaces \( I \notin Iso_{x,L,h} \) and \( J = \Phi_{iso}(I) \). Then, we have \( \kappa_I - \kappa_J = \kappa_{I \setminus J} \leq Cm(I; J) \) for some constant \( C \).

**Proof.** The proof of the exponential tails on groups of walls in [11, Lem. 15] already controls the difference in the number of open clusters resulting from deleting walls, and so we have the bound

\[
\kappa_{I \setminus S^j_x} - \kappa_J / P^j_x \leq \sum_{z \in D} 28m(\tilde{W}_z) \leq Cm(I; J),
\]

where \( D \) are the indices of all deleted walls in Algorithm 1.

Now, let \( \kappa_{>j^*} \) be the number of open clusters which are separated from \( \partial \Lambda_n \) by the portion of \( S^j_x \) consisting of increments starting from index \( j^* + 1 \). Then,

\[
\kappa_J - \kappa_{J / P^j_x} = \kappa_{>j^*}.
\]

On the other hand, if \( \kappa_{\leq j^*} \) is defined analogously, then

\[
\kappa_I - \kappa_I / S^j_x \leq \kappa_{>j^*} + \kappa_{\leq j^*} + 1
\]

(where the extra plus one is because it is possible for the joining together of the two parts of the spine to create an extra open cluster). Thus, it suffices to bound \( \kappa_{\leq j^*} \) in terms of the excess area of the increments. However, the addition of a single face can add at most one cluster, and we can bound the number of faces...
in $\bigcup_{i=1}^{j^*} \mathcal{X}_i$ using Eq. (2.4) by

$$\sum_{i=1}^{j^*} |\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{X}_i)| - 4(j^* - 1) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{j^*} 5m(\mathcal{X}_i) + 4 \leq 5m(I; J) + 4 \leq 9m(I; J).$$

**Proposition 3.13.** There exists $C > 0$ such that for all $\beta > \beta_0$, all $L$ large, and every $I$, $\Phi_{iso}(I) = J$,

$$\frac{\bar{\mu}_n(I)}{\bar{\mu}_n(J)} \leq e^{-(\beta - CL^3)m(I; J)}.$$  

**Proof.** An appropriate bound on the first two terms in the cluster expansion follow from the above two properties of $\Phi_{iso}$.

We note that following the procedure in [9, Proposition 4.1] would work, but utilizing the cone separation conditional bound, and we can take

$$r = 0,$$

where in the last line we use that $\Phi_{iso}$ is defined so that the first increment which is guaranteed to be trivial has its two vertices

such that $\Phi_{iso}(E_x^{h'}) \subseteq (E_x^h)$. Dividing through by $\bar{\mu}_n(E_x^{h'})$ then yields the desired conditional bound, and we can take $r = 1$ to conclude the proof.

**Proof of Theorem 3.8.** It thus suffices to prove that for every $r \geq 1$,

$$\bar{\mu}_n(\mu(I; \Phi_{iso}(I)) \geq r, E_x^{h'}) \leq C \exp \left\{ -(\beta - CL^3)r \right\}$$

and take $L = L_{\beta} = \beta^{1/4}$, say. For every $r \geq 1$,

$$\bar{\mu}_n(\mu(I; \Phi_{iso}(I)) \geq r, E_x^{h'}) \leq \sum_{M \geq r} \sum_{\substack{I \in E_x^{h'} \atop m(I; \Phi_{iso}(I)) = M}} \bar{\mu}_n(I)$$

$$\leq \sum_{M \geq r} \sum_{\substack{I \in E_x^{h'} \atop m(I; \Phi_{iso}(I)) = M}} e^{-(\beta - CL^3)M} \bar{\mu}_n(\Phi_{iso}(I))$$

$$= \sum_{M \geq r} \sum_{\substack{J \in E_x^{h'} \atop m(I; \Phi_{iso}(I)) = M}} \bar{\mu}_n(J) \sum_{\substack{I \in \Phi_{iso}(J) \atop m(I; \Phi_{iso}(I)) = M}} e^{-(\beta - CL^3)M}$$

$$\leq \sum_{M \geq r} C L^3 e^{-(\beta - CL^3)M} \bar{\mu}_n(E_x^{h'}),$$

where in the last line we use that $\Phi_{iso}(E_x^{h'}) \subseteq (E_x^h)$. Dividing through by $\bar{\mu}_n(E_x^{h'})$ then yields the desired conditional bound, and we can take $r = 1$ to conclude the proof.

Next we prove that we have control over the size of increments at a given height by another map argument. We note that following the procedure in [9, Proposition 4.1] would work, but utilizing the cone separation properties of $iso_x,L,h$ greatly simplifies the proof.

**Definition 3.15.** Fix any $L$ and integer height $0 \leq h_0 < h$. Let $P_x$ be a pillar with height at least $h$. Suppose that the first increment in $P_x$ to have height $> h_0$ has index $j_0$. Then, we will say that $I \in incr_{x,L,h_0}$ if its pillar satisfies

$$m(\mathcal{F}_j) \leq \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } 0 \leq j - j_0 \leq L \\ j - j_0 & \text{if } j - j_0 > L \end{cases}.$$  

(Note that $j_0$ is defined so that the first increment which is guaranteed to be trivial has its two vertices at heights $h_0 - 1/2$ and $h_0 + 1/2$.)

**Theorem 3.16.** For $\beta > \beta_0$ and $L$ sufficiently large, there exists constants $L'_\beta$ and $\varepsilon_\beta$ (going to $\infty$ and $0$ respectively as $\beta \rightarrow \infty$) such that for every $0 \leq L' \leq L'_\beta$ and all $h_0 \leq h' \leq h$,

$$\bar{\mu}_n(I \in incr_{x,L',h_0} \big| ht(P_x) \geq h', iso_{x,L,h}) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_\beta$$

for every $I \in incr_{x,L',h_0} \big| ht(P_x) \geq h', iso_{x,L,h}$.
Algorithm 2: The map $\Phi_{\text{incr}} = \Phi_{\text{incr}}(x, L', h_0)$

1. If $\mathcal{I} \in \text{Incr}_x(L', h_0)$, then set $\Phi_{\text{iso}}(\mathcal{I}) = \mathcal{I}$. Otherwise, proceed as follows. Let $j_0$ be the index of the first increment of $\mathcal{S}_x$ that reaches a height $> h_0$.

2. Let $\{\bar{W}_y : y \in \mathcal{L}_{n,n}\}$ be the walls of $\mathcal{I} \setminus \mathcal{S}_x$. Let $(\mathcal{D}_i)_{i \geq 1}$ be the increments of $\mathcal{S}_x$.

3. Let $j$ be the index of the first increment of $\mathcal{S}_x$ being reached by the walls $\bar{W}_y$. If $\mathcal{D}_i$ is the $i$th increment of $\mathcal{S}_x$ reaching $\bar{W}_y$, then set $\Phi_{\text{iso}}(\mathcal{I}) = \mathcal{I} \setminus \mathcal{S}_x$.

4. Obtain $\Phi_{\text{incr}}(\mathcal{I})$ by replacing the spine $\mathcal{S}_x$ with $\mathcal{S}^*$. Then, there exists a constant $\bar{C}_L(m) = 1$ such that $|X_{\bar{W}}| \leq 1$.

Remark 3.17. We can also define the map $\text{Incr}_{x, L, j_0}$ by specifying directly the increment we want to trivialize, instead of specifying a height that we want to ensure a trivial increment to be at. We will still have

\[ \mu_n(\mathcal{I} \in \text{Incr}_{x, L, j_0} | \text{ht}(\mathcal{P}_x) \geq h', \text{iso}_{x, L, h}) \geq 1 - \epsilon \beta \]

in the same setting as above, and the proof will follow in the same way.

We can split up any interface $\mathcal{I} \in \text{iso}_{x, L, h}$ as follows:

\begin{align*}
X_B^j & \cup_{j \geq j^*+1} \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{D}^j) & \text{Increments above } v_{j^*+1} \\
X_A^j & \cup_{j_0 \leq j \leq j^*} \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{D}^j) & \text{Increments between } v_{j_0} \text{ and } v_{j^*+1} \\
X_C & \cup_{j \leq j_0-1} \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{D}^j) & \text{Increments below } v_{j_0} \\
B & \mathcal{I} \setminus (S_x^f) & \text{The remaining set of faces in } \mathcal{I}
\end{align*}

Define $\Phi_{\text{incr}}$ as in Algorithm 2. We can split up the faces of $\mathcal{J} = \Phi_{\text{incr}}(\mathcal{I})$ as follows:

\begin{align*}
X_B^j & \text{ Horizontally shifted copy of } X_B^j \\
X_A^j & \text{ Trivial increments at the same height as } X_A^j \\
X_C & \text{ Same set of faces as in } \mathcal{I} \\
B & \text{ Same set of faces as in } \mathcal{I}
\end{align*}

Claim 3.18. Let $\mathcal{J} = \Phi_{\text{incr}}(\mathcal{I})$ for $\mathcal{I} \in E^h_x \cap \text{iso}_{x, L, h}$. Then, there exists a constant $C > 0$ such that

\[ |X_A^j \cup X_A^{j'}| \leq C L' \mu(L; \mathcal{J}). \tag{3.6} \]

Proof. It suffices to bound $|X_A^j|$ since clearly $|X_A^j| \leq |X_A^j|$. The number of faces of $X_A^j$ is

\[ |X_A^j| = \sum_{j_0} |\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{D}_j)| - 4(j^* - j_0) \leq \sum_{j_0} 5m(\mathcal{D}_j) + 4(j^* - j_0) + 8. \]

Thus, it suffices to bound $j^* - j_0$, and by Algorithm 2, either $j^* - j_0 \leq L'$, or $j^* - j_0 \leq m(\mathcal{D}^j) + 1$.

Proposition 3.19. There exists $C > 0$ such that for all $\beta > \beta_0$, and every $\mathcal{I} \in E^h_x \cap \text{iso}_{x, L, h}$, $\Phi_{\text{incr}}(\mathcal{I}) = \mathcal{J}$,

\[ \frac{\mu_n(\mathcal{I})}{\mu_n(\mathcal{J})} \leq e^{-(\beta - C L') \mu(L; \mathcal{J})}. \tag{3.7} \]
Proof. Using the cluster expansion, we have
\[
\frac{\bar{\mu}_n(I)}{\mu_n(J)} = (1 - e^{-\beta})^{\partial I} - \partial J e^{-\beta m(I, J)} g_{\kappa_I - \kappa_J} e^{\sum_{f \in I} g(f, I) - \sum_{f \in J} g(f, J)}.
\] (3.8)

To account for the faces in $\partial J$ and $\partial I$, we follow the proof of Lemma 3.11 and define an injective map $T$ on a subset of $\partial J$ to $\partial I$ and show that the number of faces we do not define $T$ on is bounded by $C m(I, J)$ for some $C$. Faces which are 1-connected to $B \cup X_C$ can be mapped to themselves, and faces 1-connected to $X_A^2$ can be mapped to their shifted copy in $X_B^2$. The remaining faces 1-connected to $X_A^2$ can be handled by following the procedure in Step 3 of Lemma 3.11, noting there that the bound on the number of faces where $T$ was not defined was actually a constant times the sum of the excess areas of the increments being trivialized, which in this case is precisely $C m(I, J)$, and so $|\partial J| - |\partial I| \leq C m(I, J)$.

A bound on $\kappa_I - \kappa_J$ also follows as in Lemma 3.12. The difference in the number of open clusters between the two interfaces is bounded by the number of open clusters in $X^2$ (where the $+2$ comes from potentially creating an extra open cluster when joining to $B \cup X_C$ below and/or to $X_B^2$ above). However, the addition of a single face can add at most one cluster, whence Claim 3.18 gives us the bound $\kappa_I - \kappa_J \leq CL' m(I, J)$.

Finally, we can decompose the sum of $g$-terms as
\[
\sum_{f \in X_A^2} |g(f, I)| + \sum_{f \in X_B^2} |g(f, J)| + \sum_{f \in X_C^2} |g(f, I) - g(\theta f, J)| + \sum_{f \in B \cup X_C} |g(f, I) - g(f, J)|.
\] (3.9)

The first two sums are bounded by $CL' m(I, J)$ by Claim 3.18 (for a different constant than in claim, but a constant nonetheless).

For the latter two sums, we separate the analysis into cases according to which face $g \in I \cup J$ attains the distance $r(f, I; \theta f, J)$:

(i) If $g \in X_A^2 \cup X_B^2$, then by summability of exponential tails and Claim 3.18, we have
\[
\sum_{f \in \mathcal{F}(x^2)} \sum_{g \in X_A^2 \cup X_B^2} e^{-cd(f, g)} \leq |X_A^2 \cup X_B^2| \leq CL' m(I, J),
\]
which covers both sums.

(ii) If $g \in X_B^2 \cup X_C^2$, we only need to check for the sum over $f \in B \cup X_C$, since every face in $X_B^2$ is the same horizontal shift of a face in $X_B^2$. For $f \in B$, the sum is bounded by Eq. (3.3), since both $I$ and $J$ are in $\text{iso}_{x,l,h}$. For $f \in X_C$, we have using summability of exponential tails, Eq. (2.4), and Algorithm 2,
\[
\sum_{g \in X_B^2 \cup X_C^2} \sum_{f \in X_C} e^{-cd(f, g)} \leq \sum_{j > j^*} \sum_{f \in \mathcal{F}(x^2)} \sum_{ht(f) \leq ht(v_{j^*})} |\mathcal{F}(x^2)| e^{-cd(f, g)} \\
= \sum_{j > j^*} |\mathcal{F}(x^2)| e^{-c(j - j^*)} \\
\leq \sum_{j > j^*} C(j - j^*) e^{-c(j - j^*)} \leq C.
\]

(iii) If $g \in B \cup X_C$, we only need to consider the sum over $f \in X_B^2$, but then this is the same as case (ii) above with the roles of $f$ and $g$ reversed. ■

**Proposition 3.20.** There exists $C > 0$ such that for all $M \geq 1$, $L', h'$, $h$ as in the setting of Theorem 3.16, and $J \in E_x^{h'} \cap \text{iso}_{x,l,h}$,
\[
|\{I \in \Phi_{\text{mer}}^{-1}(J) : m(I, J) = M\}| \leq CL'M.
\] (3.10)

**Proof.** We follow the proof of [10, Lemma 7.9], with the witness being the faces of $X_A^2$ together with the height of $v_{j_0}$. Indeed, suppose we are given such a witness with an interface $J$. Then, to reconstruct $I$, we first take $J$ and delete the portion of the pillar $P^+_J$ with height $> ht(v_{j_0})$, and append $X_A^2$ to the pillar in such a way that the bottom four faces of $X_A^2$ around $v_{j_0}$ match the four faces around the cut-point of $P^+_J$ that has height $ht(v_{j_0})$. Then, we append $X_B^2$ (the portion of $P^+_J$ with height $\geq ht(v_{j_0} + 1)$, which can be read off from $X_A^2$ and $ht(v_{j_0})$) to the top of $X_A^2$, joining again at the respective cut-points.
Now, we already know that for any fixed $M$, by Claim 3.18 $X^T_A$ is a 1-connected face set of size $\leq CL'M$. So, by Lemma 2.12 the number of possible face sets for $X^T_A$ is bounded by $s^{CL'M}$. Furthermore, we know that $ht(v_{j_0}) \in [h_0 - M - 1/2, h_0 - 1/2]$ since the excess area $m(J_{j_0})$ is at least $ht(v_{j_0+1}) - ht(v_{j_0}) - 1$, and so this leaves $M + 1$ possible choices for what $ht(v_{j_0})$ can be. Thus, the number of possible witnesses is bounded by $(M + 1)s^{CL'M}$.

**Proof of Theorem 3.16.** For any $I \notin \text{incr}_{x',L',h_0}$, $m(I; \Phi_{\text{incr}}(I)) \geq 1$, so it suffices to prove the stronger statement that for some $C$ and any $r \geq 1$,

$$\mu_n(m(I; \Phi_{\text{incr}}(I)) \geq r | ht(P_x) \geq h', \text{iso}_{x,L,h}) \leq C \exp(-\beta - CL')r$$

and then take $L' = L'_\beta = \beta^{3/4}$ and $r = 1$. Indeed,

$$\mu_n(m(I; \Phi_{\text{incr}}(I)) \geq r, ht(P_x) \geq h', \text{iso}_{x,L,h}) = \sum_{M \geq r} I \in E^{h'}_{x,L,h} \sum_{m(I; \Phi_{\text{incr}}(I)) = M} \bar{\mu}_n(I)$$

$$\leq \sum_{M \geq r} I \in \Phi_{\text{incr}}(E^{h'}_{x,L,h}) \sum_{m(I; \Phi_{\text{incr}}(I)) = M} e^{-(\beta - CL')M} \bar{\mu}_n(J)$$

$$\leq \sum_{M \geq r} C^{L'M} e^{-(\beta - CL')M} \bar{\mu}(\Phi_{\text{incr}}(E^{h'}_{x}\cap \text{iso}_{x,L,h}))$$

$$\leq Ce^{-(\beta - CL' - L' \log C)r} \mu_n(E^{h'}_{x,L,h} \cap \text{iso}_{x,L,h}).$$

Hence, dividing by $\mu_n(E^{h'}_{x,L,h})$ proves the claim. The above inequalities follow from Proposition 3.19, Proposition 3.20, and the fact that $\Phi_{\text{incr}}(A) \subseteq A$. In particular, this allows us to apply the map multiple times to ensure trivial increments at multiple locations.

**Remark 3.21.** Note that the proof above still works if we condition on any subset $A \subseteq \text{iso}_{x,L,h} \cap E^{h'}_{x}$ that satisfies the property $\Phi_{\text{incr}}(A) \subseteq A$. In particular, this allows us to apply the map multiple times to ensure trivial increments at multiple locations.

4. LARGE DEVIATION RATE FOR RANDOM-CLUSTER INTERFACES

In this section, we come to the first large deviation result, which concerns the height of the top interface $I_{\text{top}}$ at a particular location. The goal of this section is to prove the following proposition:

**Proposition 4.1.** For all $\beta > \beta_0$, every sequence of $n$, $x$ dependent on $h$ with $1 \ll h \ll n$ and $d(x, \partial A_n) \gg h$, and every $h = h_1 + h_2$,

$$\mu_n(E^x_h) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) \frac{e^{\beta} + q - 1}{q} \mu_n(E^x_{h_1}) \mu_n(E^x_{h_2}),$$

and consequently,

$$\lim_{h \to \infty} - \frac{1}{h} \log \mu_n(ht(P_x) \geq h) = \alpha$$

for some constant $\alpha$.

We first want to introduce a proxy event $A^x_h$ that is comparable to $E^x_h$ but is not defined with respect to an interface.

**Definition 4.2.** Define $A^x_h$ to be the event that a certain set of faces are in $\mathcal{F}_w^x$. Specifically, let $C$ be any finite connected set of vertices with the following conditions:

1. $C$ contains $x$, and this is the only vertex of $C$ with height $1/2$;
2. the vertices of $C$ have heights in $[1/2, h - 1/2]$;
3. $C$ is simply connected.

Now, let $F(C)$ be the set of faces that form the side and top boundary of $C$. That is, if $u \in C$ and $v \notin C$ such that $u$ is adjacent to $v$, then we add the face $f_{[u,v]}$ to $F(C)$, except we do not add the face $f_{[x,x-e_3]}$ at the bottom. $A^x_h$ is the event that there is some such $C$ such that $F(C) \subseteq \mathcal{F}_w^x$. 
A crucial property of $A_h^x$ is that it is decreasing. Also important is the geometrical fact that any such bounding set of faces $F(C)$ is 1-connected [see [11, Prop. 5],[12, Thm. 7.3], noting that in our case because $C$ is simply connected, the splitting set there is precisely the set of faces that separate $C$ from $C^c$, and removing the face $f_{[x,x-\epsilon_3]}$ to get $F(C)$ keeps $F(C)$ 1-connected.

Since we are including the faces bounding the top side of $C$ in the definition of $A_h^x$, the faces $F(C)$ form a shell that looks like a pillar in $E_h^x$ whose vertex set is capped at height $h$. This leads to the following definition, which will also appear throughout the rest of the paper:

**Definition 4.3.** For every $h \geq 1$, let $\overline{E_h^x} \subseteq (E_h^x \setminus E_{h+1}^x)$ be the set of pillars of height $h$ such that there are no faces of $\mathcal{P}_x$ with height $\geq h$ except those forming the top boundary of vertices of $\mathcal{P}_x$.

We state here the following fact that a $1 - \varepsilon_\beta$ fraction of pillars in $E_h^x$ are actually in $\overline{E_h^x}$, but we defer the proof until Lemma 5.10 where we prove the stronger statement required there.

**Corollary 4.4.** For every $\beta > \beta_0$ and $h \geq 1$, there exists a constant $\varepsilon_\beta$ such that

$$\mu_n(\overline{E_h^x} | E_h^x) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_\beta.$$

The following proposition states that $\mu_n(A_h^x)$ is comparable to $\mu_n(E_h^x)$ (up to multiplicative constants depending on $\beta$).

**Proposition 4.5.** In the setting of Proposition 4.1, there exists a constant $\varepsilon_\beta$ such that

$$\frac{q}{e^\beta + q - 1} \left( 1 - \varepsilon_\beta \right) \mu_n(A_h^x) \leq \mu_n(E_h^x) \leq \left( 1 + \varepsilon_\beta \right) \mu_n(A_h^x).$$

**Proof.** Beginning with the upper bound, we have (say, for $L = L_\beta$),

$$\mu_n(\overline{E_h^x}, \text{for } \mathcal{P}_x \in \overline{E_h^x}) \leq \mu_n(E_h^x, \mathcal{P}_x).$$

Indeed, if we have a pillar $\mathcal{P}_x \in \overline{E_h^x}$, we can take $C$ in the definition of $A_h^x$ to be the set of vertices in the pillar. Recall that the vertices of $\mathcal{P}_x$ is simply connected by Observation 2.17, so this satisfies Item 3, and the definition of $\overline{E_h^x}$ implies the height requirement of Item 2. Then, the $\text{for } \mathcal{P}_x \in \overline{E_h^x}$ event implies Item 1 above. Furthermore, each face in $F(C)$ must be in $\overline{E_h^x}$ because it separates a vertex in $\overline{E_h^x}$ from a vertex in $\overline{E_h^x}$. Thus, by Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 4.4, we have

$$\mu_n(\overline{E_h^x}, \text{for } \mathcal{P}_x \in \overline{E_h^x}) \geq \mu_n(E_h^x, \text{for } \mathcal{P}_x \in \overline{E_h^x}).$$

Combining the above gives the following stronger statement which implies the upper bound

$$\mu_n(A_h^x | E_h^x) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_\beta.$$ (4.3)

For the lower bound, as a technical step, we want to first close the edge $[x,x-\epsilon_3]$ (this will be needed for an application of the Domain Markov property). By Observation 2.25, we can close this edge at a cost of $\frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q}$, noting that closing this edge always creates a new open cluster in separating $x$ from $x-\epsilon_3$. We will call $A_h^x$ the event $A_h^x \cap \{f_{[x,x-\epsilon_3]} \in \overline{E_h^x}\}$, so that we have

$$\mu_n(A_h^x) \leq \frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \mu_n(A_h^x).$$

We can split the event $A_h^x$ based off whether or not the pillar at $x$ has height $\geq 0$ or $< 0$. We first show that $A_h^x \cap E_0^x \subseteq \overline{E_h^x}$. Indeed, the event $E_1^x$ implies that $x$ is in $\overline{E_h^x}$, and $A_h^x \cap \{\text{ht}(P_x) = 0\}$ is empty since the presence of the faces $F(C)$ together with the face below $x$ make it impossible for $x$ to have a wired path to the upper half boundary, which is a contradiction (see Remark 2.18). Once we have established that $x \in \overline{E_h^x}$, then all of $C$ must also be in $\overline{E_h^x}$ since it is part of the same connected component of $\overline{E_h^x}$ as $x$. Thus, the vertices of the pillar $\mathcal{P}_x$ must contain all the vertices of $C$, which notably includes at least one vertex at height $h_1 - 1/2$, so that the pillar has height at least $h$.

Thus, it suffices to show that

$$\mu_n(\overline{E_h^x}, (E_0^x)^c) \leq \varepsilon_\beta \mu_n(E_h^x).$$ (4.4)

Now, for a given top interface $I_{\text{top}}$, consider the set of vertices $v$ such that there exists $w$ with $f_{[v,w]} \in I_{\text{top}}$. Of these, let $V_1$ be the ones in $\overline{E_{\text{top}}}$ and $V_2$ be the ones in $\overline{E_{\text{top}}}$. With the notation $I_{\text{top}} = I_{\text{top}}$ meaning the top interface of the configuration $\omega$ is equal to the set of faces $I_{\text{top}}$, we claim that we can write
\[ \hat{\mu}_n(\tilde{A}_{n,x}^t, (E_n^c)^c) = \sum_{I_{top} \in (E_n^c)^c} \hat{\mu}_n(\tilde{A}_{n,x}^t | I_{top} = I_{top}) \hat{\mu}_n(I_{top} = I_{top}) \]

\[ = \sum_{I_{top} \in (E_n^c)^c} \mu_n(\tilde{A}_{n,x}^t | V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega), V_2(I_{top}) \subseteq C_{top}(\omega)) \hat{\mu}_n(I_{top} = I_{top}) \]

\[ = \sum_{I_{top} \in (E_n^c)^c} \mu_n(\tilde{A}_{n,x}^t | V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega), I_{top} \subseteq \tilde{\nabla}_{\omega}^c) \hat{\mu}_n(I_{top} = I_{top}). \tag{4.5} \]

To justify the second line above, we need to prove that for any configuration \(\omega\), the \(top\) interface being a specified \(I_{top}\) is equivalent to the event \(\{V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega), V_2(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega)\}\). The forward implication is true as we already showed in Remark 2.15 that for every face of \(I_{top}\), one of the adjacent vertices is in \(\nabla_{top}(\omega)\) and the other is not. For the reverse implication, the same remark showed that we can let \(\nabla_{top}(\omega)\) be the augmented \(top\) component corresponding to \(I_{top}\), and it suffices to show that \(\nabla_{top}(\omega) = \nabla_{top}(I_{top})\). If \(v \in \nabla_{top}(I_{top})\), then every path from \(v\) to \(\partial \Lambda_n^+\) must pass through a face of \(I_{top}\), and hence must include a vertex of \(V_1\). Since \(V_1\) is part of \(\nabla_{top}(\omega)\), then \(v\) cannot be in the infinite component of \(\nabla_{top}(\omega)\), so \(v \notin \nabla_{top}(\omega)\). This shows \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega)\). We note (for later use) that in the proof of this direction, we only used the fact that \(V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega)\). For the converse, if \(v \in \nabla_{top}(I_{top})\), then every path from \(v\) to \(\partial \Lambda_n^+\) must pass through a face of \(I_{top}\), and thus must include a vertex of \(V_2\). Thus, \(v\) cannot be in \(\nabla_{top}(\omega)\), and we have a partial converse \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega)\). We need to rule out the possibility of \(v\) being in a finite component of \(\nabla_{top}(\omega)\), say \(A\). But such an \(A\) by definition must be surrounded by vertices of \(\nabla_{top}(\omega)\), which by the partial converse, are in \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top})\). Thus, by assumption we have \(v \in \nabla_{top}(I_{top})\), yet \(v\) is surrounded by vertices of \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top})\), which contradicts the fact that \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top})\) is simply connected (see Remark 2.15).

Furthermore, the third line holds because the event \(\{V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega), V_2(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega)\}\) is equal to the event \(\{V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega), I_{top} \subseteq \tilde{\nabla}_{\omega}^c\}\). Indeed, conditional on \(\{V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega)\}\), the event \(\{I_{top} \subseteq \tilde{\nabla}_{\omega}^c\}\) is sufficient to show \(\{V_2(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega)\}\) because every path from \(V_2(I_{top})\) to \(\partial \Lambda_n^+\) must cross a face of \(I_{top}\), and it is necessary because otherwise there would be an open edge between some \(u \in V_2(I_{top})\) and \(v \in V_1(I_{top})\), which would imply that \(u \in \nabla_{top}(\omega)\).

Next we will argue that by the Domain Markov property, for every \(I_{top} \in (E_n^c)^c\), we have

\[ \mu_n(\tilde{A}_{n,x}^t | V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega), I_{top} \subseteq \tilde{\nabla}_{\omega}^c) = \mu_n(\tilde{A}_{n,x}^t | V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega)). \tag{4.6} \]

To begin, observe that for any \(v \in \nabla_{top}(I_{top})\), every path from \(v\) to \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top})\) must pass through a vertex of \(V_1(I_{top})\), so that \(V_1(I_{top}) \cup \partial \Lambda_n^+\) forms a vertex boundary of \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top})\). Furthermore, conditioning on \(V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega)\) guarantees that the vertices \(V_1 \cup \partial \Lambda_n^+\) are all part of the same open cluster. So, if \((\nabla_{top}(I_{top}), E)\) is the induced subgraph of \(\Lambda_n\) on \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top})\), it remains to show that conditional on \(V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega)\), the event \(\tilde{A}_{n,x}^t\) only depends on \(\omega_e\) for \(e \in E\). Recall that \(\tilde{A}_{n,x}^t\) is the event that there exists some finite \(\Lambda_n\)-connected set of vertices \(C\) fulfilling the conditions of Definition 4.2, such that its bounding faces \(\tilde{F}(C)\) (including \(f_{[x,x-\epsilon]}\) now) are all in \(\tilde{\nabla}_{\omega}^c\). We will argue that for any finite \(\Lambda_n\)-connected set of vertices \(C\) containing \(x\) such that its bounding faces \(\tilde{F}(C) \subseteq \tilde{\nabla}_{\omega}^c\), we have

\[ \{e : f_e \in \tilde{F}(C)\} \subseteq E. \]

We first argue that \(C\) must be a subset of \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top})\). Indeed, if \(\tilde{F}(C) \subseteq \tilde{\nabla}_{\omega}^c\), then \(C\) cannot contain any vertices of \(\nabla_{top}(\omega)\), and in particular \(C \cap V_1(I_{top}) = \emptyset\). But since \(C\) is a \(\Lambda_n\)-connected and \(V_1(I_{top})\) is a vertex boundary for \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top})\), then \(C\) must lie entirely in either \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top})\) or \(\tilde{\nabla}_{top}(I_{top})\). As \(C\) contains \(x\) (which must be in \(\nabla_{top}(I_{top})\) since \(I_{top} \in (E_n^c)^c\)), then \(C \subseteq \nabla_{top}(I_{top})\). Now suppose for contradiction that there is some face \(f = f_{[u,v]} \in \tilde{F}(C)\) where \(u \in \nabla_{top}(I_{top})\). Then, the fact that \(C \subseteq \nabla_{top}(I_{top})\) implies that not only \(v \in C\), but also \(f_{[w,v]} \notin I_{top}\). Combined, this implies that \(v \notin V_1(I_{top})\), and hence on the event \(\{V_1(I_{top}) \subseteq \nabla_{top}(\omega)\}\), we have \(v \in \nabla_{top}(\omega)\). But, this is impossible when \(\tilde{F}(C) \subseteq \tilde{\nabla}_{\omega}^c\), a contradiction. This concludes the proof of Eq. (4.6), which we can now plug into Eq. (4.5).
Finally, since $\tilde{A}_h^x$ is a decreasing event, we can use FKG followed by the rigidity of the top interface to conclude that

$$\sum_{I_{top}(\omega)} \mu_n(\tilde{A}_h^x | V_1(I) \subseteq \mathcal{V}_{top}(\omega)) \mu_n(I_{top} = I_{top}) \leq \sum_{I \in (E_h^x)^c} \mu_n(\tilde{A}_h^x) \mu_n(I_{top} = I_{top})$$

$$= \mu_n(\tilde{A}_h^x) \mu_n((E_h^x)^c)$$

$$\leq \varepsilon_\beta \mu_n(\tilde{A}_h^x).$$

Thus, combining the above, we get

$$\tilde{\mu}_n(\tilde{A}_h^x, (E_h^x)^c) \leq \varepsilon_\beta \mu_n(\tilde{A}_h^x).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

Finally, a short computation using FKG gets us that

$$\tilde{\mu}_n(E_h^x) \geq \frac{\mu_n(E_h^x, \tilde{A}_h^x, D_n)}{\mu_n(D_n)} \geq \frac{\mu_n(E_h^x, D_n)}{\mu_n(D_n)} \mu_n(\tilde{A}_h^x) \geq (1 - \varepsilon_\beta) \mu_n(\tilde{A}_h^x),$$

which together with Eq. (4.7) concludes the proof of Eq. (4.4), and hence the proposition. \hspace{1cm} $\blacksquare$

**Definition 4.6.** Let $\mathcal{H}$ be the 1-connected set of faces of $\mathcal{L}_{>0} \cap \mathcal{S}_h^x$ that contains the faces on the four sides of $x$. Let $\mathcal{H}_{h_1}$ be the restriction of $\mathcal{H}$ to faces in $\mathcal{L}_{>0} \cap \mathcal{L}_{\leq h_1}$. If we are on the event $A_h^x$ for any $h$, note that since $F(C)$ is 1-connected, then $\mathcal{H}$ must include all the faces of $F(C)$. We next define an event $\Gamma_{h_1}$, to be thought of as a subset of the configurations where $A_{h_1+1}$ is achieved, except possibly up to the final face at height $h_1 + 1$, yet via a sufficiently “nice” pill (with cut-points at height $\frac{1}{2}$ and $h_1 \pm \frac{1}{2}$) making it easier to implement a submultiplicativity argument on the event $A_{h_1+h_2}$.

**Definition 4.7.** Let $\Gamma_{h_1}$ be the subset of configurations where

1. $\mathcal{H}$ has a “cut-point” at $x$, in that $\mathcal{H} \cap \mathcal{L}_{1/2}$ consists of only the four faces surrounding the sides of $x$.
2. $\mathcal{H}$ has “cut-points” at $y$ and $y - e_3$ at heights $h_1 + 1/2$ and $h_1 - 1/2$, resp., in the sense of Item (1). Furthermore, we ask that $\mathcal{H} \cap \mathcal{L}_{h_1}$ has no faces, except possibly the horizontal face $f_{[y,y-e_3]}$.
3. For each of the four vertices $z_i$ adjacent to $y$ at height $h_1 + 1/2$, and each of the four $w_i$ which are adjacent to $x$ at height $1/2$, we require that $z_i, w_i \in \mathcal{V}_{top}$. We also require that $x \in \mathcal{V}_{bot}$.
4. $d(x,y - h_1) \leq d(x, \partial L_n)/2$.

**Remark 4.8.** Suppose that our configuration $\omega$ satisfies $A_h^x \cap \Gamma_{h_1} \cap D_n$ for some $h > h_1$. We claim that the corresponding interface $I$ satisfies $\mathcal{H} \subseteq I$, and furthermore, there is no $\omega' \notin A_h^x \cap \Gamma_{h_1} \cap D_n$ that could have the same interface $I$. To see this, we first argue that the requirement $x \in \mathcal{V}_{bot}$ in Item (3) implies that for any set of vertices $C$ satisfying the definition of $A_h^x$, we have $C \subseteq \mathcal{V}_{top}$, and in particular, $y \in \mathcal{V}_{top}$. Indeed, any open path from $v \in C$ to $\partial \Lambda_n^+$ must pass through $x$ because of the faces $F(C) \subseteq \mathcal{S}_h^x$, so that $C \subseteq \mathcal{V}_{top}^c$. Since $C$ is connected, all the vertices of $C$ are in the same infinite component of $\mathcal{V}_{top}$ as $x$, and so $C \subseteq \mathcal{V}_{top}^c$. The property that $\mathcal{H} \subseteq I$ then readily follows: indeed, the fact that $z_i \in \mathcal{V}_{top}$ implies that $f_{[y,z_i]} \in \mathcal{I}_{top}$ since these faces are separating $y \in \mathcal{V}_{top}$ from $z_i \in \mathcal{V}_{top}$. This together with the fact that $\mathcal{H}$ is a 1-connected component of faces in $\mathcal{S}_h^x$ implies that $\mathcal{H} \subseteq I$. To rule out the existence of $\omega' \notin A_h^x \cap \Gamma_{h_1} \cap D_n$ with the same interface $I$, argue as follows. First, $D_n$ is trivially satisfied by $\omega'$. Second, the event $A_h^x$ was satisfied via a subset of the faces $\mathcal{H}$, all of which are in $I$, and hence is also satisfied by $\omega'$. Third, to confirm the event $\Gamma_{h_1}$, we note that Items (1), (2) and (4) are satisfied via the same $\mathcal{H} \subseteq I$, and it remains to check that $I$ determines Item (3). As shown in Remark 2.15, $\mathcal{I}_{top}$ determines $\mathcal{V}_{top}$, and so $I$ will already guarantee that $z_i, w_i \in \mathcal{V}_{top}$ and $x \in \mathcal{V}_{top}^c$. So, it suffices to show that $I$ will also determine whether $x, z_i, w_i$ are in finite components or not. This is true because if $z_i$ is part of a finite component $A$, then the set of faces $F$ which separate $A$ from the infinite component of $\Lambda_n \setminus A$ is 1-connected (see [11, Prop. 5], [12, Thm. 7.3] for a proof). Since $\mathcal{V}_{top}$ and $\mathcal{V}_{top}^c$ are both simply connected (also shown in Remark 2.15), this set $F$ includes $f_{[y,z_i]}$, whence $F \subseteq I$. The same argument applies for $x, w_i$. 
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Remark 4.9. Let \( \theta_{h_1} A_{h_2}^\varepsilon \) be the event \( \{ \theta_{h_1} \omega : \omega \in A_{h_2}^\varepsilon \} \), where \( \theta_{h_1} \omega \) is the configuration that results from shifting all the edges of \( \omega \) up by \( h_1 \). Then, by the way we defined \( \Gamma_{h_1}^\varepsilon \), we have that \( \Gamma_{h_1}^\varepsilon \cap A_{h_2}^\varepsilon \) implies the event \( \theta_{h_1} A_{h_2}^{\varepsilon - h_1} \).

We are now ready to begin the proof of the submultiplicativity statement in Eq. (4.1). We already showed in Proposition 4.5 that we can move from \( E_h^x \) to \( A_h^x \) by paying a cost of \( (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) \), and we next show how a slight modification of the proof there allows us to further move onto the nicer space \( \Gamma_{h_1}^\varepsilon \):

Lemma 4.10. In the setting of Proposition 4.1, we have

\[
\bar{\mu}_n(\bar{E}_h^x) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)\bar{\mu}_n(A_h^x, \Gamma_{h_1}^\varepsilon).
\]

Proof. Because of the prior map arguments (see Theorems 3.8 and 3.16 and Corollary 4.4), it suffices to show that \( \bar{E}_h^x \cap \text{Incr}_{x,l_1,h_1} \) implies \( \Gamma_{h_1}^\varepsilon \cap A_h^x \). We have already proved the implication of \( A_h^x \) in the first part of Proposition 4.5, so we need to check that we have all the items of \( \Gamma_{h_1}^\varepsilon \).

On \( \text{Iso}_{x,l,h} \), the four faces surrounding \( x \) at height \( 1/2 \) are a part of \( \mathcal{P}_x \). As \( \mathcal{H} \) is 1-connected, this implies that \( \mathcal{H} \subseteq \mathcal{I} \). But in Corollary 3.5, we proved that on \( \text{Iso}_{x,l,h} \), the pillar \( \mathcal{P}_x \) is only connected to the rest of the interface via faces at height 0. Since \( \mathcal{H} \subseteq \mathcal{L}_{>0} \), this implies that \( \mathcal{H} \subseteq \mathcal{P}_x \). Thus, we have Item (1) of \( \Gamma_{h_1}^\varepsilon \) because of the cut-point in the pillar at \( x \). If we are additionally on \( \text{Incr}_{x,l,h_1} \), then we have Item (2) because the pillar is just a trivial increment there. To show Item (3), note first that \( z_i, w_i \in \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}} \). Then, by the way we defined \( \mathcal{Y}_{\text{top}} \), we write \( \mathcal{Y}_{\text{top}} \), as if those vertices were in \( \mathcal{Y}_{\text{top}} \), then also be part of the pillar which would violate the cut-point condition imposed by \( \text{Iso}_{x,l,h} \) and \( \text{Incr}_{x,l,h_1} \). Then, the fact that \( x, y \in \mathcal{Y}_{\text{top}} \) implies that the faces \( f_{[y,z]} \) and \( f_{[x,w]} \) are in \( \mathcal{Y}_{\text{top}} \), whence we conclude that \( z_i, w_i \in \mathcal{V}_{\text{top}} \) as least one of the vertices adjacent to a face of \( \mathcal{Y}_{\text{top}} \) is in \( \mathcal{Y}_{\text{top}} \) by Remark 2.15. We already proved that \( x \in \mathcal{Y}_{\text{top}} \) in Claim 3.7. Finally, we have Item (4) by the fact that the pillar lies in a cone (see Proposition 3.4) and the assumption that \( d(x, \partial \Lambda_n) \gg h \).

Before we continue, we record here some definitions and geometrical statements from [12], which will be useful in justifying the Domain Markov argument used in proving Lemma 4.15.

Definition 4.11. Let \( H \) be any 1-connected set of faces, and \( G \) a component of the lattice with the edges corresponding to \( H \) removed (so \( G \) is a subgraph of the lattice). Define \( \Delta_v H \) to be the set of all vertices \( v \in G \) such that there exists another vertex \( w \) with \( f_{[v,w]} \in \overline{\mathcal{H}} \). Define \( \Delta_{v,e} H \) to be the set of edges \( e \in G \) such that \( f(e) \in \overline{\mathcal{H}} \) \( \setminus H \).

Definition 4.12. For a set \( T \) in \( \mathbb{R}^d \), let \( \text{out}(T) \) denote the union of the unbounded connected components of \( \mathbb{R}^d \setminus T \). When \( H \) in the above definition is a finite 1-connected set of faces, then there is a unique component \( G \) which lies in \( \text{out}(H) \). As a shorthand in notation, we write \( \Delta_v H \) and \( \Delta_{v,e} H \) when using this choice of \( G \).

Proposition 4.13 ([12, Thm. 7.6, special case]). Let \( H \) be a finite 1-connected set of faces, corresponding to an edge set \( D \). Let \( G = (V, E) \) be the subgraph of \( (\mathbb{Z}^d, \mathbb{Z}^d \setminus D) \) comprising of all vertices and edges in \( \text{out}(H) \). Then, the graph \( (\Delta_{v,e} H, \Delta_v H) \) is connected.

We also prove a useful lemma regarding height shifts:

Lemma 4.14. For any configuration \( \omega \), we have

\[
\mu_n(\theta_h \omega) \leq q \mu_n(\omega),
\]

where \( \theta_h \omega \) is the configuration \( \omega \) with all edges shifted up by height \( h \).

Proof. The measure \( \mu_n \) is only dependent on the number of open/closed edges, and the number of open clusters (of vertices). If we apply a vertical shift to any configuration \( \omega \in A \), the number of open and closed edges remain the same, so the only possible difference is a change in the number of open clusters via interactions with the boundary. Every open cluster of vertices that does not touch \( \partial \Lambda_n \) is preserved by the height shift. On the other hand, every vertex that is connected via open edges to \( \partial \Lambda_n \) will still be so after the height shift. Hence, because of the Dobrushin boundary conditions, the only possible variable in the number of open clusters is whether the top and bottom parts of \( \partial \Lambda_n \) count as one or two open clusters. So, the number of clusters can change by at most 1, hence a factor of \( q \) in the inequality.

With Lemma 4.10 and the above results in hand, we next prove the following inequality, which is arguably the most delicate part of this paper.
Lemma 4.15. In the setting of Proposition 4.1, we have
\[ \bar{\mu}_n(A^x_{h_1}, \Gamma_{h_1}^x) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)(e^\beta + q - 1)^2 \bar{\mu}_n(A^x_{h_1}) \bar{\mu}_n(E^x_{h_2}). \]

Remark 4.16. The goal is to analyze the increasing and decreasing information gained by climbing up to height \( h_1 \) (i.e. the event \( A^x_{h_1} \)) with respect to climbing from height \( h_1 \) to \( h_1 + h_2 \). We recall here the proof idea of [8, Proposition 5.1], which is the Ising analog of our claim here. The idea in that paper was that upon revealing the plus component connecting \( x \) to \( L_{h_1} \), there is revealed a minus boundary all along the sides of the plus component so that by Domain Markov, it is equivalent to revealing just the minus boundary and the plus spins at the top and bottom. However, the \( \Gamma_{h_1} \) event ensures that there will only be one plus spin at the top and another at the bottom, so that these spins can be disregarded at a constant cost. Then, the conditioning on the minus spins can be removed by FKG.

We would like to follow this proof, but some difficulties stand in the way. The primary issue is that our “minus spins” are vertices in \( \mathcal{V}_{top} \), yet whether or not a vertex is in \( \mathcal{V}_{top} \) is not something that can be determined locally, so revealing a set of vertices is not suitable for a Domain Markov proof. Instead, we reveal the dual faces that fulfill the event \( A^x_{h_1} \), along with components of faces in \( \tilde{\mathcal{S}}_\omega \cap L_{>0} \cap L_{\leq h_1} \) which are 1-connected to them (namely, \( \mathcal{A}_1 \)). By maximality, this reveals a side boundary of open edges. We would like to also use Domain Markov to forget the closed edges revealed and only remember the boundary of open edges, so that we can use FKG. However, to utilize the FKG property of the random-cluster measure, we need to move off our conditioned space \( \mathcal{D}_n \). This requires us to additionally reveal not only the faces described above, but also the entire interface. However, we can not reveal the faces fulfilling \( \theta_{h_1} A_{h_2} \), which on \( \Gamma_{h_1}^x \), are a part of the interface, so this step needs to be treated more delicately. Furthermore, since the object we are revealing is not a component of vertices but of dual faces, the geometry is more complicated and one needs to be more careful when applying the Domain Markov step.

Finally, we note that the fact that \( A^x_{h} \) is a decreasing event is critical for this proof to work because of the usage of FKG. This is the reason that we are starting with the top interface, as opposed to the analogously defined bot interface. Roughly speaking, for the top interface to rise up requires the existence of faces forming a shell of \( \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_{top} \) vertices, while for the bot interface to rise up requires the existence of an open path of vertices to penetrate upwards. The former as we have seen can be compared to a decreasing event, while the latter is very much an increasing event.

Proof. We first sum over all possible sets of faces that can make up \( \mathcal{A}_1 \) on the event \( \Gamma_{h_1}^x \). Let \( y \) be as in Definition 4.7, i.e., \( y \) is the unique vertex at height \( h_1 + 1/2 \) that has sides bounded by faces of \( \mathcal{A}_1 \). We can write
\[ \bar{\mu}_n(A^x_{h_1}, \Gamma_{h_1}^x) = \frac{1}{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n)} \sum_{H_1} \mu_n(\mathcal{A}_1 = H_1, A^x_{h_1}, \Gamma_{h_1}^x, \mathcal{D}_n). \] (4.8)
To sum over interfaces, we define
\[ \mathcal{D}_n^1(H_1) = \{ I = \mathcal{I}(\omega) \text{ for some } \omega \in A^x_{h_1} \cap \mathcal{D}_n \cap \Gamma_{h_1}^x \text{ and } \mathcal{A}_1 = H_1 \}. \]
We can then write
\[ \frac{1}{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n)} \sum_{H_1} \mu_n(\mathcal{A}_1 = H_1, A^x_{h_1}, \Gamma_{h_1}^x, \mathcal{D}_n) = \frac{1}{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n)} \sum_{H_1} \sum_{I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1(H_1)} \mu_n(\mathcal{I} = I), \] (4.9)
where we really have an equality because we proved (in Remark 4.8) that no \( \omega' \notin A^x_{h_1} \cap \Gamma_{h_1}^x \cap \mathcal{D}_n \) can lead to an interface \( \mathcal{I} \in \mathcal{D}_n^1(H_1) \).

For every \( \omega \in \mathcal{D}_n^1(H_1) \), closing the edge \([y, y - \epsilon_3]\) always creates an additional open cluster because of the cut-point condition in Item (2) of \( \Gamma_{h_1}^x \). Moreover, the resulting configuration is always still in \( \mathcal{D}_n^1(H_1) \), as the only non-trivial thing to check is Item (3) of \( \Gamma_{h_1}^x \), and this property is unaffected by closing the edge \([y, y - \epsilon_3]\) because we proved in Remark 4.8 that both \( y, y - \epsilon_3 \) are in \( \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_{top} \) for this choice of \( \omega \). Thus, we can force the face below \( y \) to be in \( \tilde{\mathcal{S}}_{\omega} \) at a cost of \( \frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \) by Observation 2.25. So, defining
\[ \mathcal{D}_n^1(H_1) = \{ I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1(H_1) : f_{[y, y - \epsilon_3]} \in I \}, \]
we get that
\[ \mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n^1(H_1)) \leq \frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n^1(H_1)). \]
We want to reveal only the portion of the interface below the face \( f_{[y,y-\varepsilon_3]} \), so for every interface \( I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1 \), we define its truncation \( I' \) as the set of faces that are in \( I \) minus the faces of \( \mathcal{H}' \setminus \mathcal{H}_1 \). The purpose of adding the face \( f_{[y,y-\varepsilon_3]} \) to the definition of \( \mathcal{D}_n^1 \) is threefold: It guarantees that \( I' \) is still an interface so that we are still in \( \mathcal{D}_n \), it acts as a “top boundary” so that together with the faces \( \mathcal{H}_1 \), we are in \( \mathcal{A}_{h_1}^r \), and it brings us into a situation where we can apply Domain Markov property. (Note the importance of Item (2) in \( \Gamma_x \))

The events \( \text{rest of } \mathcal{D}_n^1 \) is empty. It suffices to exhibit a face in \( \mathcal{D}_n^1 \), summing over since it is possible for an interface \( I' \) to be 1-connected. (One might note that in moving from Eq. (4.9) to Eq. (4.10), we are enlarging the set of interfaces we are summing over since it is possible for an interface \( J \) to violate \( \Gamma_x \) to still have truncation \( I' \). This is not a problem because from now on we will use the information from \( \Gamma_x \) that is measurable with respect to \( \text{rest of } \mathcal{D}_n^1 \) and the fact that \( I' \) came from a truncation of some \( I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1(H_1) \), and we are only claiming an upper bound.)

Writing the latter probability as

\[
\mu_n(I' \subseteq \mathcal{D}_n^1, \partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{D}_\omega, \, \theta_{h_1} A_{h_2}^{y-h_1}) = \mu_n \left( \theta_{h_1} A_{h_2}^{y-h_1} \mid S_y \right) \mu_n (S_y)
\]

for

\[
S_y := \{ I' \subseteq \mathcal{D}_n^1, \partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{D}_\omega \}, \quad (4.11)
\]

the next claim will establish that the events \( S_y \) are disjoint:

**Claim 4.17.** The events \( \{ S_y : H_1, I' \in \mathcal{D}_n^1(H_1) \} \) are mutually disjoint.

**Proof.** Suppose that we have two truncations \( I' \) and \( J' \), (i.e., \( I' \) and \( J' \) are the truncations of interfaces \( I \) and \( J \) in \( \mathcal{D}_n^1 \) respectively). We want to show that the set \( \{ I' \subseteq \mathcal{D}_n^1 \} \cap (\partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{D}_\omega) \cap \mathcal{D}_n^1 \cap (\partial J' \subseteq \mathcal{D}_\omega) \) is empty. It suffices to exhibit a face in \( I' \cap \partial J' \) or \( J' \cap \partial I' \).

Let us first define \( H_1(I') \) by taking the 1-connected set of faces which are in \( I' \) and have height \((0,h_1)\) that contains the four faces to the sides of \( x \). By Item (2) of \( \Gamma_x(H_1) \), there can only be four faces of \( H_1(I') \) which have height \( h_1 - 1/2 \), and they are all adjacent to a single vertex which we can call \( y(I') - \varepsilon_3 \). The same applies to \( H_1(J') \), leading to an analogously defined \( y(J') - \varepsilon_3 \).

**Case 1:** \( y(I') - \varepsilon_3 = y(J') - \varepsilon_3 \). Since \( I' \neq J' \), without loss of generality we may take \( f \in I' \setminus J' \). As we know that \( I' \cap J' = \emptyset \), we may take \( g \in I' \cap J' \). Since both \( I' \) and \( J' \) are 1-connected and their intersection is nonempty, then \( I' \cup J' \) is also 1-connected. Let \( P = (f = f_1, \ldots, f_k = g) \) be a 1-connected path of faces in \( I' \cup J' \). Let \( f_{j+1} \) be the first face in \( P \) that is in \( J' \). Then, \( f_j \in I' \cap \partial J' \). But, since \( y(I') - \varepsilon_3 = y(J') - \varepsilon_3 \) by assumption, then \( \partial I' \setminus \partial I' \cap \partial J' \setminus \partial J' \) (both are equal to the four faces surrounding \( y(I') = y(J') \)). So, \( I' \cap \partial J' \setminus \partial J' = \emptyset \), and \( f_j \in I' \cap \partial J' \).

**Case 2:** \( y(I') - \varepsilon_3 \neq y(J') - \varepsilon_3 \). Here \( H_1(I') \) has only the four faces surrounding \( y(I') - \varepsilon_3 \) at height \( h_1 - 1/2 \), and similarly for \( H_1(J') \). Thus, we can let \( f \in H_1(I') \setminus H_1(J') \). We have \( H_1(I') \cap H_1(J') \neq \emptyset \), since both sets must contain the four faces to the sides of \( x \). Let \( g \in H_1(I') \cap H_1(J') \). Since both \( H_1(I') \) and \( H_1(J') \) are 1-connected and their intersection is nonempty, then \( H_1(I') \cup H_1(J') \) is also 1-connected. Let \( P = (f = f_1, \ldots, f_k = g) \) be a 1-connected path of faces in \( H_1(I') \cup H_1(J') \). Let \( f_{j+1} \) be the first face in \( P \) that is in \( H_1(J') \). Then, \( f_j \in H_1(I') \cap \partial H_1(J') \). We additionally know that \( f_j \in \partial J' \) since if \( f_j \in J' \), this
would violate the maximality of $H_1(J')$ (because $f \in H_1(I')$ implies that $\text{ht}(f_j) \leq h_1$). Moreover, we have that $f_j \notin \partial J' \setminus \partial^i J'$ because the faces of $\partial J' \setminus \partial^i J'$ have height $h_1 + 1/2$. Thus, $f_j \in H_1(I') \cap \partial^i J' \subseteq I' \cap \partial^i J'$.

This concludes the proof. 

Since every $S_{I'}$ for $I' \in \hat{D}^1_n(H_1)$ further implies $A^x_{h_1}$ and $D_n$, it follows from the above claim that

$$
\sum_{H_1} \sum_{I' : I' \in \hat{D}^1_n(H_1)} \mu_n(S_{I'}) \leq \mu_n(D_n, A^x_{h_1}),
$$

and consequently (together with Eq. (4.10)):

$$
\bar{\mu}_n(A^x_{h_1}, \Gamma_{h_1}) \leq \frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \bar{\mu}_n(A^x_{h_1}) \max_{H_1} \max_{I' : I' \in \hat{D}^1_n(H_1)} \mu_n \left( \theta_{h_1, A^x_{h_1}} \mid S_{I'} \right). \tag{4.12}
$$

Hence, to conclude the proof it will suffice to show that for any admissible $H_1$ and $I'$ such that $I \in \hat{D}^1_n(H_1)$, we have $\mu_n(\theta_{h_1, A^x_{h_1}} \mid S_{I'}) \leq C(\beta, q)\mu_n(\theta_{h_1, A^x_{h_1}})$; namely, we prove this for $C(\beta, q) = (1 + \varepsilon)\|e^\beta + q - 1\|$.

Our definition of $H_1$ and $I'$ was tailored to infer the following result.

**Lemma 4.18.** For every admissible $H_1$ and $I' \in \hat{D}^1_n(H_1)$ we have

$$
\mu_n(\theta_{h_1, A^x_{h_1}} \mid I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega, \partial^i I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega) = \mu_n(\theta_{h_1, A^x_{h_1}} \mid f_{[y, y - \varepsilon_z]} \in \mathcal{F}_\omega, \partial^i I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega). \tag{4.13}
$$

This is a subtle point in the argument — while Domain Markov applications are often straightforward in Ising and Potts models, here we are conditioning on a certain set of open edges in $\mathbb{Z}^3$ (the ones dual to $\partial^i I'$), and wish to infer that they form a cut that separates every vertex lying “above” $I'$ from those “below” it. More precisely, we would like to construct a set of edges separating a subdomain $G$ from $G^c$, so that the number of connected components in $G$ is unaffected by the edge configuration within $G^c$. The delicate definition of $I'$ was designed to have the edges dual to $\partial^i I'$ serve that purpose, along with Proposition 4.13. In what follows, we now condition on the event $\{\partial^i I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega, f_{[y, y - \varepsilon_z]} \in \mathcal{F}_\omega\}$ for some $I'$ which was a truncation of an interface $I \in \hat{D}^1_n$, and we build such a set of separating edges.

We know by Proposition 4.13 that the subgraph $K = (\Delta, I', \Delta_k I')$ is connected. (Note that this subgraph includes some vertices and edges that are not in $\Lambda_n$.) Now let $B_v$ be the vertices of $\Delta_I \cap \Lambda_n$ with a $\Lambda_n$-path to $\partial \Lambda_n^+$ that do not cross a face of $I'$, and let $B_e$ be the edges of the induced subgraph of $K$ on $B_v$.

**Claim 4.19.** Let $I' \in \hat{D}_n$ be any interface (not necessarily the truncation of $I \in \hat{D}^1_n$), and let $B_v$ as defined above. Then the induced subgraph of $K = (\Delta, I', \Delta_k I')$ on $B_v$ is connected.

**Proof.** Let $a, b$ be any two vertices in $B_v$, and let $P$ be a path connecting them in $K$. If the path uses only vertices of $B_v$, then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, let $c, d$ be the first and last vertices of $P$, respectively, that are in $\Delta, I' \setminus B_v$. Let $c^-$ be the vertex that comes right before $c$ in the path $P$, and $d^+$ the vertex that comes right after $d$, so that $c^-$ and $d^+$ are both in $B_v$. Consider the edge $e = [c^-, c]$; since $c^- \in B_v$, there is a $\Lambda_n$-path $P^-$ from $e$ to $\partial \Lambda_n^+$ that does not cross any face of $I'$. We argue that this implies that $c \notin \Lambda_n$: indeed, if $c \in \Lambda_n$, then the fact that $c \notin B_v$ would imply that $f_c \in I'$ (otherwise the path $e \cup P^-$ would qualify $c$ to be included in $B_v$), and yet $e \in P \subseteq \Delta_k I'$ by construction, so in particular $f_c \in \partial I'$ (by definition of $\Delta_k I'$), which is disjoint to $I'$. By the same argument, $d \notin \Lambda_n$. Thus, $c^- , d^+ \in \partial \Lambda_n$. But $I'$ separates $\partial \Lambda_n^-$ from $\partial \Lambda_n^+$, so the fact that $c^- , d^+ \in B_v$ implies that $c^-, d^+ \in \partial \Lambda_n^+$.

Now we furthermore prove that $\text{ht}(c^-) = \text{ht}(d^+) = \frac{1}{2}$. Since $c \in \Delta, I'$, $c$ is incident to some edge $e$ such that $f_e \in T$. $f_e$ must be 1-connected to some face $f_e' \in I'$, say that $e' = [u, v]$. In general, there are three possible ways that $c$ can be positioned with respect to $u, v$, pictured in Fig. 7.
Regardless of which case we are in, the (Euclidean) distance between $u,v$ and $c$ is $\mathbb{R}^3$-adjacent to at least one of $u$ or $v$. However, the distance between $c$ and any vertex of $\Lambda_n \setminus \partial \Lambda_n$ is at least $2$, which means that both $u,v \in \partial \Lambda_n$. The important observation is that the Dobrushin boundary conditions imply that the faces of $I'$ dual to an edge between two vertices of $\partial \Lambda_n$ are precisely the set of horizontal faces separating some $w \in \partial \Lambda_n^+$ from $w - \epsilon_3 \in \partial \Lambda_n^-$, where $ht(w) = 1/2$. In our case, $[u,v] = [w,w - \epsilon_3]$, and as there is only one vertex adjacent to such a $w$ (or to $w - \epsilon_3$) that is also in $\Lambda_n^-$, and it has the same height as $w$ (or as $w - \epsilon_3$), we can conclude that $ht(c) = 1/2$ or $-1/2$. But conversely, there is only vertex adjacent to $c$ that is also in $\Lambda_n$, and it has the same height as $c$, so that $ht(c^+) = ht(c)$. But $c \in \partial \Lambda_n^+$, so it must be that $ht(c^+) = 1/2$, and the same argument implies that $ht(d^+) = 1/2$.

In fact, we claim that we can moreover infer that every vertex at height $1/2$ in $\partial \Lambda_n^+$ is in $B_c$, and that the edge between every two such adjacent vertices is in $B_c$. Indeed, all of $\partial \Lambda_n^+$ is in $\text{out}(I')$, so that for any $u \in \partial \Lambda_n^+$ with $ht(u) = 1/2$, the fact that $f_{[u,v-u]} \in I'$ implies that $u \in B_v$. Moreover, if $u$ is adjacent to another vertex $w \in \partial \Lambda_n^+$ with $ht(w) = 1/2$, then the face $f_{[u,w]}$ is 1-connected to the face $f_{[u,v-u]}$. So, $f_{[u,w]} \in \mathcal{T}$, but as observed above, the Dobrushin boundary conditions imply that $f_{[u,v]} \notin I'$, so $f_{[u,w]} \notin I'$ and $[u,w] \in B_c$. Now, the vertices of $\partial \Lambda_n^+$ with height $1/2$ are just the four sides of a square and are notably connected, so that $c^-$ and $d^+$ can be connected by a path $Q$ that only uses edges of $B_c$ by travelling along the sides of this height $1/2$ square. Thus, we can replace the portion of the path $P$ from $c^-$ to $d^+$ by the path $Q$, and we have thus exhibited a path from $a$ to $b$ using only edges of $B_v$, which proves that the induced subgraph of $K$ on $B_c$ is connected.

We will now address the subgraph $G$ of $\Lambda_n$ induced on the set of vertices $V$ that are not disconnected from $\partial \Lambda_n^+$ by $I'$ (to be thought of as the vertices that lie “above” $I'$). Note that $\text{out}(I')$ does not (necessarily) contain all of $\mathbb{R}^3$ because $I'$ is not a truncation of the top interface $I_{\text{top}}$, but a truncation of the decorated interface $I$, and can thus enclose some vertices. In fact, the property in $\Gamma_{h_1}$ that the side neighbors of $y$ are in $V_{\text{top}}$ is needed to guarantee that the subgraph $G \subseteq \text{out}(I')$ is the right graph to be looking at for the event $\theta_{h_1} A_{b_2}^{y-h_1}$, since otherwise it is possible that $I'$ encapsulates $y$ in a big bubble, and the next claim will establish that we are not in this case. For ease of reference, denote the four adjacent vertices to $y$ that have height $h_1 + 1/2$ as $z_1, z_2, z_3, z_4$.

**Claim 4.20.** Let $I'$ be the truncation of some interface $I \in \mathcal{D}_n$. Let $G = (V,E)$ be the induced subgraph of $\Lambda_n$ on the vertices that are connected to $\partial \Lambda_n^+$ in $(\Lambda_n \setminus \{e' : e' \in I'\})$. Then conditional on $\partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{E}_\omega$, the event $\theta_{h_1} A_{b_2}^{y-h_1}$ is measurable w.r.t. $\{\omega_e : e \in E\}$.

**Proof.** Recall from Definition 4.2 the event $\theta_{h_1} A_{b_2}^{y-h_1}$ concerns the existence of a certain 1-connected set of faces $F \subseteq \mathcal{F}^\omega_\omega \cap \mathcal{L}_{> h_1}$ that includes $\{f_{[y,z_i]}\}_{i=1}^4$. We will argue that, for any 1-connected subset $F$ of $\mathcal{F}^\omega_\omega \cap \mathcal{L}_{> h_1}$ that includes $\{f_{[y,z_i]}\}_{i=1}^4$, the edges $\{e : f \in F\}$ must all belong to $E$. First, we show that

$$\{[y,z_i]\}_{i=1}^4 \subseteq E, \tag{4.14}$$

or equivalently that $y$ and each $z_i$ are in $V$. For any $I \in \mathcal{D}_n(H_1)$, Item (3) of $\Gamma_{h_1}$ ensures that $I$ does not separate any of the $z_i$ from $\partial \Lambda_n^+$, and $I' \subseteq I$. Thus, $\{z_i\}_{i=1}^4 \subseteq V$. Furthermore, since $\{f_{[y,z_i]}\}_{i=1}^4 \subseteq I' = \emptyset$, then $y$ is also in $V$. (In fact, since $f_{[y,y-\epsilon_3]} \in I'$, we additionally have that $y,z_i \in B_c$. ) Second, we show that

$$\{f : ht(f) > h_1 \text{ and } f \text{ is } 1\text{-connected to } \bigcup_{i=1}^4 f_{[y,z_i]} \} \cap I' = \emptyset. \tag{4.15}$$

Indeed, we know that for any $I \in \mathcal{D}_n$, by Item (2) of $\Gamma_{h_1}$, we have $f_{[y,z_i]} \in I \setminus I'$ for each $i = 1, \ldots, 4$. Thus, any faces whose height exceeds $h_1$ and are 1-connected to one of the $f_{[y,z_i]}$ would have been cut out in the truncation of $I$, and therefore cannot be in $I'$. (The faces at height exactly $h_1$ are also not in $I'$ because Item (2) of $\Gamma_{h_1}$ directly excludes them, but we will not use this fact.) Now, consider the faces $F$. Since $F \subseteq \mathcal{F}^\omega_\omega$, on the event $\partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{E}_\omega$, we have

$$F \cap \partial I' \subseteq \partial I' \setminus \partial I' = \{f_{[y,z_i]}\}_{i=1}^4. \tag{4.16}$$

We claim that by definition of $F$ and Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) we can infer that

$$F \cap I' = \emptyset; \tag{4.17}$$

to see this, suppose there exists some $f \in F \cap I'$, and (recalling $F$ is 1-connected) let $P = (f_{ij}^m)$ be a 1-connected of faces in $F$ connecting $f_0 = f$ to $f_m = f_{[y,z_1]}$. Let $j$ be the minimal index such that $f_j \notin I'$. 

(well-defined since \( f_m \notin I' \)). Then \( f_j \in F \cap \partial I' \), hence \( f_j = f_{[y,z]} \) for some \( i \) by Eq. (4.16), whence \( f_{j-1} \) cannot exist by Eq. (4.15), contradiction.

We are now ready to show that every edge \( e \) with \( f_e \in F \) must be in \( E \). For any \( f \in F \), there is a 1-connected path \( P \) of faces in \( F \) from \( f \) to one of the \( f_{[y,z]} \). If \( f = f_e \) for some \( e \notin E \), then let \( g = g_{[u,v]} \) be the last face in the path \( P \) such that \( [u,v] \notin E \), so that \( g \) is 1-connected to \( g' = g'_{[u',v']} \) where \( [u',v'] \in E \). W.l.o.g., let \( u \notin V \). No matter how \( g \) and \( g' \) are connected to each other, \( u \) is always \( \Lambda_{n,\cdot} \)-adjacent to \( u' \) (or \( v' \)), with the face \( g'' = g''_{[u,u',v']} \) (or \( g''_{[u',v',v]} \)) being either equal to or 1-connected to \( g \). However, since \( g'' \) separates \( u \notin V \) from \( u' \in V \), then \( g'' \in I' \). Hence, as \( g \) and \( g'' \) are equal or 1-connected, we have \( g \in \mathcal{T} \). But then the assumption that \( g = g_{[u,v]} \) for \( [u,v] \notin E \) contradicts the combination of Eqs. (4.14), (4.16) and (4.17). This concludes the proof.

The next claim will establish that \( B_v \cup \partial \Lambda_n^+ \) forms a vertex boundary for \( G \), as well as identify its open clusters given the configuration in \((\omega \setminus E) \cup B_e \).

**Claim 4.21.** Let \( I' \) be the truncation of some interface \( I \in \mathcal{D}^1_n \). Define \((B_v, B_e)\) and \( G = (V, E) \) as above. The following hold:

(i) The vertices \( B_v \cup \partial \Lambda^+_n \) form a vertex boundary for \( V \) (in that every \( \Lambda_n \)-path from \( v \in V \) to \( V^c \) must cross one of those vertices).

(ii) The graph obtained from \((B_v, B_e)\) by deleting the vertex \( y \) (and edges incident to it) is connected. Consequently, on the event \( \partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_y \), the vertices \( B_v \setminus \{y\} \) are all part of a single open cluster in \( \omega \).

(iii) On the event \( f_{[y,y-\epsilon_3]} \in \mathcal{F}_y \), there cannot be a path of open edges in \( E^c \) connecting \( y \) to \( \partial \Lambda_n^+ \cup B_e \setminus \{y\} \).

**Proof.** To prove Item (i), recall that if \( u \in V \), then necessarily \( u \in \text{out}(I') \) (as it is connected to \( \partial \Lambda_n^+ \) via a path not crossing a face of \( I' \)), whence we have that

\[
B_v = \{ u \in V : \exists v \text{ s.t. } f_{[u,v]} \in \mathcal{T} \}.
\]

We first claim that if \( u \in V \) is \( \Lambda_n \)-adjacent to \( v \in \Lambda_n \setminus V \), then necessarily \( u \in B_v \). Indeed, we must have \( f_{[u,v]} \in I' \) by definition of \( V \); in particular, \( f_{[u,v]} \in \mathcal{T} \), and by the last display, \( u \in B_v \). Second, note that \( \partial \Lambda_n^+ \subseteq V \) and \( \partial \Lambda_n^+ \cap V = \emptyset \). Combined, we find that \( B_v \cup \partial \Lambda^+_n \) forms a complete vertex boundary for \( V \).

Having established that \( B_v \cup \partial \Lambda_n^+ \) forms a vertex boundary for \( G = (V, E) \), we proceed to Item (ii). Recall that \((B_v, B_e)\) is connected, as per Claim 4.19, hence for this item we need only account for the effect of deleting \( y \). A-priori, we only know that \( f_e \in \partial I' \) for all \( e \in B_e \), but would like to instead say that \( f_e \in \partial I' \) so that on the event \( \partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_y \), every such \( e \) would be open. To this end, let \( B_v \) be the outcome of removing from \( B_e \) the four edges \([y, z_i]\) (the faces \( f_{[y, z_i]} \) are precisely the four faces removed from \( \partial I' \) to obtain \( \partial I' \)).

First, we claim that there are no other edges of \( B_e \) incident to \( y \), via the following two items:

(a) \([y, y-\epsilon_3] \notin B_e \) since \( f_{[y,y-\epsilon_3]} \in I' \);

(b) \([y, y+\epsilon_3] \notin B_e \), as otherwise, having \( f_{[y,y+\epsilon_3]} \in \partial I' \), there must be a face \( g \in I' \) that is 1-connected to \( f_{[y,y+\epsilon_3]} \) with \( \text{ht}(g) > h_1 \). By the truncation, this face \( g \) cannot be some \( f_{[z_i]} \) (it can only be part of \( I' \) via another pillar \( P_x \) for \( x \neq y \)) yet it must be 1-connected to \( f_{[y,z_i]} \) for some \( i \). But, by Eq. (4.15), this is impossible.

Thus we have shown that the only adjacent vertices of \( y \) in \((B_v, B_e)\) are its four side neighbors \( z_i \), and as a consequence, the graph \((B_v \setminus \{y\}, B_e)\) is equal to the subgraph of \((B_v, B_e)\) induced on \( B_v \setminus \{y\} \). So, to show that \((B_v \setminus \{y\}, B_e)\) is connected, it suffices to exhibit a path in \( B_e \) between \( z_1 = y + \epsilon_1 \) and \( z_2 = y + \epsilon_2 \) (whence by symmetry there will be such paths between any two of the \( z_i \)'s). These are connected in \( \Lambda_n \) by the path

\[
P = (y + \epsilon_1, y + \epsilon_1 - \epsilon_3, y + \epsilon_1 + \epsilon_2 - \epsilon_3, y + \epsilon_2 - \epsilon_3, y + \epsilon_2).
\]

Now, Item (ii) of the definition of \( \Gamma_{b_1}^n \) (and the fact that \( I' \) was a truncation of some \( I \in \mathcal{D}^1_n(H_1) \)) readily implies that for any edge \( e \in P \), the face \( f_e \) is in \( \partial I' \). Since \( z_1 \in B_v \), this implies every vertex in the path \( P \) is also in \( B_v \). Thus, \( P \) uses only edges in \( B_e \), as required, and altogether \((B_v \setminus \{y\}, B_e)\) is connected.

It remains to prove Item (iii). By Eq. (4.15), we have \( f_{[y,y+\epsilon_3]} \notin \mathcal{I}' \), hence (recall \( y \in V \)) also \( y + \epsilon_3 \in V \). Since the edge \([y, y-\epsilon_3]\) is the only edge of the form \([y, y']\) with \( y' \notin V \), on the event \( f_{[y,y-\epsilon_3]} \in \mathcal{F}_y \) we see \( y \) can never have an open path to \( V \setminus \{y\} \) (and in particular to \( \partial \Lambda_n^+ \cup B_e \setminus \{y\} \)) using only edges of \( E^c \).

We are now in a position to prove the Domain Markov-type identity in Lemma 4.18.
Proof of Lemma 4.18. By Claim 4.21, if $I'$ is the truncation of some $I \in \mathcal{D}_n^t(H_1)$, and $\eta$ is any configuration of $E^c$ satisfying that $f_{[y,y-e]} \in \mathcal{F}_{\omega}^c$ and $\partial^I I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega$, then the law of $\omega_{[x]}$ for $\omega \sim \mu_n(\cdot | f_{[y,y-e]} \in \mathcal{F}_{\omega}^c, \partial^I I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega, \omega_{[\mathcal{E}]} = \eta)$ is that of the random-cluster model on $G = (V, E)$ with the vertex boundary $B_I \cup \partial \Lambda_n^+ \cup E_v \setminus \{y\}$ and boundary conditions that are wired on $\partial \Lambda_n^+ \cup B_I \setminus \{y\}$ and free on $y$ (using Domain Markov to disregard the configuration $\eta$). Note the boundary condition is fully prescribed by the closed edge $[y,y-e]$ and open edges dual to $\partial^I I'$. Recalling Claim 4.20, the event $\theta_n A_{h_2}^{V-h_1}$ is measurable w.r.t. the configuration $\omega_{[\mathcal{E}]}$. Combined, we arrive at Eq. (4.13).

Next we look at the right-hand side of Eq. (4.13) and compute the cost of conditioning on the face $f_{[y,y-e]} \in \mathcal{F}_{\omega}^c$. Let $e = [y, y-e]$. For every configuration $\omega \in \theta_n A_{h_2}^{V-h_1} \cap \{\partial^I I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega\}$ (likewise for $\omega \in \{\partial^I I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega\}$), both $\omega^{e,0}$ and $\omega^{e,1}$ are still in the event (as $e \notin \partial^I I'$ nor is it in $E$), where $\omega^{e,0}$ (resp., $\omega^{e,1}$) denotes the version of $\omega$ with the edge $e$ closed (resp., open). Now, $\mu_n(\omega^{e,1})/\mu_n(\omega^{e,0})$ is either $\frac{p}{q(1-p)}$ or $\frac{1}{p}$ Summing over $\omega$, we get

$$
\mu_n(\theta_n A_{h_2}^{V-h_1} | f_{[y,y-e]} \in \mathcal{F}_{\omega}^c, \partial^I I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega) \leq \frac{\mu_n(\theta_n A_{h_2}^{V-h_1}, \partial^I I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega)}{\mu_n(\partial^I I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega)} \leq q\mu_n(\theta_n A_{h_2}^{V-h_1} | \partial^I I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega) 
$$

(4.18)

At this point when may apply FKG to get

$$
\mu_n(\theta_n A_{h_2}^{V-h_1} | \partial^I I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega) \leq \mu_n(\theta_n A_{h_2}^{V-h_1})
$$

since the event $\theta_n A_{h_2}^{V-h_1}$ is decreasing, while the event $\partial^I I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega$ is increasing. By Lemma 4.14, we can pay a factor of $q$ to move to the non-shifted event $A_{h_2}^{V-h_1}$.

$$
\mu_n(\theta_n A_{h_2}^{V-h_1}) \leq q\mu_n(\theta_n A_{h_2}^{V-h_1})
$$

By FKG again (now using that $\mathcal{D}_n$ is decreasing), we have

$$
\mu_n(A_{h_2}^{V-h_1}) \leq \tilde{\mu}_n(A_{h_2}^{V-h_1})
$$

Finally, to move from $A_{h_2}^{V-h_1}$ to $A_h^c$, we utilize (a special case of) Corollary A.5, a decorrelation result on pillars, that implies that for some constant $C$ and all $x, y$ such that $d(x, \partial \Lambda_n) \land d(y, \partial \Lambda_n) \geq r$, we have

$$
\tilde{\mu}_n(E_{h_2}^c) \leq \tilde{\mu}_n(E_{h_2}^c) + Ce^{-r/C}
$$

(We defer the proof of said estimate to the appendix, along with the analogous results for the Potts model.) By putting together the assumptions $d(x, y - h_1) \leq d(x, \partial \Lambda_n)/2$ and $d(x, \partial \Lambda_n) \gg h$ with the bounds on $\tilde{\mu}_n(E_{h_2}^x)$ from Proposition 2.26, we get that

$$
\tilde{\mu}_n(E_{h_2}^c) \leq (1 + o(1))\tilde{\mu}_n(E_{h_2}^c)
$$

(where the $o(1)$ is as $h \to \infty$). We can then apply Proposition 4.5 to get

$$
\tilde{\mu}_n(A_{h_2}^{V-h_1}) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)\frac{e^\beta q - 1}{q} \tilde{\mu}_n(E_{h_2}^c)
$$

(4.19)

Combining Lemma 4.18 with the inequalities between Eq. (4.18) to Eq. (4.19), we have that for some $\varepsilon_\beta$,

$$
\max_{H_1} \max_{I' : I \in \mathcal{D}_n^t(H_1)} \mu_n \left( \theta_n A_{h_2}^{V-h_1} | S_{I'} \right) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)q(e^\beta + q - 1)\tilde{\mu}_n(E_{h_2}^c)
$$

(4.20)

which together with Eq. (4.12) concludes the proof of Lemma 4.15.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. Combining Proposition 4.5 and Lemmas 4.10 and 4.15 immediately implies the submultiplicativity statement of Eq. (4.1). By using the decorrelation estimates in Corollary A.5, we can generalize to the case where $x, y$ on the right hand side can depend on $h_1$ and $h_2$, as long as we still have $1 \ll h_1 \ll n_{h_1}$ and $d(x_h, \partial \Lambda_{n_{h_1}}) \gg h_1$:

$$
\tilde{\mu}_n(E_{h_2}^c) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta + o_{h_1}(1) + o_{h_2}(1))\frac{(e^\beta + q - 1)\beta}{q} \mu_{n_{h_1}}(E_{h_1}^{x_{h_1}}) \mu_{n_{h_2}}(E_{h_2}^{x_{h_2}}).
$$
Fekete’s Lemma now gives the existence of the limit $\alpha$ in Eq. (4.2), and the bounds of Proposition 2.26 immediately gives the corresponding bound $4(\beta - C) \leq \alpha \leq 4\beta$.

5. Large deviation rate for Potts interfaces

The pillar $P_x$ was used to locally measure the height of the top interface at a location $x$. There, we needed a more complicated definition of the pillar including the hairs attached to it so that we could apply various map arguments to prove properties of a typical pillar. For the blue and red Potts interfaces and bot random-cluster interface, rather than consider an analogous pillar on its own, we will study the event that a path of a particular component of vertices reaches height $h$, conditional on $P_x$ reaching height at least $h$.

**Definition 5.1.** Let $A_{x,h}^{\text{red}}$ be the event that there is a $\widehat{V}_c$-path from $x$ to $h$ using only vertices that are part of $P_x$. We also analogously define $A_{x,h}^{\text{blue}}$ and $A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}$ as paths of vertices in $\widehat{V}_c$ and $\widehat{V}_b$ respectively. More generally, we use the notation $A_{v_i,v_{i+1}}^{\text{red}}$ to mean that there is a $\widehat{V}_c$-path of vertices from $v_i$ to $v_{i+1}$ (endpoints included) that uses only vertices of $P_x$ in the slab $L_{ht(v_i),ht(v_{i+1})}$, and analogously for $A_{v_i,v_{i+1}}^{\text{blue}}$, $A_{v_i,v_{i+1}}^{\text{bot}}$.

**Remark 5.2.** We note that one may attempt to define a pillar in $I_{\text{red}}$ analogously to how it was defined w.r.t. $I_{\text{top}}$. That is, for a vertex $x$ at height $1/2$, the non-red pillar at $x$ would be the connected set of vertices in $\widehat{V}_c$ which have height $\geq 1/2$. However, by the ordering of the interfaces (i.e., the fact that $\widehat{V}_c \subseteq \widehat{V}_b$), the non-red pillar always lies entirely within $P_x$. Hence, the event that the height of the non-red pillar at $x$ reaches height $h$ is exactly the same as the event $A_{x,h}^{\text{red}}$. However, we will not refer to such a non-red pillar and instead refer to events of the form $A_{x,h}^{\text{red}}$ because the latter is more easily broken up into parts — one can view the event $A_{x,h}^{\text{red}}$ as an intersection of events of the form $A_{v_i,v_{i+1}}^{\text{red}}$, and this reflects the proof ideas of this section.

The goal of this section is to prove the large deviation rates for the pillars of the blue and red Potts interfaces and the bot interface of the random-cluster model.

**Proposition 5.3.** For every $\beta > \beta_0$ and integer $q \geq 2$ there exist $\delta, \delta' \geq 0$ such that, for every sequence of $n, x$ dependent on $h$ with $1 < h < n$ and $d(x, \partial \Lambda_n) \gg h$,

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} -\frac{1}{h} \log \phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} | \text{ht}(P_x) \geq h) = \delta,
\]

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} -\frac{1}{h} \log \phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{blue}} | \text{ht}(P_x) \geq h) = \delta'.
\]

Moreover, for every $\beta > \beta_0$ and real $q \geq 1$ there exists $\delta'' \geq 0$ such that, for every sequence $n, x$ as above,

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} -\frac{1}{h} \log \bar{\mu}_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}} | \text{ht}(P_x) \geq h) = \delta''.
\]

Combining this with Proposition 4.1, we derive the following rates:

\[
\gamma := \lim_{n \to \infty} -\frac{1}{h} \log \phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}}) = \alpha + \delta,
\]

\[
\gamma' := \lim_{n \to \infty} -\frac{1}{h} \log \phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{blue}}) = \alpha + \delta',
\]

\[
\alpha' := \lim_{n \to \infty} -\frac{1}{h} \log \bar{\mu}_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}) = \alpha + \delta''.
\]

Once we establish the above rates, we will also provide bounds on their differences. In particular, we show that all the rates are different from each other, whence using the symmetry that the upward deviations of $I_{\text{top}}$ are the same as the downward deviations of $I_{\text{bot}}$, we conclude that each interface has an asymmetry between its maximum and its minimum.

**Proposition 5.4.** There exists a sequence $\varepsilon_\beta$ going to 0 as $\beta \to \infty$ such that, for every fixed $\beta > \beta_0$, the rates $\delta, \delta', \delta''$ from Proposition 5.3 satisfy

\[
\delta = (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)e^{-\beta},
\]

\[
\delta' = (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)(q - 1)e^{-\beta},
\]

\[
\delta'' = (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)qe^{-\beta}.
\]
where $a = (1 \pm \varepsilon)b$ is notation for $a \in [(1 - \varepsilon)b, (1 + \varepsilon)b]$.

Proving the above propositions would conclude the proof of Proposition 1.5, as we already showed the bound on $\alpha$ at the end of Section 4.

**Remark 5.5.** To prove the existence of the rates in Proposition 5.3, the sub-additivity claim we are after is essentially that a non-red path climbing to height $h_1 + h_2$ is comparable to climbing to height $h_1$, and then independently climbing up to height $h_2$. Since inside a given pillar the coloring of different clusters is independent to begin with, this is seemingly obvious. However, we are aiming for sub-additivity conditional on the event $E^c$ and not on a fixed pillar, so to make this rigorous we need to show that the joint law of the part of a pillar in $E^c_h$ below height $h_1$ and the part above it is comparable to the law of a pillar in $E^c_h$, and an independently sampled pillar in $E^c_{h_2}$. This is true only if we add some restrictions to control the interactions between the two halves of the pillar, and the interactions between the pillar and the rest of the interface. So, in Lemma 5.17 we prove that we can move onto this space of nicer pillars, and in Lemma 5.19 we prove the claim on the law of the pillars by utilizing a 3 to 3 swapping map similar to the swapping maps in [9]. Along the way, we also need to be cautious that we are actually asking for a path of vertices in $\tilde{\Omega}^c$, and not just non-red vertices, and we also need to work on the joint space of configurations $(\omega, \sigma)$.

### 5.1. Establishing the Potts rates

The bulk of this section is devoted to proving the following submultiplicativity statement:

**Proposition 5.6.** For every $\beta > \beta_0$, there exists a constant $\varepsilon_\beta$ such that for every $h = h_1 + h_2$, and every sequence $x, n$ dependent on $h$ such that $d(x, \partial\Lambda_n) \gg h$,

$$
\phi_n(A_{x,h_1+h_2}^{n,\text{red}} \mid E^c_{h_1} \cap E^c_{h_2}) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)\phi_n(A_{x,h_1}^{n,\text{red}} \mid E^c_{h_1})\phi_n(A_{x,h_2}^{n,\text{red}} \mid E^c_{h_2}).
$$

(5.10)

The same statement holds if we replace red by blue.

As mentioned in the remark above, we will use the following nicer spaces of pillars, which are subsets of spaces of isolated pillars with some additional restrictions. Suppose that we fix $h_1, h_2$, and choose $0 \leq L \leq L_\beta$, where $L_\beta \uparrow \infty$ is as in Theorem 3.8.

**Definition 5.7** (The subset $\Omega_h$ of isolated pillar interfaces). Let $x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2}$, and define $\Omega_h$ to be the set of interfaces in $\text{iso}_{x,L,h}$ satisfying the following properties (Items (1), (3) and (5) are precisely the criteria for $\text{iso}_{x,L,h}$; we repeat the statement of these conditions here for an easy comparison with the next definition.)

1. $m(\mathcal{D}) \leq \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } t \leq L^3 \\ t & \text{if } t > L^3 \end{cases}$
2. There is a stretch of trivial increments from height $h - 1/2 - L^3$ to $h - 1/2$
3. $|\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{S}_x)| \leq 10h$
4. $\mathcal{P}_x \in E^c_h$
5. For the walls of $\mathcal{I} \setminus \mathcal{P}_x$, we have
   $$
m(W_y) \leq \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } d(y, x) \leq L \\ \log(d(y, x)) & \text{if } L < d(y, x) < L^3 h \end{cases}
$$
   and $f_{[x, x-\varepsilon x]} \not\in \mathcal{I}$.

**Definition 5.8** (The subset $\Omega_{h_1,h_2}$ of isolated pillar interfaces). Let $x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2}$, and define $\Omega_{h_1,h_2}$ to be the set of interfaces $\Omega_{h_1+h_2}$ from Definition 5.7 such that the following additional properties are satisfied:

1. Let $j_0$ be the index of the increment with bottom cut-point at height $h_1 + 1/2$. Then,
   $$
m(\mathcal{D}_t) \leq \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } t - j_0 \leq L^3 \\ t - j_0 & \text{if } t - j_0 > L^3 \end{cases}
$$
2. There is a stretch of trivial increments from height $0 \vee h_1 - 1/2 - L^3$ to $h_1 + 1/2$
3. $|\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{S}_x) \cap \mathcal{L}_{h_1} \leq 10h_1$, and $|\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{S}_x) \cap \mathcal{L}_{h_1} \leq 10h_2$.

**Remark 5.9.** For simplicity, we can also say that a pillar $\mathcal{P}_x \in \Omega$ if it satisfies the pillar properties of the space, i.e., there exists $\mathcal{I} \in \Omega$ with pillar $\mathcal{P}_x$. These two spaces of pillars are defined such that we can write $\Omega_{h_1,h_2} = \Omega_{h_1} \times \Omega_{h_2}$ in the following sense: Suppose at the vertex $x$, we take a pillar $\mathcal{P}^T \in \Omega_{h_2}$ and attach it to the top increment of a pillar $P_B \in \Omega_{h_1}$. This location of attachment is well-defined because of the
cut vertex of \( PT \) and the bottom vertex of \( PB \); remove it. Then, the resulting combined pillar satisfies the pillar properties of \( \Omega_{h_1,h_2} \). We denote this combined pillar by \( PB \times PT \). Conversely, we can decompose any \( P \in \Omega_{h_1,h_2} \) into \( P = PB \times PT \) by cutting the pillar at height \( h_1 \) and then adding the face where we cut to be the ‘top cap’ of \( PB \) (this face is never in \( P \) because of Item (7) of \( \Omega_{h_1,h_2} \)), and we will have \( P_B \in \Omega_{h_1}, \ P_T \in \Omega_{h_2} \).

**Lemma 5.10.** For any \( \beta > \beta_0 \), and any \( x \) such that \( d(x, \partial \Lambda_n) \gg h_1 + h_2 \), there exists a constant \( \varepsilon_\beta \) such that for any \( h_1, h_2 \),

\[
\hat{\mu}_n(\Omega_{h_1,h_2} | E_{h_1+h_2}^x) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_\beta.
\]

As \( \Omega_{h_1,h_2} \subseteq \Omega_{h_1+h_2} \), we have also

\[
\hat{\mu}_n(\Omega_{h_1} | E_{h_1}^x) \wedge \hat{\mu}_n(\Omega_{h_2} | E_{h_2}^x) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_\beta.
\]

**Proof.** To lower bound \( \hat{\mu}_n(\Omega_{h_1,h_2} | E_{h_1+h_2}^x) \), note that if we begin with any interface in \( E_{h_1+h_2}^x \), we can guarantee all the properties except Items (4) and (8) of \( \Omega_{h_1,h_2} \) by applying \( \Phi_{\text{iso}} \) and \( \Phi_{\text{incr}} \). Call the image of the composition of these maps \( \hat{\Omega}_{h_1,h_2} \). We are allowed to apply \( \Phi_{\text{incr}} \) a constant number of times by Remark 3.21, and each will cost a factor of \( 1 - \varepsilon_\beta \). (We need to apply the increment map \( \Phi_{\text{incr}} \) three times, at heights \( h_1 - L^3 \), \( h_1 + 1 \), and \( h_1 + h_2 - L^3 \) with \( L' = L^3 \), to get Items (2), (6), and (7)). Thus, Theorems 3.8 and 3.16 proves that

\[
\hat{\mu}_n(\tilde{\Omega}_{h_1,h_2} | E_{h_1+h_2}^x).
\]

Now for any \( I \in \tilde{\Omega}_{h_1,h_2} \), we claim we can use another map argument to additionally ensure we have Items (4)

\[
\hat{\mu}_n(\tilde{\Omega}_{h_1,h_2} | E_{h_1+h_2}^x).
\]

Note that case A and B cannot occur simultaneously since

\[
|\mathcal{F}(S_x) \cap \mathcal{L}_{\leq h_1}| > 10h_1,
\]

then let \( J \) be the first increment that intersects height \( h_1 \), and define

\[
\mathcal{P}^J_x = (X_x, \cdots, X_{\partial \mathcal{F}(S_x)}). \]

Case B. Otherwise, if \( |\mathcal{F}(S_x) \cap \mathcal{L}_{\geq h_1}| > 10h_1 \), then let \( J \) be the index of the highest increment that intersects with \( h_1 \), and define

\[
\mathcal{P}^J_x = (X_x, \cdots, X_{\partial \mathcal{F}(S_x)}). \]

Note that case A and B cannot occur simultaneously since \( |\mathcal{F}(S_x)| \leq 10h \) by \( \Phi_{\text{iso}} \).

Case C. If neither of the above cases hold, then define

\[
\mathcal{P}^J_x = (X_x, \cdots, X_{\partial \mathcal{F}(S_x)}). \]

Let \( \Phi \) be a map that takes \( I \) and gives the interface \( J \) which replaces \( \mathcal{P}^J_x \) with \( \Phi_{\text{incr}} \). We will prove the required energy and entropy bounds assuming we are in Case A, as the proof for Cases B and C are essentially the same. In Case B we just have \( \mathcal{X}^J_B \) and \( \mathcal{X}^J_A \) defined below switch roles (in fact it is even simpler because there is no shift of increments), and in Case C we just note that the all the computations below would still hold if we did not change any of the increments in \( \mathcal{X}^J_A \). We begin by proving the energy bound:

\[
\hat{\mu}_n(\mathcal{M}(I, \Phi(I)) \geq r | \tilde{\Omega}_{h_1,h_2}) \leq Ce^{-(\beta-C)r}
\]

We can split any interface \( I \in \mathcal{L}_{\text{iso},\text{top}} \) as follows:

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>( S_x \cap \mathcal{L}_{\geq h_1+h_2} ) “Remainder” increments above height ( h_1 + h_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X^J_B )</td>
<td>( \bigcup_{j+1 \leq j \leq T} \mathcal{F}(X^J_j) ) Increments between ( v_{j+1} ) and ( v_{T+1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X^J_A )</td>
<td>( S_x \cap \mathcal{L}<em>{\leq \text{ht}(v</em>{j+1})-1/2} ) Increments below ( \text{ht}(v_{j+1})-1/2 ) to be trivialized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>( I \setminus (X^J_x) ) The remaining set of faces in ( I )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, we can divide the interface \( J \):

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( X^J_B )</td>
<td>Horizontally shifted copy of ( X^J_B )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X^J_A )</td>
<td>Trivial increments between heights 0 to ( \text{ht}(v_{j+1})-1/2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>Same set of faces as in ( I )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The trivial increments in $X_A^J$ have $4(\text{ht}(v_{j+1}) - 1/2)$ faces. The number of faces in $X_A^J$ is at least $10h_1 + 5(\text{ht}(v_{j+1}) - 1/2 - h_1)$, since every height between $h_1$ and $\text{ht}(v_{j+1}) - 1/2$ is not a cut-height. So the excess area of the map is

$$m(I; J) = |R| + |X_A^J| - |X_A^J| \geq (|R| + \frac{1}{5}|X_A^J|) \vee (|R| + \frac{1}{4}|X_A^J|)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.13)

Using the cluster expansion, we have

$$\frac{\bar{\mu}_n(I)}{\bar{\mu}_n(J)} = (1 - e^{-\beta})|\partial I| - |\partial J| e^{-\beta m(I; J)} \exp(\sum_{f \in I} g(f, I) - \sum_{f \in J} g(f, J))$$

As in the proof of Lemma 3.11, we can define an injective map $T$ on a subset of $\partial J$ to $\partial I$ and show that the number of faces we do not define $T$ on is bounded by $Cm(I, J)$ for some $C$. Faces which are 1-connected to $B$ can be mapped to themselves, and faces 1-connected to $X_B^J$ can be mapped to their shifted copy in $X_B^J$ (the cone separation property ensures there is no problem here). The remaining faces which are 1-connected $X_A^J$ can be handled by following the procedure in Step 3 of Lemma 3.11, or more simply in this case we can just bound the number of such faces by $C_0 |X_A^J| \leq 4C_0 m(I; J)$, where $C_0$ is the number of faces that can be 1-connected to a particular face, and so we do not need to define $T$ on these faces.

We also have

$$\kappa_I - \kappa_J \leq |R| + |X_A^J| \leq 6m(I; J)$$

since adding a face can only create at most one more open cluster.

Finally, we bound the influence of the $g$-terms. We can write the absolute value of their sum as

$$\sum_{f \in R \cup X_A^J} |g(f, I)| + \sum_{f \in X_A^J} |g(f, J)| + \sum_{f \in B} |g(f, I) - g(f, J)| + \sum_{f \in X_B^J} |g(f, I) - g(\theta f, J)|$$

where $\theta$ is the horizontal shift that moves $X_B^J$ to $X_A^J$.

We can bound the first and second terms by $KCe^{|m(I; J)|}$ by the bound in Eq. (5.13).

For the third term, we note that since both pillars have the same stretch of $L^3$ trivial increments at the bottom, we have by Eq. (3.3),

$$\sum_{f \in B} |g(f, I) - g(f, J)| \leq \sum_{f \in B} \sum_{g \in (X_A^J \cup X_A^J) \cap L^3} Ke^{-cd(f, g)} \leq KCe^{-cL}$$

Finally, for the fourth term, when the $r$-distance in the cluster expansion is attained by a face in $R \cup X_A^J \cup X_A^J$, we can use Eq. (5.13), and when it is attained by a face in $B$, we can use Eq. (3.3). That is, we have

$$\sum_{f \in X_B^J} |g(f, I) - g(\theta f, J)| \leq \sum_{f \in X_B^J} \sum_{g \in (X_A^J \cup X_A^J) \cap L^3} Ke^{-cd(f, g)} + \sum_{f \in X_B^J} \sum_{g \in B} Ke^{-cd(f, g)}$$

$$\leq \sum_{f \in (R \cup L^3)} \sum_{g \in (X_A^J \cup X_A^J)} Ke^{-cd(f, g)} + KCe^{-cL}$$

$$\leq KCe^{|m(I; J)|} + KCe^{-cL}$$

Thus, we have proved the energy bound

$$\frac{\bar{\mu}_n(I)}{\bar{\mu}_n(J)} \leq e^{-(\beta - C)m(I; J)}$$

For the entropy bound, we simply note that given any $J \in \Phi(\Omega_{h_1, h_2})$, we can recover $I$ if we are given the 1-connected set $R$ which has size $\leq m(I; J)$, and the 1-connected set $X_A^J$ which has size $\leq 5m(I; J)$. Indeed, we can take $J \setminus P_A^J$, attach $X_A^J$ at $x$, then append the portion of $P_A^J$ with height larger than $\text{ht}(X_A^J)$, and finally attach $R$ at the top cut-point. Thus, by Lemma 2.12, we have

$$|\{I \in \Phi^{-1}(J) : m(I; J) = M\}| \leq s^{6M}$$
Thus, we have for any \( r \geq 1, \)
\[
\hat{\mu}_n (m(\mathcal{I}; \Phi(\mathcal{I}))) \geq r, \Omega_{h_1, h_2}) = \sum_{M \geq r} \sum_{\mathcal{I} \in \Omega_{h_1, h_2}, m(\mathcal{I}; \Phi(\mathcal{I})) = M} \hat{\mu}_n (\mathcal{I})
\]
\[
\leq \sum_{M \geq r} \sum_{\mathcal{J} \in \Phi(\Omega_{h_1, h_2})} \sum_{\mathcal{I} \in \Phi^{-1}(\mathcal{J}), m(\mathcal{I}; \Phi(\mathcal{I})) = M} e^{-(\beta-C)M} \hat{\mu}_n (\mathcal{J})
\]
\[
\leq \sum_{M \geq r} 2^{6M} e^{-(\beta-C)M} \hat{\mu}_n (\Phi(\Omega_{h_1, h_2}))
\]
\[
\leq C e^{-(\beta-C-6\log \hat{r})r} \hat{\mu}_n (\Omega_{h_1, h_2})
\]

Then, dividing by \( \hat{\mu}_n (\Omega_{h_1, h_2}) \) yields
\[
\hat{\mu}_n (m(\mathcal{I}; \Phi(\mathcal{I}))) \geq r | \Omega_{h_1, h_2}) \leq C e^{-(\beta-C)r}
\]

Taking \( r = 1 \) above and combining with Eq. (5.12) concludes the proof of the lower bound for \( \hat{\mu}_n (\Omega_{h_1, h_2} | E_{h_1+h_2}^\ell) \).

Now, we have shown that a typical pillar in \( E_{h_1+h_2}^\ell \) will also be in \( \Omega_{h_1, h_2} \). However, we need to show that in the joint space of configurations \((\omega, \sigma)\), the event \( \mathcal{A}_{x,h}^{\text{red}} \) also occurs primarily on pillars in \( \Omega_{h_1, h_2} \). For this, it will be useful to show that the event \( \mathcal{A}_{x,h}^{\text{red}} \) can naturally be broken up by increment by increment. However, in general we can only determine if a vertex is in \( \tilde{\Omega}_{\text{red}} \) or \( \tilde{\Omega}_{\text{red}} \) by looking at the entire configuration \( \sigma \). Hence, we need to establish a Domain Markov type result in the joint space showing that once we reach a cut-point \( v_l \in \mathcal{P}_x \), the influence of the coloring outside of \( \mathcal{P}_x \) on a vertex inside \( \mathcal{P}_x \) is only through \( v_l \). We begin with the following lemma:

**Lemma 5.11.** Fix an increment shell \( X^o_x \) rooted at a vertex \( v \in \Lambda_n \), and let \( G_\ast = (V_\ast, E_\ast) \) be the induced subgraph of \( \Lambda_n \) on the vertices of \( X^o_x \). Conditional on the events \( \mathcal{X}^o_x = X^o_x \) and \( v \in \tilde{V}_{\text{red}}^c \) (resp., \( v \in \tilde{V}_{\text{red}}^c \)), the random set \( V_\ast \cap \tilde{V}_{\text{red}}^c \) (resp., \( V_\ast \cap \tilde{V}_{\text{red}}^c \)) depends only on \( \sigma |_{V_\ast} \).

**Proof.** Let \( V' \) denote the vertices inside the pillar shell which have height \( \geq \ell \) of \( v_l \). We will prove the case where \( X^o_x \) ends in a cut-point (the case where \( X^o_x \) is the remainder increment is simpler as then \( V_\ast = V' \)). Let \( W \) (resp., \( W' \)) be the set of vertices in \( \mathbb{Z}^3 \setminus V' \) which are \( \Lambda_n \)-adjacent to \( V \) (resp., \( V' \)). We know that \( W \subseteq \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_\text{op} \) and hence \( W \subseteq W' \subseteq \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}} \). Let \( U \subseteq V_\ast \) be the subset of vertices \( u \) such that there is a \( \Lambda_n \)-path (\( u = u_1, \ldots, u_k \)) of vertices such that \( u_k \in W \), and \( u_l \) are \( \text{red} \) vertices in \( V \) for \( l < k \). Then, \( U \subseteq \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}} \). Let \( \tilde{U} \) be the union of \( U \) with the vertices in \( V_\ast \) which are in a finite component of \( \mathbb{Z}^3 \setminus (U \cup W') \). Then, \( \tilde{U} \subseteq \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}} \).

We now argue that \( \forall v \in \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}} \cap V_\ast \), \( \forall v \in V_\ast \cap \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}} \), observe that every vertex of \( v \in \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}} \cap V_\ast \) must have a \( \Lambda_n \)-path of \( \text{red} \) vertices in \( V_\ast \), connecting \( v \) to \( W \). Because of the cut-point at \( v_{l+1} \), there must actually be a \( \Lambda_n \)-path of \( \text{red} \) vertices in \( V_\ast \), connecting \( v \) to \( W \), whence \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{red}} \cap V_\ast \subseteq U \). Furthermore, by definition of \( \tilde{U} \), we know that for every \( w \in V_\ast \setminus \tilde{U} \), there is a \( \Lambda_n \)-path connecting \( w \) to \( v_l \) that does not include any vertices of \( U \). Combined, \( w \) is in the same component of \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{red}}^c \) as \( v_l \), whence \( w \in \tilde{V}_{\text{red}}^c \). In other words, we have shown that \( V_\ast \cap \tilde{V}_{\text{red}} = \tilde{U} \). The set \( U \) clearly only depends on \( \sigma |_{V_\ast} \). Although the definition of \( \tilde{U} \) further involves the set \( W' \), the specific shape of \( W' \setminus W \) does not affect which vertices of \( V_\ast \) are in \( \tilde{U} \), and the set \( W \) is fixed by \( X^o_x \). Hence, the set \( \tilde{U} \) only depends on \( \sigma |_{V_\ast} \).

The blue case is similar. First observe that if \( v_l \in \tilde{V}_{\text{blue}} \), we must actually have \( v_l \in \tilde{V}_{\text{blue}} \) since being a cut-point, the side neighbors of \( v_l \) are in \( \tilde{V}_{\text{blue}} \). Let \( U \subseteq V_\ast \) be the subset of vertices \( u \) such that there is a \( \Lambda_n \)-path (\( u = u_1, \ldots, u_k = v_l \)) of vertices in \( V_\ast \) such that \( u_l \) are blue for \( l < k \). Since as defined above, \( W \subseteq W' \subseteq \tilde{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}} \), then we have \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{blue}} \cap V_\ast = U \). Let \( \tilde{U} \) be the union of \( U \) with the vertices in \( V_\ast \) which are in a finite component of \( \mathbb{Z}^3 \setminus U \). Since \( \tilde{V}_{\text{blue}} \) is simply connected, then \( \tilde{U} \subseteq \tilde{V}_{\text{blue}} \). Finally, for every \( w \in V_\ast \setminus \tilde{U} \), there is a \( \Lambda_n \)-path of vertices in \( V_\ast \), connecting \( w \) to \( W' \) that does not include any vertices of \( U \). Because of the cut-point at \( v_{l+1} \), there must actually be a \( \Lambda_n \)-path of vertices in \( V_\ast \), connecting \( w \) to \( W \) (not necessarily including vertices of \( U \)). Since \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{blue}} \cap V_\ast = U \), this then implies that \( w \) is in the same component of \( \mathcal{V}_{\text{blue}}^c \) as \( W \), whence \( w \in \tilde{V}_{\text{blue}}^c \). Thus, \( V_\ast \cap \tilde{V}_{\text{blue}} = \tilde{U} \).
Lemma 5.12. Fix an increment shell \(X_\sigma^o\) rooted at a vertex \(v_\sigma \in \Lambda_n\), and let \(G_* = (V_*, E_*)\) be the induced subgraph of \(\Lambda_n\) on the vertices of \(X_\sigma^o\). Condition on the event \(\{X_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o\}\) in the pillar \(P_\sigma\) for \(i \geq 1\), and let \(\mathcal{W}_\sigma\) be the set of vertices in \(\Lambda_n\) excluding all elements in \(P_\sigma^o\) with height > \(\text{ht}(v_\sigma)\), noting that on the event \(\{X_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o\}\), the set \(\mathcal{W}_\sigma\) is measurable w.r.t. \(\omega|_{E_*}\). Let \(\mathcal{F}\) be the \(\sigma\)-field generated by \(\omega|_{E_*}\), along with \(\sigma|_{\mathcal{W}_\sigma}\). Then the law \(\phi_n((\omega,\sigma)|_{G_*} \in \cdot \mid X_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o, \mathcal{F})\) is that of the coupled FK–Potts model on \(G_*\) with boundary conditions that are free except at \(v_\sigma\), whose color is specified by \(\mathcal{F}\).

Proof. As above, we will assume that \(X_\sigma^o\) is not the remainder increment, as that case is the same except there is no \(v_{i+1}\) to worry about. Note first that the event \(X_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o\) does not impose any conditions on \(\omega|_{E_*}\). Indeed, it follows by the definition of the pillar shell that for every \(\omega \in \{X_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o\}\) and \(\eta|_{E_*} = \omega|_{E_*}\), we still have \(\eta \in \{X_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o\}\). Now, fix any boundary condition \((\tilde{\omega},\tilde{\sigma}) \in \{X_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o\}\). Let \(\partial V_\sigma \subseteq V_\sigma\) be the subset of vertices which are \(\Lambda_n\)-adjacent to \(V_\sigma^o\). Observe that for any vertex \(v \in \partial V_\sigma\), every edge \(e \in E^\sigma \setminus \{(v_i, v_i - e_\sigma), (v_i + 1, v_i + 1 + e_\sigma)\}\) incident to \(v\) is such that \(f_e \in X_\sigma^o\), and hence \(\omega_v = 0\). Thus, by the Domain Markov property of the coupled FK–Potts model, the law of \((\omega,\sigma)|_{G_*}\) under \(\phi_n((\cdot | \omega|_{E_*} = \tilde{\omega}|_{E_*},\sigma|_{V_\sigma}\) = \tilde{\sigma}|_{V_\sigma}\) is an FK–Potts model on \(G_*\) with free boundary conditions except \(\sigma|_{V_*} = \sigma|_{\mathcal{W}_\sigma}\). Observe that \(\omega_v = 0\) and \(\omega_{v_{i+1}} = \omega_{v_{i+1} + e_\sigma}\) for any vertex of \(\mathcal{W}_\sigma\). Hence, if we condition on \((\omega|_{E_*} = \tilde{\omega}|_{E_*},\sigma|_{\mathcal{W}_\sigma} = \tilde{\sigma}|_{\mathcal{W}_\sigma}\), we are in the above situation except we always fix \(\sigma_{v_i} = \sigma_v\) as \(v_i \in \mathcal{W}_\sigma\), and the boundary condition on \(\sigma_{v_{i+1}}\) integrates out via symmetry to being a uniform distribution over colors, which is the same as having no boundary condition.

Corollary 5.13. In the notation of Lemma 5.12, let \(X_\sigma\) be any event that is measurable w.r.t. \((\omega,\sigma)|_{G_*}\), and let \(Y\) be any event which, conditionally on \(\{X_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o\}\), is \(F\)-measurable. Then, letting \(v_\sigma\) be the coupled FK–Potts model on \(G_*\) with free boundary conditions, we have the following for any event \(A\):

1. If \(A\) is measurable w.r.t. the random set \(V_* \cap \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}\) and \(\{X_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o, v_\sigma \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}, X_\sigma, Y\} \neq \emptyset\) then \(\phi_n(A | \mathcal{X}_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o, v_\sigma \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}, X_\sigma, Y) = \nu(A | X_\sigma, \sigma_{v_\sigma}, \text{red})\).

2. If \(A\) is measurable w.r.t. the random set \(V_* \cap \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{blue}}\) and \(\{X_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o, v_\sigma \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{blue}}, X_\sigma, Y\} \neq \emptyset\) then \(\phi_n(A | \mathcal{X}_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o, v_\sigma \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{blue}}, X_\sigma, Y) = \nu(A | X_\sigma, \sigma_{v_\sigma}, \text{blue})\).

Proof. Consider the \(\hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}\) case (the \(\hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{blue}}\) case follows similarly). By Lemma 5.11, the event \(A\) can be expressed as an event on \(\sigma|_{V_*}\), so the expression \(\nu(A|V_*, Y)\) is well defined. Note that conditionally on \(\{X_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o\}\), the event \(\{v_\sigma \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}\}\) is also \(F\)-measurable (the vertices surrounding the pillar shell are always in \(V_{\text{top}} \subseteq \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}\), so \(v_\sigma \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}\) iff there is a path of \(\hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}\) vertices in \(\mathcal{W}_\sigma\) from \(v_\sigma\) to \(\partial \Lambda_n\)). Thus, it follows from Lemma 5.12 that the law of \((\omega,\sigma)|_{G_*}\) under the measure \(\phi_n((\cdot | \mathcal{X}_\sigma^o = X_\sigma^o, v_\sigma \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}, Y)\) is the coupled FK–Potts model on \(G\) with free boundary conditions except at \(v_\sigma\), whose color is as specified by \(Y \cap \{v_\sigma \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}\}\). Since \(v_\sigma = v_1\) is a cut-point, then \(v_\sigma \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}\) implies that \(\sigma_{v_\sigma} \neq \text{red}\), so the boundary condition on \(\sigma_{v_\sigma}\) is some distribution over the non-red colors (arising from \(Y \cap \{v_\sigma \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}\}\)). However, it is clear via the proof of Lemma 5.11 that the actual non-red color of \(\sigma_{v_\sigma}\) does not affect the set \(V_* \cap \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}\). So for the conditional probability of \(A\), we can equivalently condition on \(v_\sigma \in \text{red}\). In the blue case, \(v_\sigma \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{blue}}\) implies that \(\sigma_{v_\sigma} = \text{blue}\).

Remark 5.14. While Corollary 5.13 asks for \(Y\) to be measurable w.r.t. the edges \(\omega|_{E_*}\) and vertex colors \(\sigma|_{V_*}\), our application of this corollary will be for \(Y\) that is measurable w.r.t. a smaller subset of edges: those in the interface \(E^\sigma \cap \{e : f_e \in I\}\) along with those in \(E(U)\) for \(U = \{u \in P_\sigma : \text{ht}(u) > \text{ht}(v_\sigma)\}\).

Example 5.15. Oftentimes, we will want to establish an equality of the form

\[
\phi_n(A_{v_\sigma, v_{i+1}}^{\text{red}} | I = I, A_{X_\sigma, v_i}^{\text{red}} = \phi_n(A_{v_\sigma, v_{i+1}}^{\text{red}} | \mathcal{X}_\sigma^i, v_i \in \hat{\mathcal{V}}_{\text{red}}))
\]

(14.1)

Observe that fixing \(I = I\) can be split up as fixing the increment shell \(X_\sigma^o\), fixing the hairs inside \(X_\sigma^o\), and then fixing the rest of \(I\). In the notation of the above corollary, we can take \(X_\sigma\) to be the event that fixes the hairs inside \(X_\sigma^o\), and \(Y\) to be the event that fixes \(I \setminus X_\sigma\), intersected with the event \(A_{X_\sigma, v_i}^{\text{red}}\). The above corollary then shows that the left hand side of Eq. (14.1) is equal to \(\nu(A | X_\sigma, \sigma_{v_\sigma} \neq \text{red})\) for some event \(A\) defined in terms of \(\sigma|_{V_*}\). A similar argument shows the same for the right hand side, where we additionally note that \(X_\sigma\) does not have to be a rooted increment because the measure \(\nu(A | X_\sigma, \sigma_{v_\sigma} \neq \text{red})\) no longer depends on the location of the graph \(G_* = (V_*, E_*)\) inside \(\Lambda_n\) (nor the index \(i\) of the increment).
With this Domain Markov type result in hand, we can establish a \( \Phi \)-monotonicity property for our events of interest.

**Lemma 5.16.** Let \( \Phi \) be any map on interfaces sending \( E_h^x \) into \( \text{iso}_{x,L,h} \) such that the action of \( \Phi \) on \( P_x \) is to shift increments or replace them by a stack of trivial increments, and to replace the base by a stack of trivial increments with equal height. (In particular, we can take \( \Phi \) to be the composition of the sequence of maps used in Lemma 5.10 to move from \( E_h^x \) to \( \Omega_{h_1, h_2} \).) Then, for any \( I, J \) such that \( J = \Phi(I) \), we have

\[
\phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} | I) \leq \phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} | J).
\]

Moreover, the statement above holds if we replace \( A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} \) by \( A_{x,h}^{\text{blue}} \).

**Proof.** Let \( T \) be the index of the increment in \( P_x^f \) that first reaches height \( h \). Let \( X_i \) be the \( i \)-th increment of the pillar \( P_x^f \). By definition, we can always write

\[
\phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} | I) = \phi_n(A_{x,v_1}^{\text{red}} | I)\phi_n(A_{v_y,h}^{\text{red}} | I, A_{x,v_y}^{\text{red}}) \prod_{i=1}^{T-1} \phi_n(A_{nred}^{\text{red}} | I, A_{x,v_i}^{\text{red}}).
\]

Then, by Corollary 5.13, we can write

\[
\phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} | I) = \phi_n(A_{x,v_1}^{\text{red}} | I)\phi_n(A_{v_y,h}^{\text{red}} | I, A_{x,v_y}^{\text{red}}) \prod_{i=1}^{T-1} \phi_n(A_{nred}^{\text{red}} | I, A_{x,v_i}^{\text{red}}). \tag{5.15}
\]

To write an analogous equation for \( \phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} | J) \), let \( Y_i \) correspond to either the shifted copy of \( X_i \) in \( P_x^f \), or the stack of trivial increments in \( P_x^x \) from \( h_t(v_i) \) to \( h_t(v_{i+1}) \). Let \( Y_0 \) be the stack of trivial increments from height 1/2 to \( h_t(v_i) \). Finally, let \( w_i \) correspond to the cut-point in \( P_x^f \) at height \( h_t(v_i) \), with \( w_0 = x \). Then, applying Corollary 5.13 for \( J \), we can write

\[
\phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} | J) = \phi_n(x \in \tilde{V}_{\text{red}}^{c} | J)\phi_n(A_{v_y,h}^{\text{red}} | I, A_{x,v_y}^{\text{red}}) \prod_{i=0}^{T-1} \phi_n(A_{nred}^{\text{red}} | I, A_{v_i,v_{i+1}}^{\text{red}}). \tag{5.16}
\]

Now comparing the above two equations, we see that if \( Y_i \) is a shifted copy of \( X_i \), then their corresponding terms are equal (see Example 5.15 regarding the shift invariance). Otherwise, we can upper bound the remaining terms in Eq. (5.15) by 1. To see that the remaining terms in Eq. (5.16) are all equal to 1, observe that in a stack of trivial increments, all the vertices inside are guaranteed to be in the same open cluster (and hence have the same color under the coupling). Moreover, we argued in Claim 3.7 that on \( \text{iso}_{x,L,h} \), we deterministically have \( x \in V_{\text{bot}} \) (and hence \( x \in \tilde{V}_{\text{red}}^{c} \)). Since \( J \in \Phi(E_h^x) \subseteq \text{iso}_{x,L,h} \), then in the above equation, \( \phi_n(x \in \tilde{V}_{\text{red}}^{c} | J) = 1 \).

The next lemma shows how the previous monotonicity result can be used to establish the comparison of our events under the two measures \( \phi_n(\cdot | E_h^x) \) and \( \phi_n(\cdot | \Omega_{h_1, h_2}) \). The lemma may be of independent interest, and is stated in a more general setting.

**Lemma 5.17.** Let \( \Phi \) be any map on interfaces sending \( E_h^x \) into itself such that for any \( J \in \Phi(E_h^x) \), we have \( \hat{\mu}_n(\Phi^{-1}(J)) \leq 1 - \varepsilon_{\beta} \hat{\mu}_n(J) \). Let \( A \) be any event (possibly in the joint space of configurations \( (\omega, \sigma) \)) such that

1. \( A \subseteq E_h^x \)
2. For any \( I, J \) such that \( J = \Phi(I) \), we have \( \phi_n(A | I) \leq \phi_n(A | J) \)

Then, for any space \( \Omega \) such that \( \Phi(E_h^x) \subseteq \Omega \subseteq E_h^x \), there exists a constant \( \varepsilon_{\beta} \) such that

\[
\left| \frac{\phi_n(A | \Omega)}{\phi_n(A | E_h^x)} - 1 \right| \leq \varepsilon_{\beta} \tag{5.17}
\]

**Proof.** The conditions on \( \Phi \) easily imply that \( \hat{\mu}_n(\Phi(E_h^x) | E_h^x) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_{\beta} \), and hence \( \hat{\mu}_n(\Omega | E_h^x) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_{\beta} \). Together with the condition that \( A \subseteq E_h^x \), we compute that

\[
\phi_n(A | \Omega) = \frac{\phi_n(A, \Omega)}{\phi_n(\Omega)} \leq (1 + \varepsilon_{\beta}) \frac{\phi_n(A, E_h^x)}{\phi_n(E_h^x)} \leq (1 + \varepsilon_{\beta}) \phi_n(A | E_h^x).
\]

By a similar computation, we see that in order to prove

\[
\phi_n(A | E_h^x) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_{\beta}) \phi_n(A | \Omega),
\]
it suffices to show that
\[ \phi_n(\Omega | \mathcal{A}) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_\beta. \]
Since \( \mathcal{A} \subseteq E^T_n \), we can first write
\[
\phi_n(\mathcal{A}) = \sum_{I \in E^T_n} \phi_n(\mathcal{A} | I) \bar{\mu}_n(I)
= \sum_{J \in \Phi(E^T_n)} \sum_{I \in \Phi^{-1}(J)} \phi_n(\mathcal{A} | I) \bar{\mu}_n(I).
\]
Using Item 2 followed by the bound \( \bar{\mu}_n(\Phi^{-1}(J)) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) \bar{\mu}_n(J) \), we have
\[
\sum_{J \in \Phi(E^T_n)} \sum_{I \in \Phi^{-1}(J)} \phi_n(\mathcal{A} | I) \bar{\mu}_n(I) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) \sum_{J \in \Phi(E^T_n)} \phi_n(\mathcal{A} | J) \bar{\mu}_n(J)
\leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) \sum_{J \in \Omega} \phi_n(\mathcal{A} | J) \bar{\mu}_n(J)
= (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) \phi_n(\mathcal{A} | \Omega).
\]

Remark 5.18. Note that if \( \Phi \) is the composition of the sequence of maps used in Lemma 5.10 to move from \( E^T_n \) to \( \Omega_{b_1,b_2} \), then \( \Phi \) satisfies the conditions of the above lemma. Indeed, each map \( \Psi \) in the composition satisfies the energy bound that if \( m(I; \Psi(I)) = k \), then \( \bar{\mu}_n(I) \leq e^{-(\beta-C)k} \bar{\mu}_n(\Psi(I)) \) for some constant \( C \), as well as the entropy bound that the number of preimages \( I \in \Psi^{-1}(J) \) such that \( m(I; J) = k \) is bounded by \( sk \) for some constant \( s \). Together, this implies that \( \bar{\mu}_n(\Psi^{-1}(J)) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) \bar{\mu}_n(J) \) for \( \varepsilon_\beta = C e^{-\beta} \), and clearly the same bound holds when taking a composition of such maps for a different \( \varepsilon_\beta \).

Lemma 5.19. In the setting of Proposition 5.3, there exists \( \varepsilon_\beta \) such that for any pillar \( P = P_B \times P_T \in \Omega_{b_1,b_2} \),
\[
\bar{\mu}_n(P_B \times P_T | \Omega_{b_1,b_2}) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) \bar{\mu}_n(P_B | \Omega_{b_1}) \bar{\mu}_n(P_T | \Omega_{b_2})
\]

Proof. For any interface \( \mathcal{I} \), we can denote it in terms of the pillar at \( x \) and the rest of the interface, \( \mathcal{I} = (P_x, \mathcal{I} \setminus P_x) \). Note that in general, by the definition of the truncated interface \( \mathcal{I} \setminus P_x \) (in Definition 3.1), there are possibly some extra faces added to fill in the gaps created by removing the pillar \( P_x \), and it is a priori ambiguous from the pair \( (P_x, \mathcal{I} \setminus P_x) \) which of these faces were originally in \( \mathcal{I} \) and which needed to be added in. However, for interfaces in \( \text{Iso}_{x,L,h} \) (and hence for all the interfaces considered here), there is no ambiguity as the cut-point criteria at \( x \) implies that the only face that might need to be added in is \( f_{[x,x-\varepsilon]} \), yet this face is also required to be missing from \( \mathcal{I} \) as part of the definition of \( \text{Iso}_{x,L,h} \). Now, recalling the notation in Remark 5.9, suppose we have three interfaces, \( (P_B \times P_T, A) \in \Omega_{b_1,b_2}, (Q_B, A') \in \Omega_{b_1}, (Q_T, A'') \in \Omega_{b_2} \). For more concise notation, we write \( \bar{\mu}_n(P) = \bar{\mu}_n(P_x = P) \) and \( \bar{\mu}_n(I) = \bar{\mu}_n(\mathcal{I} = I) \). We have the following inequality
\[
\bar{\mu}_n(P_B \times P_T | \Omega_{b_1,b_2}) - \bar{\mu}_n(P_B | \Omega_{b_1}) \bar{\mu}_n(P_T | \Omega_{b_2})
= \sum_{A,A',A''} \sum_{Q,B,Q'} \bar{\mu}_n((P_B \times P_T, A) | \Omega_{b_1,b_2}) \bar{\mu}_n((Q_B, A') | \Omega_{b_1}) \bar{\mu}_n((Q_T, A'') | \Omega_{b_2})
- \bar{\mu}_n((Q_B \times Q_T, A) | \Omega_{b_1,b_2}) \bar{\mu}_n((P_B, A') | \Omega_{b_1}) \bar{\mu}_n((P_T, A'') | \Omega_{b_2})
\]
Here, the sum is over all possible truncated interfaces \( A, A', A'' \) that satisfy the respective wall requirements, and over all possible pillars \( Q_B, Q_T \) that satisfy the pillar requirements of \( \Omega_{b_1}, \Omega_{b_2} \) respectively. We can factor out the term being subtracted and cancel out the conditional events so that the above is bounded by
\[
\sum_{A,A',A''} \sum_{Q,B,Q'} \bar{\mu}_n((Q_B \times Q_T, A) | \Omega_{b_1,b_2}) \bar{\mu}_n((P_B, A') | \Omega_{b_1}) \bar{\mu}_n((P_T, A'') | \Omega_{b_2})
\]
\[
\left| \frac{1}{\bar{\mu}_n((Q_B \times Q_T, A)) \bar{\mu}_n((P_B, A')) \bar{\mu}_n((P_T, A''))} - 1 \right|
\]
If we are able to bound the absolute value term in Eq. (5.19) by \( \varepsilon_\beta \), then we would be done since the rest of the sum is equal to \( \bar{\mu}_n(P_B | \Omega_{b_1}) \bar{\mu}_n(P_T | \Omega_{b_2}) \).
To bound Eq. (5.19), we plug in the cluster expansion expressions from Eq. (2.1) for each term in the fraction above. There are 6 interfaces that we need to refer to; in numerator from left to right, let them be denoted \( I_P, I'_Q, I''_Q \), and in the denominator let them be denoted \( I_Q, I'_P, I''_P \), as drawn in Fig. 8.

Note that the two sets of interfaces have the same number of total faces, open clusters, and contributions to the term \( |\partial I| \) in the cluster expansion. Indeed, the relationship between the interfaces is a cut and paste operation on the pillars, and furthermore Proposition 3.4 applies for all of these interfaces, ensuring that there is no interaction between the pillars and the surrounding walls that could potentially affect one of the terms above in the cluster expansions. Thus, it remains to control the \( g \)-terms,

\[
\exp \left[ \sum_{f \in I'^P} g(f, I'^P) + \sum_{f \in I'_Q} g(f, I'_Q) + \sum_{f \in I''Q} g(f, I''Q) - \sum_{f \in I'^Q} g(f, I'^Q) - \sum_{f \in I'_P} g(f, I'_P) - \sum_{f \in I''P} g(f, I''P) \right]. \tag{5.20}
\]

As in Fig. 8, let the top \( L^3/2 \) increments of \( P_B, Q_B \) be referred to as \( Z_1 \), and the bottom \( L^3/2 \) increments of \( P^T, Q^T \) be referred to as \( Z_2 \). Note that the top \( L^3 \) increments of \( P_B \) and \( Q_B \) are trivial, so there is a \( L^3/2 \) buffer distance between \( Z_1 \) and the first non-trivial increment of \( P_B, Q_B \), and likewise for \( Z_2 \) with \( P^T, Q^T \).

We split up the terms of the sum that involve the interface \( I'_P \) as follows:

\[
\sum_{f \in P \setminus Z_1} |g(f, I'_P) - g(f, I'_P)| + \sum_{f \in P^T \setminus Z_2} |g(f, I'^P) - g(\theta f, I''P)| + \sum_{f \in A} |g(f, I'_P) - g(f, I'_P)| + \sum_{f \in Z_1} |g(f, I'_P) - g(\theta f, I'_Q)| + \sum_{f \in Z_2} |g(f, I'_P) - g(\theta f, I'_Q)| + \Xi_1 + \Xi_2 + \Xi_3 + \Xi_4 + \Xi_5. \tag{5.21}
\]

**Figure 8.** The 3-to-3 map sends the top three interfaces to the bottom three. The figure is color-coded according to which faces are paired together in the cluster expansion computation. (See how the terms in Eq. (5.20) are separated into the terms in Eqs. (5.21) to (5.23).)
Here, the sums are all over faces of the interface \(I_P^p\), and \(\theta f\) is the shifted copy of \(f\) in the corresponding interface. Although each \(\theta\) is a different shift depending on the target interface, none of the computations that follow depend on the particular shift so we will not distinguish between them and call them all \(\theta\).

Begin with \(\Xi_1\). Using the bounds in Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (3.2), the part of the sum where \(r(f, I_P^p, f, I_P^p)\) is attained by a face in \(A\) or \(A'\) is bounded by \(\tilde{C}e^{-cL}\). Otherwise, if \(r\) is attained by a face in \(P^T\), suppose that the first increment of \(P^T\) has index \(j_0\). Then, using condition (3) of \(\Omega\) to control the size of the increments,

\[
\sum_{f \in P_B \setminus Z_1} \sum_{g \in P^T} Ke^{-cd(f,g)} \leq \sum_{j \geq 0} \sum_{g \in X_{j_0+j}} \sum_{f \in \mathcal{F}(2)} Ke^{-cd(f,g)}
\]

\[
\leq \sum_{j \geq 0} |\mathcal{F}(X_{j_0+j})| Ke^{cL/2+j}
\]

\[
\leq \sum_{j \geq 0} \tilde{K} j e^{-cL/2+j} \leq \tilde{K} e^{-cL/2}
\]

The second sum \(\Xi_2\) is bounded similarly. Again, the terms where \(r\) is attained by a face in \(A\) or \(A''\) is bounded by \(\tilde{C}e^{-cL/2}\) using Eq. (3.3). Otherwise, when \(r\) is attained by a face in \(P_B\), we have a similar computation as above:

\[
\sum_{f \in P_B} \sum_{g \in P^T \setminus Z_2} Ke^{-cd(f,g)} \leq \sum_{j \geq 0} \sum_{g \in X_{j_0+j}} \sum_{f \in \mathcal{F}(2)} Ke^{-cd(f,g)}
\]

\[
\leq \sum_{j \geq 0} |\mathcal{F}(X_{j_0+j})| Ke^{-cL/2+j}
\]

\[
\leq \sum_{j \geq 0} \tilde{K} j e^{-cL/2+j} \leq \tilde{K} e^{-cL/2}
\]

The third sum \(\Xi_3\) is immediately bounded by \(\tilde{C}e^{-cL}\) using Eq. (3.3).

Finally, the fourth and fifth sums \(\Xi_4, \Xi_5\) are both bounded by \(2L^3 Ke^{-cL/2}\) since there are \(2L^3\) faces, and the buffer of \(L^3/2\) increments above and below ensures that the distance \(r\) to a face where the interfaces differ is at least \(L^3/2\).

Now for the remaining terms in Eq. (5.20), the remaining faces in \(I_Q^p\) are captured in the sums

\[
\sum_{f \in Q_B \setminus Z_1} \sum_{f \in P^T} Ke^{-cd(f,g)} + \sum_{f \in Q_B \setminus Z_2} Ke^{-cd(f,g)}
\]

These sums can be bounded above by \(Ke^{-cL/2}\) for some constants \(c, K\) in the same way as \(\Xi_1\) and \(\Xi_2\) above. Furthermore, the sums

\[
\sum_{f \in A'} |g(f, I_Q') - g(f, I_P')| + \sum_{f \in A''} |g(f, I_Q'') - g(f, I_P'')|
\]

are bounded by \(\tilde{C}e^{-cL}\) using Eq. (3.3). It remains to take care of the copies of \(Z_1, Z_2\) in the interfaces \(I_Q', I_P', I_Q'', I_P''\). We have

\[
\sum_{f \in Z_1} |g(f, I_Q') - g(f, I_P')| \leq \tilde{C}e^{-cL} \wedge 2L^3 Ke^{-cL/2}
\]

since interactions with walls of \(A'\) are handled by Eq. (3.3) and interactions with \(P_B\) and \(Q_B\) are handled similarly to \(\Xi_4\) and \(\Xi_5\) above. We also have

\[
\sum_{f \in Z_2} |g(f, I_Q'') - g(f, I_P'')| \leq \tilde{C}e^{-cL} \wedge 2L^3 Ke^{-cL/2}
\]

by the same reasoning, except we need to use Eq. (3.2) this time instead.

Thus, putting everything together and recalling that we could take \(L = L_\beta \uparrow \infty\) as \(\beta \uparrow \infty\), we get that

\[
\frac{\bar{\mu}_n((P_B \times P^T, A))}{\bar{\mu}_n((Q_B \times A'))} \bar{\mu}_n((Q_B, A')) \mu_n((P_B, A')) \mu_n((P_T, A'')) \in [e^{-Ce^{-cL}}, e^{Ce^{-cL}}]
\]
for some different constants $C, c > 0$.

We are now ready to prove the submultiplicativity statement of Proposition 5.6:

**Proof of Proposition 5.6.** We will write the proof in the notation of the $\text{red}$ case, noting that the previous lemmas (and hence this proof) apply to the $\text{blue}$ case as well. Let $\Phi$ be defined as the composition of the sequence of maps used in Lemma 5.10 to move from $E^T_n$ to $\Omega_{h_1, h_2}$. By applying Lemma 5.17 for this choice of $\Phi$, $\Omega = \Omega_{h_1, h_2}$, and $A = A_{x, h_2}$, we have

$$\phi_n(A_{x, h_1 + h_2} \mid E_{h_1 + h_2}^T) \leq (1 + \varepsilon\beta)\phi_n(A_{x, h_1 + h_2} \mid \Omega_{h_1, h_2}).$$

We can always decompose the space $\Omega_{h_1, h_2}$ according to the pillar $P_x$ to write

$$\phi_n(A_{x, h_1 + h_2} \mid \Omega_{h_1, h_2}) = \sum_{P \in \Omega_{h_1, h_2}} \phi_n(A_{x, h_1 + h_2} \mid P_x = P, \Omega_{h_1, h_2})\mu_n(P_x = P) \quad (5.24)$$

As argued in Claim 3.7, we know that on the event $\Omega_{h_1, h_2} \subseteq \text{Is}o_{x, h_1, h_2}$, we have $x \in V_{\text{bot}}$ and hence $x \in \hat{V}_{\text{red}}$. Since $x$ is a cut-point of $P$, we can apply Corollary 5.13 (with the convention that $v_0 = v_1 = x$) to get that

$$\phi_n(A_{x, h_1 + h_2} \mid P_x = P, \Omega_{h_1, h_2}) = \prod_{i=1}^{T-1} \phi_n(A_{v_i, v_{i+1}} \mid \{ J_i = X_j \}, \Omega_{h_1, h_2}, A_{x, v_i})$$

$$= \prod_{i=1}^{T-1} \phi_n(A_{v_i, v_{i+1}} \mid \{ J_i = X_i \}, v_i \in \hat{V}_{\text{red}}) \quad (5.25)$$

where $X_T$ is the last increment of $P$. (Recall that in $\Omega_{h_1, h_2}$ the pillar is capped at height $h_1 + h_2$ and the last increment is trivial.) Now recall by Remark 5.9 that we can always write $P = P_B \times P_T$ and change the sum over $P \in \Omega_{h_1, h_2}$ into a double sum over $P_B \in \Omega_{h_1}$ and $P_T \in \Omega_{h_2}$. Let $y$ be the cut-point of $P_B \times P_T$ with height $h_1 + 1/2$, and let $i^* \in T, i \neq i^*$ be index of the trivial increment with vertices $y, y - \varepsilon_3$ (so that $y = v_{i^*+1}$). First, note that since $X_{i^*}$ is a trivial increment, then $y$ and $y - \varepsilon_3$ are in the same open cluster, and hence

$$\phi_n(A_{v_{i^*}, v_{i^*+1}} \mid \{ J_{i^*} = X_{i^*} \}, v_{i^*} \in \hat{V}_{\text{red}}) = 1$$

Next, observe that the event $P_x = P_B$ is equal to the event that $P_x$ has increments $(X_1, \ldots, X_{i-1})$, while $P_x = P_T$ is equal to the event that $P_x$ has increments $(X_{i+1}, \ldots, X_T)$. Thus, by applying Corollary 5.13 again (and noting Example 5.15 following it with regards to the shift from being rooted at $y$ to being rooted at $x$), we have that the product in Eq. (5.25) above is equal to

$$\phi_n(A_{x, h_1} \mid P_x = P_B, \Omega_{h_1})\phi(A_{x, h_2} \mid P_x = P_T, \Omega_{h_2}). \quad (5.26)$$

Combining the above three equations with Lemma 5.19, we have

$$\phi_n(A_{x, h_1 + h_2} \mid \Omega_{h_1, h_2}) \leq (1 + \varepsilon\beta) \sum_{P_B \in \Omega_{h_1}} \sum_{P_T \in \Omega_{h_2}} \phi_n(A_{x, h_1} \mid P_B, \Omega_{h_1})\phi(A_{x, h_2} \mid P_T, \Omega_{h_2})\mu_n(P_B)\mu_n(P_T)$$

$$= (1 + \varepsilon\beta)\phi_n(A_{x, h_1} \mid \Omega_{h_1})\phi_n(A_{x, h_2} \mid \Omega_{h_2}). \quad (5.27)$$

Finally, we can conclude by applying Lemma 5.17 again for $\Omega = \Omega_{h_1}$ and $\Omega = \Omega_{h_2}$.

Thus, we have proved the submultiplicativity statement Proposition 5.6. By using the decorrelation estimates of Corollary A.7, we can generalize to the case where $x, n$ on the right hand side can depend on $h_1$ and $h_2$, as long as we still have $1 \ll h_1 \ll n_1$ and $d(x_{h_1}, \partial A)$.

$$\phi_n(A_{x, h_2} \mid E_h) \leq (1 + \varepsilon\beta + o_{h_1}(1) + o_{h_2}(1))\phi_n(A_{x, h_1} \mid E_{h_1}^x)\phi_n(A_{x, h_2} \mid E_{h_2}^x)$$

The analogous statement for blue also holds in the same way. Now we can apply Fekete’s Lemma to prove the existence of the first two limits in Proposition 5.3.
5.2. Establishing the rate for the bottom interface. We will now prove the large deviation rate for the event $A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}$ as in Eq. (5.6). This case is substantially easier because we do not need to work on the joint space of configurations $(\omega, \sigma)$. Moreover, defining $x \xrightarrow{\omega} h$ to be the event that there is a path of open edges connecting $x$ to height $h$ via vertices of $P_x$, we have the following observation:

**Observation 5.20.** On the event $\text{Iso}_{x,L,h}$, the events $A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}$ and $x \xrightarrow{\omega} h$ are equal. Indeed, on $\text{Iso}_{x,L,h}$ we know that $x \in V_{\text{bot}}$, whence it immediately follows that $x \xrightarrow{\omega} h \subset A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}$. For the other direction, note that the vertices (with height $> 0$) surrounding those of $P_x$ are all in $V_{\text{top}}$. Together with the assumption that $x$ is a cut-point and in $V_{\text{bot}}$, this implies that every vertex in $P_x$ which is in $V_{\text{bot}} \setminus V_{\text{bot}}$ must be part of a finite component which is surrounded by vertices of $P_x$ in $V_{\text{bot}}$. But all the vertices of $P_x$ which are in $V_{\text{bot}}$ have an open path of edges connecting to $x$ inside $P_x$, and so $A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}} \subset \{x \xrightarrow{\omega} h\}$.

With this in mind, we prove the following analog of Lemmas 5.16 and 5.17.

**Lemma 5.21.** Let $\Phi$ be any map on interfaces sending $E^x_x$ into $\text{Iso}_{x,L,h}$ such that the action of $\Phi$ on $P_x$ is to shift increments or replace them by a stack of trivial increments, and to replace the base by a stack of trivial increments with equal height. Suppose moreover that $\mu_n(\Phi^{-1}(J)) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)\mu_n(J)$ holds for any $J \in \Phi(E^x_x)$. Then, for any space $\Omega$ such that $\Phi(E^x_x) \subset \Omega \subset E^x_x$, there exists a constant $\varepsilon_\beta$ such that

$$\left| \frac{\mu_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}} \cap \Omega)}{\mu_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}} \cap E^x_x)} - 1 \right| \leq \varepsilon_\beta . \quad (5.28)$$

**Proof.** By the same computation as in the proof of Lemma 5.17, the facts $A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}} \subset E^x_x$ and $\mu_n(\Omega \mid E^x_x) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_\beta$ reduce the proof to showing that

$$\mu_n(\Omega \mid A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_\beta .$$

Using the bound $\mu_n(\Phi^{-1}(J)) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)\mu_n(J)$, we can write

$$\mu_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}) = \sum_{I \in A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}} \mu_n(I) \leq \sum_{J \in \Phi(A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}})} \sum_{I \in \Phi^{-1}(J)} \mu_n(I) \leq \sum_{J \in \Phi(A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}})} \mu_n(J)(1 + \varepsilon_\beta) .$$

We conclude by arguing that the conditions on $\Phi$ ensure that $\Phi(A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}) \subset \Omega \cap A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}$. Indeed, if $I \in A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}$ and $J = \Phi(I)$, then $J$ has a path of open edges in $P^I_x$ connecting $x$ up to $\text{ht}(v_1)$, where $v_1$ is the first cut-point of $P^I_x$ (since $J$ is just a stack of trivial increments there). More generally, any stack of trivial increments in $P^J_x$ also has an open path connecting the bottom and top cut-points of the stack. Furthermore, for every increment $X_i \in P^I_x$, Observation 5.20 shows that there must be a path of open edges connecting $v_i$ to $v_{i+1}$, and hence the same must be true regarding the shifted copy of $X_i$ in $P^J_x$. Hence, there must be an open path in $J$ connecting $x$ to height $h$ inside $P^J_x$, which implies $A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}$ by Observation 5.20 and the assumption that $\Phi(A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}) \subset \text{Iso}_{x,L,h}$. \[\square\]

Equipped with the 3-to-3 map of Lemma 5.19, we can prove the submultiplicativity result for $A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}$ directly.

**Proposition 5.22.** For every $\beta > \beta_0$, there exists a constant $\varepsilon_\beta$ such that for every $h = h_1 + h_2$, and every sequence $x, n$ dependent on $h$ such that $d(x, \partial \Lambda_n) \gg h$,

$$\phi_n(A_{x,h_1+h_2}^{\text{bot}} \mid E^x_{h_1+h_2}) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)\phi_n(A_{x,h_1}^{\text{bot}} \mid E^x_{h_1}) \phi_n(A_{x,h_2}^{\text{bot}} \mid E^x_{h_2}). \quad (5.29)$$

**Proof.** By Lemma 5.21 above, it suffices to prove instead

$$\phi_n(A_{x,h_1+h_2}^{\text{bot}} \mid \Omega_{h_1,h_2}) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)\phi_n(A_{x,h_1}^{\text{bot}} \mid \Omega_{h_1}) \phi_n(A_{x,h_2}^{\text{bot}} \mid \Omega_{h_2}).$$
But, Observation 5.20 readily implies that if \( P = P_B \times P_T \) for a pillar \( P \in \Omega_{h_1,h_2} \cap \mathcal{A}_{x,h_1}^{\text{bot}} \), then \( P_B \in \Omega_{h_1} \cap \mathcal{A}_{x,h_1}^{\text{bot}} \) and \( P_T \in \Omega_{h_2} \cap \mathcal{A}_{x,h_2}^{\text{bot}} \). Thus, we compute using Lemma 5.19 that

\[
\phi_n(\mathcal{A}_{x,h_1,h_2}^{\text{bot}} | \Omega_{h_1,h_2}) = \sum_{P_B \times P_T \in \Omega_{h_1,h_2} \cap \mathcal{A}_{x,h_1,h_2}^{\text{bot}}} \tilde{\mu}_n(P_B \times P_T | \Omega_{h_1,h_2}) \\
\leq (1 + \varepsilon) \sum_{P_B \times P_T \in \Omega_{h_1,h_2} \cap \mathcal{A}_{x,h_1,h_2}^{\text{bot}}} \tilde{\mu}_n(P_B | \Omega_{h_1}) \tilde{\mu}_n(P_T | \Omega_{h_2}) \\
\leq (1 + \varepsilon) \sum_{P_B \in \Omega_{h_1} \cap \mathcal{A}_{x,h_1}^{\text{bot}}} \sum_{P_T \in \Omega_{h_2} \cap \mathcal{A}_{x,h_2}^{\text{bot}}} \tilde{\mu}_n(P_B | \Omega_{h_1}) \tilde{\mu}_n(P_T | \Omega_{h_2}) \\
= (1 + \varepsilon) \tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{A}_{x,h_1}^{\text{bot}} | \Omega_{h_1}) \tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{A}_{x,h_2}^{\text{bot}} | \Omega_{h_2}).
\]

As done before, by using the decorrelation estimates of Corollary A.5, we can generalize to the case where \( x, n \) on the right hand side can depend on \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \), as long as we still have \( 1 \ll h_i \ll n_i \) and \( d(x_i, \partial \Omega_{h_i}) \gg h_i \):

\[
\phi_n(\mathcal{A}_{x,h} \cap E_h^\varepsilon | E_h^\varepsilon) \leq (1 + \varepsilon + o(h_1(1) + o(h_2(1)))\phi_{n_1}(\mathcal{A}_{x,h_1}^{\text{bot}} | E_{h_1}^\varepsilon)\phi_{n_2}(\mathcal{A}_{x,h_2}^{\text{bot}} | E_{h_2}^\varepsilon).
\]

Fekete’s Lemma then implies the existence of the last rate in Proposition 5.3.

5.3. Estimating the rates. To conclude this section, we want to prove that the above rates are distinct, and provide some better bounds on their differences. Call an increment \( \mathcal{I} \) a simple block if it consists of just two vertices \( v_i, v_{i+1} \) where \( v_{i+1} = v_i + \varepsilon \). For some constant \( C^* \) sufficiently large (to be determined below), let \( \mathcal{G} \) be the good event that the pillar shell \( \mathcal{P}^*_x \) has less than \( 4h + 1 + \frac{C^*}{2\varepsilon} h \) faces.

Lemma 5.23. There exists constants \( C^*, C, c > 0 \) such that for \( \beta, L \) sufficiently large, for all \( h \geq 1 \),

\[
\tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{G} | E_h^\varepsilon, \text{iso}_{x,L}^c) \geq 1 - Ce^{-ch}.
\]

Furthermore, any any pillar in \( E_h^\varepsilon \cap \mathcal{G} \) has at least \( h(1 - \frac{C^*}{2\varepsilon}) \) simple blocks below height \( h \).

Proof. Suppose we have an interface \( \mathcal{I} \) from \( E_h^\varepsilon \cap \text{iso}_{x,L}^c \). We first prove that if there are fewer than \( h(1 - \frac{C^*}{2\varepsilon}) \) simple blocks used to reach height \( h \), then \( |\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{P}^*_x)\rangle \geq 4h + 1 + \frac{C^*}{2\varepsilon} h \). Indeed, suppose we expose the increments one by one. When we expose an increment \( \mathcal{I}^n \) which is not a simple block, the height increases by \( h(v_{i+1}) - h(v_i) \), and the number of faces added to \( \mathcal{P}^*_x \) must be at least \( 4(h(v_{i+1}) - h(v_i)) + (h(v_{i+1}) - h(v_i)) - 1 \) since each height in between the vertices is not a cut-height. That is, the number of faces added in addition to four times the height increase is at least half the height increase (for increments which are not simple blocks, the height increase is at least two). When we expose an increment that is a simple block, we increase the height by one, and we add at least four faces to \( \mathcal{P}^*_x \). But, the latter can only happen at most \( h(1 - \frac{C^*}{2\varepsilon}) \) times, and so the remaining height of \( \frac{C^*}{2\varepsilon} h \) is made up by increments which are not simple blocks. Thus, the number of faces in the pillar shell is at least \( 4h + 1 + \frac{C^*}{2\varepsilon} h \) (where the plus one is just because there must be at least horizontal face that forms a “cap” of the pillar at the top).

Now, we can define the map \( \Phi \) as follows: If \( \mathcal{I} \in \mathcal{G} \cap \text{iso}_{x,L}^c \cap E_h^\varepsilon \), then \( \Phi \) is the identity map. Otherwise, let \( \Phi(\mathcal{I}) = \mathcal{J} \) be the interface that replaces \( \mathcal{P}^*_x \) with a stack of trivial increments of height \( h \). Let \( \mathcal{I} \in \mathcal{G} \cap \text{iso}_{x,L}^c \cap E_h^\varepsilon \), so that \( m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J}) \geq \frac{C^*}{2\varepsilon} h \). For any such \( \mathcal{I} \), using the cluster expansion we have

\[
\frac{\tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{I})}{\tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{J})} = (1 - e^{-\beta} |\mathcal{I}|-|\mathcal{J}|) e^{-\beta m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J})} \exp(\sum_{f \in \mathcal{I}} g(f, \mathcal{I}) - \sum_{f \in \mathcal{J}} g(f, \mathcal{J})).
\]

To control the term \( (1 - e^{-\beta} |\mathcal{I}|-|\mathcal{J}|) \), note that \( |\mathcal{J}| \leq 4C_0 h \leq \frac{8\beta C_0}{c^*} m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J}) \), where \( C_0 \) is the number of faces that can be 1-connected to a particular face. Thus, we have

\[
(1 - e^{-\beta} |\mathcal{I}|-|\mathcal{J}|) \approx e^{-\beta(|\mathcal{I}|-|\mathcal{J}|)} \leq e^{-\beta \frac{8\beta C_0}{c^*} m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J})} \leq e^{-\beta \frac{C^*}{c^*} m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J})}
\]

for sufficiently large \( \beta \). (The \( \approx \) can be seen to be an equality up to a factor of \( (1 - \varepsilon) \) in the exponent, which has no effect on the final inequality. See for instance the computation in Eq. (5.31).)

To control the difference in open clusters, we will be slightly more careful than before. In \( \mathcal{I} \), we can first expose the vertical faces that bound the sides of the vertices of the pillar \( \mathcal{P}^*_x \). Since we are only exposing
vertical faces which notably are not 1-connected to any faces of $\mathcal{I} \setminus \mathcal{P}_x^T$ except at height 0 (by Corollary 3.5), there are not yet any new open clusters created. Since the pillar has height $\geq h$, we must have already exposed at least 4$h$ faces. Now, there are at most $m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J}) + 1$ faces left to expose in the pillar (since we are on the event $\mathcal{G}$), and each one can create at most one open cluster, so that

$$k_\mathcal{I} - k_\mathcal{J} \leq m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J}) + 1.$$ 

Finally, we bound the $g$-terms. We can write the absolute value of the sum of the terms as

$$\sum_{f \in \mathcal{I} \setminus \mathcal{P}_x} |g(f, \mathcal{I}) - g(f, \mathcal{J})| + \sum_{f \in \mathcal{P}_x^T} |g(f, \mathcal{I})| + \sum_{f \in \mathcal{P}_x^J} |g(f, \mathcal{J})|.$$ 

We can bound the first term using Eq. (3.3):

$$\sum_{f \in \mathcal{I} \setminus \mathcal{P}_x} |g(f, \mathcal{I}) - g(f, \mathcal{J})| \leq \sum_{f \in \mathcal{I} \setminus \mathcal{P}_x} \sum_{g \in (\mathcal{P}_x^T \cup \mathcal{P}_x^J) \cap \mathcal{C}_{\beta L}} K e^{-cd(g, f)} \leq K e^{-cL}.$$ 

The second and third terms can be bounded by the number of faces:

$$\sum_{f \in \mathcal{P}_x^T} |g(f, \mathcal{I})| + \sum_{f \in \mathcal{P}_x^J} |g(f, \mathcal{J})| \leq K (8h + 2 + m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J})) \leq K \left( \frac{16\beta}{C^*} + 1 \right) m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J}) + 2K$$

Thus, we have the entropy bound:

$$\tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{I}) - \tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{J}) \leq C e^{-(\beta - \frac{K16\beta}{C^*} - K - \frac{8C_0}{C^*} - \log q) m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J})}.$$ 

For the entropy bound, we can recover $\mathcal{I}$ from $\mathcal{J}$ if we are given the faces of $\mathcal{P}_x^T$, since both $\mathcal{I}$ and $\mathcal{J}$ are in $\text{Iso}_{x,L,h}$. There are $4h + 1 + m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J}) \leq \left( \frac{8\beta}{C^*} + 1 \right) m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J}) + 1$ faces in $\mathcal{P}_x$. Thus, by Lemma 2.12, we have for some $s > 0$,

$$|\{ I \in \Phi^{-1}(\mathcal{J}) : m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J}) = M \}| \leq s \left( \frac{8\beta}{C^*} + 1 \right)^M.$$ 

Thus, we have

$$\tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{G}^x_h, \text{Iso}_{x,L,h}^o) \leq \sum_{M \geq \frac{2\beta}{C^*} h} \sum_{\mathcal{I} \in \mathcal{G}^x_h \cap \text{Iso}_{x,L,h}^o} \sum_{m(\mathcal{I}; \Phi(\mathcal{I})) = M} \tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{I})$$

$$\leq \sum_{M \geq \frac{2\beta}{C^*} h} \sum_{\mathcal{J} \in \mathcal{F}^x_h \cap \text{Iso}_{x,L,h}^o} \sum_{m(\mathcal{I}; \Phi^{-1}(\mathcal{J})) = M} C e^{-(\beta - \frac{K16\beta}{C^*} - K - \frac{8C_0}{C^*} - \log q) m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J})} \tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{J})$$

$$\leq \sum_{M \geq \frac{2\beta}{C^*} h} C e^{-(\beta - \frac{K16\beta}{C^*} - K - \frac{8C_0}{C^*} - \log q - (\frac{8\beta}{C^*} + 1) \log s) m(\mathcal{I}; \mathcal{J})} \tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{J})$$

$$\leq C e^{-(\beta - \frac{K16\beta}{C^*} - K - \frac{8C_0}{C^*} - \log q)} e^{\left( \frac{8\beta}{C^*} + 1 \right) M} \tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{I}).$$

The lemma follows by dividing by $\tilde{\mu}_n(\mathcal{E}_h^x, \text{Iso}_{x,L,h}^o)$ and taking $C^*/2$ strictly larger than $8K + 4 \log s$ and then taking $\beta$ sufficiently large.

**Remark 5.24.** The above lemma says that a typical pillar reaching height $h$ will have $h(1 - \varepsilon_\beta)$ simple blocks, which for our purposes is all the precision that is needed. We note one can get a sharper bound of having at least $h(1 - C e^{-c\beta})$ simple blocks via the following proof strategy: We can reveal the increments $\mathcal{J}_o$ one by one, and each increment will increase the number of faces revealed in the pillar shell by at least 4. By Eq. (3.11) (and noting by Remark 3.21 that we can really apply this bound one increment at a time), the number of additional faces revealed for each increment is stochastically dominated by $\text{Geom}(p^*) - 1$ with $p^* = 1 - e^{-(\beta - C)}$ for some constant $C$. There are at most $h$ increments needed for the pillar to reach height $h$, so the total number of faces in the pillar shell with height $\leq h$ is stochastically dominated by $\text{NegBin}(h, p^*) + 3h$. We can then use known large deviation results concerning the Binomial distribution to bound the probability that the number of faces in the pillar shell exceeds $4h + e^{-c\beta}h$ for some constant $c$, and argue as in Lemma 5.23 to show how this implies the lower bound on the number of simple blocks. Although the map argument presented above gives a weaker result, it allows us to use the machinery of Lemma 5.17 in what follows.
We are now in a position to obtain lower and upper bounds on the rates $\delta, \delta', \delta''$ that are sharp up to a factor of $1 + \varepsilon_\beta$.

**Proof of Proposition 5.4.** It will turn out that the probabilities in question are on the scale of $e^{-O(e^{-\beta})}$, so we can throw the event $\mathcal{G}^{c}$ as an additive error and it will not affect the large deviation rates. Now, on the event $\mathcal{G} \cap \text{Iso}^{o}_{x,L,h} \cap E_{x}^h$, suppose we reveal the pillar shell $P_{x}^{o} = P_{x}^{o}$. Let $\mathfrak{B}$ be the indices of the first $(1 - \varepsilon_3)h$ increments intersecting with $L_{\leq h}$ which are simple blocks. Now, suppose we have a simple block increment consisting of vertices $v$ and $v + e_3$, where we know that $v \in \hat{V}^{c}_{\text{red}}$. Then, since $v + e_3$ is a cut-point and is thus surrounded by vertices of $V^{c}_{\text{red}}$, the event $v + e_3 \in \hat{V}^{c}_{\text{red}}$ is the same as $v + e_3$ just being non-red. Thus, $v + e_3 \in \hat{V}^{c}_{\text{red}}$ can occur either if the edge $[v, v + e_3]$ is open, or if $[v, v + e_3]$ is closed and $v + e_3$ is colored non-red. By Corollary 5.13, this conditional probability can be computed as if on a coupled FK–Potts model on two vertices with boundary condition $\sigma_v = \text{nred}$. This probability is

$$\frac{p}{p + (1-p)q} + \frac{(1-p)q - 1}{p + (1-p)q} = 1 - e^{-\beta(1 - \varepsilon_\beta)} = e^{-e^{-\beta(1 - \varepsilon_\beta)} + O(e^{-2\beta})}$$

(5.31)

On the event $\text{Iso}^{o}_{x,L,h}$, we know $x$ is a cut-point and $x \in V^{\text{bot}}$. So, via a computation similar to Eq. (5.25), we can use Corollary 5.13 to write

$$\phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} | P_{x}^{o}, \mathcal{G}, \text{Iso}^{o}_{x,L,h}, E_{x}^h) = \prod_{i \in \mathfrak{B}} \phi_n(A_{v_i,v_{i+1}}^{\text{red}} | X_{i}^{o}, v_{i} \in \hat{V}^{c}_{\text{red}}) \prod_{i \notin \mathfrak{B}} \phi_n(A_{v_i,v_{i+1}}^{\text{red}} | X_{i}^{o}, v_{i} \in \hat{V}^{c}_{\text{red}})$$

(5.32)

We can also get a lower bound by considering the probability that for each increment $X_{i}^{o}, i \notin \mathfrak{B}$ that intersects $L_{\leq h}$, we have a path of open edges connecting $v_i$ to $v_{i+1}$. Let $Q_i$ be a minimal $\Lambda_{n}$-path from $v_i$ to $v_{i+1}$ using vertices of $X_{i}^{o}$. We argue that we can control the length $|Q_i|$ by the number of faces in $X_{i}^{o}$. Let $V$ be the set of vertices in $X_{i}^{o}$ (including $v_i$ and $v_{i+1}$). Let $H$ be the set of faces of $X_{i}^{o}$ plus the faces $f_{[v_i,v_i-e_3]}$ and $f_{[v_{i+1},v_{i+1}+e_3]}$. Then, $V$ is precisely the set of vertices in the component of $\mathbb{R}^{3} \setminus H$ containing $v_1$. Note that by definition, none of the faces of $X_{i}^{o}$ (and hence of $H$) separate two vertices of $V$. Then, defining $\Delta_{v,H}V$ as the subset

$$\Delta_{v,H}V = \{u \in V : \exists v \text{ s.t. } f_{[u,v]} \in \mathcal{P}\},$$

we know that $\Delta_{v,H}V$ is $\Lambda_{n}$-connected (see [11, Prop. 6],[12, Thm. 7.5]) and contains $v_i, v_{i+1}$, so that the length of $Q_i$ is at least $|\Delta_{v,H}V|$. We have a crude upper bound $|\Delta_{v,H}V| \leq 10 |H|$. Now, to avoid overcounting faces of $P_{x}^{o}$, let us attribute to each increment $X_{i}^{o}$ all of its faces except the four faces adjacent to $v_i$ at height $h(t(v_i))$. Then, at least $4h(1 - \varepsilon_3^{c})$ faces are attributed to increments with indices $i \in \mathfrak{B}$. Since $P_{x}^{o}$ has at most $4h + 1 + \varepsilon_3^{c}$ faces (recall we are on $\mathcal{G}$), this leaves at most $\frac{9\varepsilon_3^{c}}{2\beta}$ faces to be attributed to increments with indices $i \notin \mathfrak{B}$. The number of faces in $H$ is six more than the number of faces attributed to $X_{i}^{o}$, and each $X_{i}^{o}$ gets attributed at least four faces. Hence, for another constant $C^{*}$ (namely, $C^{*} = 10 \cdot 2\beta C^{*}$), we have

$$\sum_{i \notin \mathfrak{B}} |Q_i| \leq \frac{9\varepsilon_3^{c}}{2\beta}.$$

In other words, we can guarantee that $v_i$ is in the same open cluster as $v_{i+1}$ for each $i \notin \mathfrak{B}$ if we force a specific set of $\frac{9\varepsilon_3^{c}}{2\beta}$ edges to be open. The probability of an edge $e = [u,v]$ being open is at least the conditional probability that $e$ is open given that $u,v$ are not in the same open cluster in $\omega|_{\Lambda_{n}\setminus\{e\}}$. We compute this to be

$$\frac{p}{p + (1-p)q} = 1 - q e^{-\beta(1 - \varepsilon_\beta)} = e^{-q e^{-\beta(1 - \varepsilon_\beta)}},$$

(5.33)
where the second equality is computed similarly to Eq. (5.31). Thus, combined we have
\[
\phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} | P_x^0, G, I_{x,L,h}^0, E_h^x) = \prod_{i \in B} \phi_n(A_{v_i,v_{i+1}}^{\text{red}} | X_i^0, v_i \in \hat{V}_{\text{red}}) \prod_{i \in B} \phi_n(A_{v_i,v_{i+1}}^{\text{red}} | X_i^0, v_i \in \hat{V}_{\text{red}}) \\
\geq e^{-e^{-\beta(1-\epsilon_\beta)}(1-C_{x,h})h} e^{-q e^{-\beta(1-\epsilon_\beta)} \frac{C_{x,h}}{2} h} \\
= e^{-e^{-\beta(1-\epsilon_\beta)}(1-C_{x,h})h} e^{-q e^{-\beta(1-\epsilon_\beta)} \frac{C_{x,h}}{2} h},
\]
(Eq. 5.34)

Now, the bounds in Eqs. (5.32) and (5.34) are uniform over $P_x^0$, so the same bounds apply for $\phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}} | E_h^x, G, I_{x,L,h}^0)$, which has the same large deviation rate as $\phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} | E_h^x)$ by Lemmas 5.16 and 5.17 applied to the composition of $\Phi_{\text{iso}}$ with the map used in Lemma 5.23. Thus, we have established Eq. (5.7).

Similar to before, we work out the following probability that the top vertex of a simple block increment is in $\hat{V}_{\text{blue}}$ given that the bottom one is in $\hat{V}_{\text{blue}}$:
\[
\frac{p}{p + (1-p)q} \cdot \frac{1}{(1-q)(1-\epsilon_\beta)} = 1 - (q-1)e^{-\beta(1-\epsilon_\beta)} = e^{-\beta(1-\epsilon_\beta)q},
\]
whence the same argument as above implies Eq. (5.8).

Finally, we would like to use an analog of Corollary 5.13 to once again break up the event $A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}$ increment by increment so that we have analogs of Eqs. (5.32) and (5.34). Then, the proof of Eq. (5.9) would conclude as above via the computation of the probability of having an open edge between two vertices of a simple block (which was already computed in Eq. (5.33)). The statement in Corollary 5.13 is a Domain Markov statement in the joint space of configurations, which is stronger than the statement we need for just the random-cluster model and could easily be adapted to handle the case of $A = A_{x,h}$. The one minor issue is that the joint measure $\phi_n$ used there is only defined for integer valued $q$, and we want the result for all real $q \geq 1$. So, we adapt the proof of Lemma 5.12 to apply in the context of the random-cluster model for the more general set of $q$.

**Lemma 5.25.** Fix a rooted increment shell $X_i^0$ and let $G_* = (V_*, E_*)$ be the induced subgraph of $G$ on the vertices of $X_i^0$. Then, conditional on the event $A_i^0 = X_i^0$, the law of $\omega|_{E_*}$ is that of a random-cluster model on $G_*$ with free boundary conditions.

**Proof.** As shown in the proof of Lemma 5.12, the event $A_i^0 = X_i^0$ does not impose any conditions on $\omega|_{E_*}$. Now, let $\partial V_* \subseteq V_*$ be the subset of vertices which are $A_i$-adjacent to $V_*$. By the Domain Markov property, it suffices to show that on the event $A_i^0 = X_i^0$, there is no path of open edges in $E_*^c$ that connects two vertices of $\partial V_*$. For any vertex $v \in \partial V_* \setminus \{v_i, v_{i+1}\}$, every edge $e \in E_*^c$ incident to $v$ is such that $f_e \in V_*^c$, and hence $\omega_e = 0$. Moreover, regardless of what $P_{x,i}^0$ is, any path $Q$ connecting $v_i$ to $v_{i+1}$ using only edges of $E_*^c$ must include an edge $e$ such that $f_e \in P_{x,i}^0$, whence $Q$ must include a closed edge. $$\blacksquare$$

Together with Observation 5.20, this enables us to write
\[
\phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}} | P_x^0, G, I_{x,L,h}^0, E_h^x) = \phi_n(x \xrightarrow{\omega} h | P_x^0, G, I_{x,L,h}^0, E_h^x) = \prod_{i \in B} \phi_n(v_i \xrightarrow{\omega} v_{i+1} | X_i^0) \prod_{i \in B} \phi_n(v_i \xrightarrow{\omega} v_{i+1} | X_i^0),
\]
and the proof of Eq. (5.9) follows via a similar computation as done in Eqs. (5.32) and (5.34). $$\blacksquare$$

### 6. Maximum of the random-cluster and Potts interfaces

This section uses a modified second moment argument to establish the tightness of the minima/maxima of the Potts and random-cluster interfaces from the large deviation rates established in Sections 4 and 5, as was done for the Ising interface in the proof of [8, Proposition 6.1]. We prove that the maximum of the four interfaces we have defined are tight around a specific constant which we also identify. Since the proofs for the different interfaces are largely the same, we will focus on proving the result for the top interface of the random-cluster model and note along the way what modifications are needed for the other interfaces.

Even though we proved the large deviation rates for the events $A_{x,h}^{\text{red}}, A_{x,h}^{\text{blue}}, A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}$ in the previous section, we still want estimates on the probability of these events for small $h$ as the goal is to establish tightness.
Thus, we begin by noting that the upper bound in Proposition 2.24 has an immediate corollary resulting from the fact that the top interface lies above all the other interfaces.

**Corollary 6.1.** For the same \( \beta_0 \) and constant \( C > 0 \) as in Proposition 2.24, for every \( \beta \geq \beta_0 \), for all \( x \), and for all \( h \geq 1 \),

\[
\phi_n(\mathcal{A}^{\text{red}}_{x,h}) \leq \exp[-4(\beta - C)h],
\]

and similarly for \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{blue}}_{x,h}, \mathcal{A}^{\text{bot}}_{x,h} \).

Similar to before, we can also prove a rough lower bound on these exponential tails:

**Proposition 6.2.** For the same \( \beta_0 \) and constant \( C > 0 \) as above, for every \( \beta \geq \beta_0 \), for all \( x \), and for all \( h \geq 1 \),

\[
-4\beta + \log \left( \frac{p}{p + (1-p)q} \right) \leq \frac{1}{h} \log \phi_n(\mathcal{A}^{\text{red}}_{x,h}) \leq -4\beta + C,
\]

and similarly for \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{blue}}_{x,h}, \mathcal{A}^{\text{bot}}_{x,h} \).

**Proof.** The same proof as Proposition 2.26 holds here with the following minor adjustment. Recall that in the proof for the lower bound there, we showed that the probability of having an interface \( I \) with a ceiling face at \( f_{[x,x-e_3]} \), and then appending the faces surrounding a column of \( h \) vertices above \( x \) is \( (1 - \varepsilon_\beta)e^{-\beta(4h+1)} \).

On this event, we can force open \( h \) edges to connect all the vertices in the column to each other and to \( x - e_1 \), which was in the same open cluster as \( \partial\Lambda^-_n \) to begin with (as we started with \( f_{[x,x-e_3]} \) being a ceiling face). This guarantees the event \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{bot}}_{x,h} \) (which implies \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{red}}_{x,h}, \mathcal{A}^{\text{blue}}_{x,h} \)), and the cost of forcing these \( h \) edges to be open is \( (\frac{p}{p + (1-p)q})^h \) (we have a weight of \( (1-p)q \) for closed edges because each closed edge in the column always creates a new open cluster).

Towards defining our desired tightness results, first note that Corollary A.5 shows the existence of the following limit for any \( h \geq 1 \):

\[
\alpha_h := \lim_{n \to \infty} -\log \mu_n(E_h^n),
\]

where \( o = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) \). Taking the limit \( n \to \infty \) in Eq. (4.1), we have

\[
\alpha_{h_1+h_2} \geq \alpha_{h_1} + \alpha_{h_2} - 3\beta - \varepsilon_\beta.
\]

(6.1)

By Fekete’s Lemma, we know that the limit \( \frac{1}{h} \alpha_h \) exists, and it is moreover equal to \( \alpha \) since Proposition 4.1 holds for any \( n = n_h \) such that \( d(x, \partial\Lambda_n) \gg h \).

Analogously, by Corollary A.7 we can define

\[
\alpha_h^{\text{red}} := \lim_{n \to \infty} -\log \phi_n(\mathcal{A}^{\text{red}}_{x,h}),
\]

and similarly for \( \text{blue and bot} \).

Combining Eq. (4.1) with the submultiplicativity propositions we proved for the other interfaces (Propositions 5.6 and 5.22) proves Eq. (6.1) for \( \alpha_h^{\text{red}}, \alpha_h^{\text{blue}}, \alpha_h^{\text{bot}} \).

Now we want to compare \( \alpha_h \) and \( \alpha_{h+1} \). Because of the increment map and Theorem 3.16, it suffices to consider (at a \( (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) \) multiplicative cost) just the subset of pillars in \( E_h^n \) with a cut-height at \( h - 1/2 \). Let \( w \) be the vertex in \( \mathcal{P}_x \) with height \( h - 1/2 \), and let \( y = w + e_3 \). Every configuration with the edge \([y, w]\) open is already in \( E_{h+1}^n \). For the remaining configurations with \([y, w]\) closed, we can first force the five edges \([y, y + e_1], [y, y + e_2], [y, y + e_3]\) to be closed at a cost of \( e^{5\beta}/q \) (see the computation done in Observation 2.25, noting that closing these edges creates a new open cluster \( \{y\} \)). For any resulting configuration \( \omega \), the edge \( e = [y, y + e_3] \) is closed, but we can recover a factor of \( qe^{-\beta}/(1 - e^{-\beta}) \) by considering versions of \( \omega \) with \( e \) open. That is, \( \omega^{e_3} \in E_{h+1}^n \) and \( \mu_n(\omega)/\mu_n(\omega^{e_3}) = qe^{-\beta}/(1 - e^{-\beta}) \). Combined, we have

\[
\alpha_{h+1} \leq \alpha_h + 4\beta + \varepsilon_\beta,
\]

and by induction we have for any \( l \geq 1 \),

\[
\alpha_{h+l} \leq \alpha_h + (4\beta + \varepsilon_\beta)l.
\]

(6.2)

(6.3)

Note that the above computation ended with configurations in \( E_{h+1}^n \), with the edge \([w, y]\) open. Hence, the same computation proves the analog for \( \alpha_h^{\text{bot}} \). Similarly, the analogs for \( \alpha_h^{\text{red}}, \alpha_h^{\text{blue}} \) can be shown by bounding the cost of changing the color of a single spin in the Potts model by \( e^{4\beta(1 + \varepsilon_\beta)} \) (see for instance the computation in [9, Proposition 2.29]).
By Proposition 2.26, there exists a constant \( C > 0 \) such that for all \( h \),
\[
4(\beta - C)h \leq \alpha_h \leq 4\beta h. \tag{6.4}
\]
Finally, Fekete’s Lemma additionally tells us that \( \alpha = \sup \frac{\alpha_h - 3\beta - \varepsilon_3}{h} \) as long as we have Eq. (6.1). (For the Potts interfaces blue and red and the FK bottom interface, the upper bound needs to be adjusted to \( (4\beta - \log \frac{p}{p + (1-p)} \)h using Proposition 6.2, but this will never matter in the computations below as we will only use this bound to show that \( \alpha_h = O(h) \).)

Now, define
\[
m_n^* = \inf\{h : \alpha_h > 2 \log n - \beta / 2\}, \tag{6.5}
\]
and analogously for the other interfaces. We can now state the main proposition of this section.

**Proposition 6.3.** Consider the maximum \( M_n \) of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \) for \( q \geq 1 \) fixed. Setting \( m_n^* \) as in Eq. (6.5), there exist \( \beta_0 \) and \( C_0 \) such that for all \( \beta > \beta_0 \) and sufficiently large \( n \),
\[
\bar{\mu}_n(M_n \notin \{m_n^* - 1, m_n^*\}) \leq C_0 e^{-\beta/2}.
\]  
Moreover, for every \( 2 \leq l \leq \sqrt{\log n} \),
\[
\bar{\mu}_n(M_n \geq m_n^* + l) \leq C_0 \exp\left(-\alpha_l - 1 + \frac{5\beta}{2}\right), \tag{6.7}
\]
\[
\bar{\mu}_n(M_n < m_n^* - l) \leq C_0 \exp\left(-\alpha_l - 1 + \frac{5\beta}{2}\right).
\]  
In fact, the right tail can be extended to all \( 1 \leq l \leq \frac{1}{\beta} \log n \). Furthermore, for \( l > \frac{1}{\beta} \log n \), we have the tail
\[
\bar{\mu}_n(M_n \geq m_n^* + l) \leq e^{-(2\beta - C_0)l}.
\]

The same statements for the maxima of the \( \text{red} \), \( \text{blue} \), and \( \text{bot} \) interfaces also hold for \( m_n^* \) and \( \alpha_i \) defined by their respective interfaces, where \( q \geq 2 \) in the Potts setting.

We will get the right tail using a union bound, and the left tail by using a second moment computation. For this, we need a few preliminary results. Let \( \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n} \) denote the set of vertices with height 1/2 in \( \Lambda_n \). Let \( \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o \) be the subset of \( \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n} \) with distance larger than \( \log^2 n \) from \( \partial \Lambda_n \).

**Definition 6.4.** Define the event \( G_h^x \) to be the event \( E_h^x \) with the following additional requirements:

1. The vertex \( x \) is a cut-point of \( P_x \).
2. \( P_x \in E_h^x \) in the context of the maximum of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \); for the other interfaces, further require:
   a. \( A_{x,h}^{\text{red}} \) in the context of the maximum of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{red}} \);
   b. \( A_{x,h}^{\text{blue}} \) in the context of the maximum of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{blue}} \);
   c. \( A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}} \) in the context of the maximum of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{bot}} \).
3. The faces of \( \mathcal{I} \) which are 1-connected to \( P_x \) (and not in \( P_x \)) are the four faces 1-connected to the face \( f_{[x,x-t]} \) with height 0, and possibly the face \( f_{[x,x-t]} \) itself.

Define also the random variable \( Z_h \) by
\[
Z_h = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o} 1_{\{G_h^x\}}.
\]
Note that in the case of \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{top}} \), \( G_h^x \) is implied by \( \text{Iso}_{x,L,h} \cap E_h^x \), and thus for \( x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o, h \ll \log^2 n \leq d(x, \partial \Lambda_n) \), we have
\[
\bar{\mu}_n(G_h^x) \geq (1 - \varepsilon_\beta) \bar{\mu}_n(E_h^x). \tag{6.7}
\]
For the cases of the other interfaces, we have
\[
\bar{\mu}_n(G_h^x) \geq (1 - \varepsilon_\beta) \bar{\mu}_n(A_{x,h}^\star)
\]
by additionally applying Lemmas 5.17 and 5.21 with \( \Omega = G_h^x \), where \( \star \) can be any of \( \text{red}, \text{blue}, \text{bot} \).

To get a lower bound for \( \mathbb{E}[Z_h] \), we begin by noting that by Corollary A.5 and taking \( m \to \infty \), we have that for \( 1 \leq h \ll \log^2 n, x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o \),
\[
\bar{\mu}_n(E_h^x) = e^{-\alpha_h} + O(e^{-(\log^2 n)/C}) = (1 + o(1)) e^{-\alpha_h}
\]
\[
(6.9)
\]
Recalling that Proof of Proposition 6.3 immediately from Propositions A.1 and A.4 and Claim A.2.

For justification, see Appendix A, noting that because the conditions of Eq. (6.2), we have

$$2 \log n - \frac{\beta}{2} < \alpha_m \leq 2 \log n + \frac{7\beta}{2} + \epsilon.$$  (6.11)

Now in preparation for the proof of the left tail, take $h = m_n^* - l$ for any $l \leq \sqrt{\log n}$. One can check (via Eq. (6.11) and the fact that $\lim_{h \to \infty} \alpha_h \geq \alpha$) that $m_n^* = (\frac{\alpha}{2} + o(1)) \log n$, and so we have $h \ll \log^2 n$ as needed for the results above. For $l = 1$, we simply have by definition of $m_n^*$ that

$$\alpha_{m_n^*-1} \leq 2 \log n - \frac{\beta}{2}.$$  (6.11)

For $l \geq 2$, by Eqs. (6.1) and (6.11), we have

$$\alpha_{m_n^*-l} \leq \alpha_{m_n^*-1} - \alpha_{l-1} + 3\beta + \epsilon \leq 2 \log n - \alpha_{l-1} + \frac{5\beta}{2} + \epsilon.$$  (6.11)

Plugging this estimate into Eq. (6.9) and also noting that $|I_{1/2,n}^\alpha| = (1 - o(1)) n^2$, we have for sufficiently large $n$ and $l \geq 2$,

$$\mathbb{E}[Z_{m_n^*-l}] = \sum_{x \in I_{1/2,n}^\alpha} \bar{\mu}_n(G_{m_n^*-l}^x) \geq (1 - \epsilon) e^{-\frac{5}{2} \beta} e^{\alpha_{m_n^*-1}},$$  (6.12)

and for $l = 1$,

$$\mathbb{E}[Z_{m_n^*-1}] = \sum_{x \in I_{1/2,n}^\alpha} \bar{\mu}_n(G_{m_n^*-1}^x) \geq (1 - \epsilon) e^{\frac{\beta}{2}}.$$  (6.13)

We also have the following estimate concerning pillars in $G_{h}^{x}$, $G_{h}^{y}$ for $x, y$ close to each other.

**Claim 6.5.** For all $\beta > \beta_0$, there exists a constant $\epsilon_\beta$ such that for all $h \ll \log^2 n$, $(x, y) \in I_{1/2,n}^\alpha$ with $d(x, y) \leq \log^2 n$ and $n$ sufficiently large,

$$\bar{\mu}_n(G_{h}^{x}, G_{h}^{y}) \leq (1 + \epsilon_\beta) \frac{(e^{\beta} + q - 1)^2}{q} \bar{\mu}_n(E_{h}^{x}) \bar{\mu}_n(E_{h}^{y}),$$

where the definition of $G_{h}^{x}$ can be taken with respect to any of the four interfaces.

**Proof.** First note that by set inclusion, it suffices to prove the case of $I_{\text{top}}$. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.15. The idea is to reveal the interface $I \setminus P_y$ and use the Domain Markov property to show that the information revealed is essentially all increasing information (with the exception of a single closed edge). Then, using $A_{h}^{y}$ as a proxy for $G_{h}^{y}$, we can use FKG to remove the conditional information generated by revealing $I \setminus P_y$. Since the justification of the Domain Markov step is quite lengthy, yet almost the exact

same as the one provided in the proof of Lemma 4.15, we defer the proof of this claim to Claim A.9.

For $x, y$ far away from each other, we still have the decorrelation statement that for some $C > 0$,

$$|\bar{\mu}_n(G_{h}^{x}, G_{h}^{y}) - \bar{\mu}_n(G_{h}^{x}) \bar{\mu}_n(G_{h}^{y})| \leq C e^{-d(x, y)/C}.$$  (6.14)

For justification, see Appendix A, noting that because the conditions of $G_{h}^{x}$ have been chosen so they are determined entirely by the pillar $P_x$ and the walls it is a part of, this decorrelation statement follows immediately from Propositions A.1 and A.4 and Claim A.2.

**Proof of Proposition 6.3.** Set $h = m_n^* + l$. For the right tail, take any $1 \leq l \leq \frac{1}{\beta} \log n$. We have

$$\bar{\mu}_n(M_n \geq m_n^* + l) \leq \sum_{x \in I_{1/2,n}^\alpha} \bar{\mu}_n(E_{h}^{x}) + \sum_{x \in I_{1/2,n}^\alpha} \bar{\mu}_n(E_{h}^{y})$$

$$\leq |I_{1/2,n}^\alpha| \left( e^{-4(\beta - C) h} + |I_{1/2,n}^\alpha| (1 + o(1)) e^{-\alpha h} \right),$$

using Proposition 2.24 (or Corollary 6.1 for other interfaces) for the first sum and Eq. (6.9) for the second. For the maximum with respect to $I_{\text{red}}$, $E_{h}^{x}$ needs to be replaced by $A_{x, h}^{\text{red}}$, and similarly for $I_{\text{blue}}$ and $I_{\text{bot}}$. Recalling that $\alpha \leq 4\beta$ and $\alpha = \sup_l \lambda_n \frac{\alpha_n - 3\beta - \epsilon}{n}$, we have

$$\alpha_h - 4(\beta - C) h \leq \alpha_h + 3\beta + \epsilon - 4(\beta - C) h \leq C h + 3\beta + \epsilon.$$
(For the other interfaces, the upper bound on the large deviation rate is $4\beta + \varepsilon_\beta$, but the above statement still holds with a different $C$.) Thus, we have
\[
\frac{|\mathcal{L}_{1/2,n} \setminus \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o| e^{-4(\beta - C)h}}{|\mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o| e^{-\alpha h}} \leq \frac{4n \log^2 n}{(1 + o(1)) n^2} e^{3\beta + \varepsilon_\beta} e^{C(\frac{x}{\alpha} + o(1) + \frac{1}{2}) \log n} = o(1)
\]
as long as $\beta$ is large enough so that $C(\frac{x}{\alpha} + o(1) + \frac{1}{2}) < 1$. Plugging back into the first inequality and using Eq. (6.1) followed by Eq. (6.11) to estimate $e^{-\alpha h}$, we have
\[
\tilde{\mu}_n(M_n \geq m_n^* + l) \leq (1 + o(1)) |\mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o| e^{-\alpha h} \leq (1 + o(1)) |\mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o| e^{-\alpha m_n^* - \alpha l + 3\beta + \varepsilon_\beta} \leq (1 + o(1)) n^2 e^{-2\log n + 4\beta + \varepsilon_\beta} \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) e^{2\beta - \alpha} ,
\]
which proves the right tail. (Note that because $\alpha_l \geq \alpha_{l-1} + \alpha_l - 3\beta - \varepsilon_\beta \geq \alpha_{l-1} + \beta - C$, the right tail can be rewritten as $e^{5\beta - \alpha_{l-1}}$ as in the statement of the proposition.)

To extend the right tail for all $l$ at a sub-optimal rate, we can use (for all four interfaces) the bound of $\tilde{\mu}_n(E_n) \leq e^{-4(\beta - C)h}$ and the observation that for $l > \frac{1}{2} \log n$, we have $n^2 e^{-2\beta l} < 1$. Thus, for $l > \frac{1}{2} \log n$,
\[
\tilde{\mu}_n(M_n \geq m_n^* + l) \leq \sum_{x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o} \tilde{\mu}_n(E_{x,n}^*) \leq \sum_{x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o} \tilde{\mu}_n(E_{x,n}^*) \leq n^2 e^{-4(\beta - C)l} \leq e^{-2(\beta - C)l} .
\]
To prove the left tail, let $h = m_n^* - l$ for $l \leq \sqrt{\log n}$. We compute:
\[
\mathbb{E}[Z_h^2] = \sum_{x,y \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o} \tilde{\mu}_n(G_x^y, G_y^x) \leq \sum_{x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o} \tilde{\mu}_n(G_x^x) + \sum_{x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o} \sum_{y \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o \setminus B(x, \log^2 n)} \tilde{\mu}_n(G_x^y) \tilde{\mu}_n(G_y^x) + |\tilde{\mu}_n(G_x^x) \tilde{\mu}_n(G_y^y) - \tilde{\mu}_n(G_x^y) \tilde{\mu}_n(G_y^x)| .
\]
By definition, $\Xi_1 = \mathbb{E}[Z_h]$. By Claim 6.5, we have
\[
\Xi_2 \leq 4n^2 \log^4 n (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) \frac{(e^{\beta} + q - 1)^2}{q} \sup_{x,y \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o} \tilde{\mu}_n(E_{x,n}^*) \tilde{\mu}_n(E_{y,n}^*) \leq n^{2 + o(1)} \sup_{x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o} \tilde{\mu}_n(E_{x,n}^*)^2 .
\]
By Eq. (6.9), we have $\tilde{\mu}_n(E_n^*) = (1 + o(1)) e^{-\alpha h}$. But by Eqs. (6.3) and (6.11) and the fact that $l \leq \sqrt{\log n}$, we get that $e^{-\alpha h} = n^{-2 + o(1)}$. Combined with Eq. (6.16), we have that
\[
\Xi_2 \leq n^{-2 + o(1)} = o(1) .
\]
Finally, for $\Xi_3$ we have by expanding the square that
\[
\sum_{x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o} \sum_{y \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o \setminus B(x, \log^2 n)} \tilde{\mu}_n(G_x^y) \tilde{\mu}_n(G_y^x) \leq \mathbb{E}[Z_h]^2 ,
\]
and by Eq. (6.14) we have
\[
\sum_{x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o} \sum_{y \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o \setminus B(x, \log^2 n)} |\tilde{\mu}_n(G_x^y) \tilde{\mu}_n(G_y^x) - \tilde{\mu}_n(G_x^y, G_y^x)| \leq C |\mathcal{L}_{1/2,n}^o|^2 e^{-\log^2 n/C} = o(1) .
\]
Thus, by Paley-Zygmund, we have
\[
\tilde{\mu}_n(Z_h > 0) \geq \frac{\mathbb{E}[Z_h]^2}{\mathbb{E}[Z_h]} \geq \frac{\mathbb{E}[Z_h]^2}{\mathbb{E}[Z_h]^2 + \mathbb{E}[Z_h] + o(1)} ,
\]
or equivalently,
\[
\tilde{\mu}_n(M_n < h) \leq \tilde{\mu}_n(Z_h = 0) \leq \frac{1 + o(1)}{\mathbb{E}[Z_h] + 1 + o(1)} .
\]
For $h = m^*_n - 1$, the lower bound on the expectation computed in Eq. (6.13) gives us
\[ \bar{\mu}_n(M_n - m^*_n < 1) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_{\beta})e^{\frac{-\beta}{2}}, \] (6.17)
whereas for $h = m^*_n - l$ for $l \geq 2$, we have by Eq. (6.12) that
\[ \bar{\mu}_n(M_n - m^*_n < l) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_{\beta})e^{\frac{5\beta}{2} - \alpha_l - 1}. \] (6.18)
This concludes the proof of the right and left tails, and combining Eqs. (6.15) and (6.17) immediately proves the claim in Eq. (6.6) that $M_n$ is, with probability $(1 - C_0 e^{-\frac{\beta}{2}})$, either $m^*_n - 1$ or $m^*_n$.

**Corollary 6.6.** There exists $\beta_0$ such that for all $\beta > \beta_0$, for sufficiently large $n$,
\[ m^*_n - 1 - \varepsilon_{\beta} \leq \mathbb{E}[M_n] \leq m^*_n + \varepsilon_{\beta}, \]
and this holds for $M_n$, $m^*_n$ defined with respect to any of the four interfaces in random-cluster/Potts.

**Proof.** By the right tails of Proposition 6.3, we can write
\[ \mathbb{E}[(M_n - m^*_n)_+] \leq \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} \bar{\mu}_n(M_n - m^*_n \geq l) \leq C_0 e^{-\beta/2} + \sum_{l=2}^{\log n} C_0 e^{-\alpha_l - 1 + \frac{5\beta}{2}} + \sum_{l > \log n} e^{-2(\beta - C)l}. \]
By the estimate of $e^{-\alpha_l} \leq e^{-4(\beta - C)l}$ in Eq. (6.4), we have that
\[ \mathbb{E}[(M_n - m^*_n)_+] \leq \varepsilon_{\beta}. \]
Similarly using the left tail, we have
\[ \mathbb{E}[(m^*_n - 1 - M_n)_+] = \mathbb{E}[(m^*_n - 1 - M_n)_+1_{\{M_n \leq m^*_n - \sqrt{\log n}\}}] + \mathbb{E}[(m^*_n - 1 - M_n)_+1_{\{M_n > m^*_n - \sqrt{\log n}\}}] \]
\[ \leq m^*_n \bar{\mu}_n(M_n \leq m^*_n - \sqrt{\log n}) + \sum_{l=1}^{\sqrt{\log n}} \bar{\mu}_n(m^*_n - 1 - M_n \geq l) \]
\[ \leq O(\log n)e^{-\alpha_1} + C_0 e^{-\beta/2} + \sum_{l=2}^{\sqrt{\log n}} C_0 e^{-\alpha_l - 1 + \frac{5\beta}{2}} \leq \varepsilon_{\beta}. \]
Now define $p_n = \bar{\mu}_n(M_n < m^*_n)$, so that
\[ \mathbb{E}[M_n 1_{\{M_n \geq m^*_n\}}] = m^*_n(1 - p_n) + \mathbb{E}[(M_n - m^*_n)_+] \]
\[ \mathbb{E}[M_n 1_{\{M_n \leq m^*_n - 1\}}] = (m^*_n - 1)p_n - \mathbb{E}[(m^*_n - 1 - M_n)_+]. \]
Adding these together and applying the bounds computed above, we have
\[ m^*_n - p_n - \varepsilon_{\beta} \leq \mathbb{E}[M_n] \leq m^*_n - p_n + \varepsilon_{\beta}, \]
whence the proof concludes by using the trivial bound $0 \leq p_n \leq 1$.

Thus, the results of this section show that the maxima of the four interfaces in random-cluster/Potts are tight around their means, and their means are equal to $(\frac{2}{\alpha} + o(1)) \log n$ where $\alpha$ should be replaced with the appropriate large deviation rate for the respective interface. By observing that the minimum of the top interface has the same law as the maximum of the bot interface, and the minimum of the blue interface has the same law as the maximum of the red interface, we conclude the proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.

**Appendix A. Decorrelation estimates**

**Proposition A.1.** Let $\mathfrak{W}_x$ be the collection of walls nesting $x$. With probability $1 - Ce^{-(\beta - C)r}$ for some constant $C > 0$, the walls in $\mathfrak{W}_x$ are indexed by vertices distanced at most $r$ from $x$.

**Proof.** If there is a wall $W$ nesting $x$ such that $W$ is not indexed by any vertices within distance $r$ from $x$, then the excess area of $W$ must be at least $r$. The proposition then follows immediately from the bound on the excess area of a group of nested walls in Eq. (2.5).

**Claim A.2.** The entire pillar $\mathcal{P}_x$ (and hence the event $E^x$), as well the event $\mathcal{A}^x_{\text{bot}}$, is determined by $\mathfrak{W}_x$, the collection of walls nesting $x$. The collection $\mathfrak{W}_x$ moreover determines the conditional probabilities of the events $\mathcal{A}^x_{\text{red}}$, $\mathcal{A}^x_{\text{blue}}$. 


Proof. Let $F$ be a finite (maximal) 1-connected component of faces in $\mathcal{F}_x$, that is moreover disjoint from $\mathcal{I}$. Let $V$ denote the set of vertices separated by $F$ from $\partial \Lambda_n$. By maximality of $F$, all the edges of $\Delta_x F$ are open, and by Proposition 4.13, the graph $(\Delta_x, F, \Delta_x F)$ is connected. Hence, all the vertices of $\Delta_x F$ are part of the same open cluster. By the definition of $\check{V}_{\text{top}}$, the vertices of $V$ are in $\check{V}_{\text{top}}$ if and only if the vertices of $\Delta_x F$ are, and similarly for $\check{V}_{\text{bot}}$. Thus, the face set $F$ plays no role in determining whether or not the vertices of $V$ are in $\check{V}_{\text{top}}$, and similarly for $\check{V}_{\text{bot}}$. In particular, both the pillar $P_x$ and the event $A_{x,h}^{\text{blue}}$ are unaffected by such components as $F$, and are thus determined entirely by the collection of walls $\mathcal{W}_x$. Now recall that by the Edwards–Sokal coupling, we can sample the Potts model by first revealing the edge configuration, and then coloring open clusters independently at random. Again, for $F$ and $V$ as above, the random color(s) assigned to $V$ do not affect whether or not the vertices of $V$ are in $\check{V}_{\text{red}}$, and similarly for $\check{V}_{\text{blue}}$. Hence, fixing the collection of walls $\mathcal{W}_x$ also determines the conditional probabilities of the events $A_{x,h}^{\text{red}}, A_{x,h}^{\text{blue}}$.

The proofs of the next two propositions (Propositions A.3 and A.4) follow from what is already known in the literature. Indeed, in [2, Propositions 2.1, 2.3], it is shown how the decorrelation statements in Ising follow from the machinery developed by Dobrushin in [5, Lemmas 1, 2] once certain bounds have been proved relating to groups of walls in the interface (see [2, Eqs. (2.2)–(2.7)]). However, Dobrushin’s machinery is general and not restricted to the Ising model, and hence the proof in [2] holds in the Random cluster setting as long as we can prove the analogous bounds. In fact, the only remaining bound not already proved in [11] is the following: Take any admissible group of walls $(F_x)_{x \in \mathcal{L}_{1/2}}$. Recall that $\mathcal{E}$ denotes an empty wall. Let

$$
\mathcal{Z}_x^n (F_x | (F_y)_{y \neq x}) := \frac{\mu_n(F_x, (F_y)_{y \neq x})}{\mu_n(\mathcal{E}_x, (F_y)_{y \neq x})}.
$$

Then, for some constants $C, c > 0$ and all $\beta > \beta_0$, all $x, z, y$,

$$
\log \frac{\mathcal{Z}_x^n(F_x | (F_y)_{y \neq x})}{\mathcal{Z}_x^n(F_x | (F_y)_{y \notin \{x, z\}, \mathcal{E}_z})} \leq C e^{-c|z-x|} \tag{A.1}
$$

if $|z-x| \geq 10(m(F_x) + m(F_z))$.

Furthermore, denoting $W_n = \Lambda_n \cap \mathcal{L}_{1/2}$, we have for any $m \geq n$,

$$
\log \frac{\mathcal{Z}_x^m(F_x | (F_y)_{y \in W_n \setminus \Lambda_n}, (\mathcal{E}_z)_{z \in \Lambda_n \setminus W_n})}{\mathcal{Z}_x^m(F_x | (F_y)_{y \in W_n \setminus \Lambda_n})} \leq C e^{-c|\min_{y \in W_n \setminus \Lambda_n} |x-y|} \tag{A.2}
$$

if $|x-y| \geq 10m(F_x)$.

The proof of these two bounds uses cluster expansion, and is done in the Ising case in [6]. The same proof applies here verbatim as long as we can additionally control the terms $(1 - e^{-\beta})|\partial \mathcal{F}_x| |\partial \mathcal{F}_y| q^{x \cdot z - n \cdot \mathcal{J}}$ in the cluster expansion when comparing interfaces. However, it is clear that looking at the ratios in Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2), these terms will all cancel out to be equal to 1. Hence, we have

**Proposition A.3.** For every $\beta > \beta_0$, there is a constant $C > 0$ such that for every $n \leq m$, $r > 0$, and sequence $x = x_n$,

$$
\|\mu_n((\mathcal{F}_s)_{|s-x| < r} \in \cdot) - \mu_m((\mathcal{F}_s)_{|s-x| < r} \in \cdot)\|_{TV} \leq C \exp(-\beta(\mu_n(x, \partial \Lambda_n) - r)/C).
$$

**Proposition A.4.** For every $\beta > \beta_0$, there is a constant $C > 0$ such that for every $n, r > 0$, and sequences $x = x_n$ and $y = y_n$,

$$
\|\mu_n((\mathcal{F}_s)_{|s-x| < r} \in \cdot, (\mathcal{F}_t)_{|t-y| < r} \in \cdot) - \mu_m((\mathcal{F}_s)_{|s-x| < r} \in \cdot \mu_m((\mathcal{F}_t)_{|t-y| < r} \in \cdot)\|_{TV} \leq C e^{-[(|x-y| - 2r)/C]}.\nonumber
$$

We now apply these decorrelation estimates to our events of interest, which we phrase as the following corollaries:

**Corollary A.5.** For every $\beta > \beta_0$, there is a constant $C > 0$ such that for every $n \leq m$, and sequences $x = x_n$ and $y = y_n$ such that $d(x, \partial \Lambda_n) \wedge d(y, \partial \Lambda_m) \geq r$,

$$
\|\mu_n(E_{x_n}^h) - \mu_m(E_{y_n}^h)\|_{TV} \leq C \exp[-r/C].
$$

Moreover, the same statement holds with the events $A_{x,h}^{\text{blue}}, A_{y,h}^{\text{blue}}$ instead.
Proof. We follow the proof of [9, Corollary 6.4]. For $N$ large, we can write

$$|\bar{\mu}_n(E_h^x, E_h^y) - \bar{\mu}_m(E_h^x, E_h^y)| \leq |\bar{\mu}_n(E_h^x) - \bar{\mu}_m(E_h^x)| + |\bar{\mu}_n(E_h^y) - \bar{\mu}_m(E_h^y)| + |\bar{\mu}_m(E_h^x) - \bar{\mu}_m(E_h^y)|.$$

By Proposition A.1 and Claim A.2, we have after paying an additive error of $Ce^{-(\beta-C)r}$ that the first and third terms are bounded by $C\exp[-r/C]$ by Proposition A.3. For $\beta$ large, this additive error is of smaller order than our bound. The second term vanishes as $N \to \infty$ by translation invariance in the $xy$-directions of the infinite volume measure.

Corollary A.6. For every $\beta > \beta_0$, there is a constant $C > 0$ such that for every $n$, and sequences $x = x_n$ and $y = y_n$ such that $d(x, y) \geq r$, we have

$$|\mu_n(E_h^x, E_h^y) - \mu_m(E_h^x, E_h^y)| \leq C \exp[-r/C].$$

Moreover, the same statement holds with the events $A_{x,h}^{\text{bot}}$, $A_{y,h}^{\text{bot}}$ instead.

Proof. This is immediate by combining Proposition A.1 and Claim A.2 with Proposition A.4.

For the Potts model, the results only make sense for $q \geq 2$, but otherwise the proofs are exactly the same.

Corollary A.7. For every $\beta > \beta_0$, $q \geq 2$, there is a constant $C > 0$ such that for every $n \leq m$, and sequences $x = x_n$ and $y = y_n$ such that $d(x, \partial \Lambda_m) \wedge d(y, \partial \Lambda_m) \geq r$,

$$|\phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}}, A_{y,h}^{\text{red}}) - \phi_m(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}}, A_{y,h}^{\text{red}})| \leq C \exp[-r/C].$$

Moreover, the same statement holds with the events $A_{x,h}^{\text{blue}}, A_{y,h}^{\text{blue}}$ instead.

Corollary A.8. For every $\beta > \beta_0$, there is a constant $C > 0$ such that for every $n$, and sequences $x = x_n$ and $y = y_n$ such that $d(x, y) \geq r$,

$$|\phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}}), A_{y,h}^{\text{red}}) - \phi_n(A_{x,h}^{\text{red}}, A_{y,h}^{\text{red}})| \leq C \exp[-r/C].$$

Moreover, the same statement holds with the events $A_{x,h}^{\text{blue}}, A_{y,h}^{\text{blue}}$ instead.

Finally, we provide the missing proof of Claim 6.5, which is restated here for convenience. Recall the definition of $G_h^x$ in Definition 6.4.

Claim A.9. For all $\beta > \beta_0$, there exists a constant $\varepsilon_\beta$ such that for all $h \ll \log^2 n$, $(x, y) \in \mathcal{C}_{1/2,n}^q$ with $d(x, y) \leq \log^2 n$ and $n$ sufficiently large,

$$\bar{\mu}_n(G_h^x, G_h^y) \leq (1 + \varepsilon_\beta) \frac{(e^\beta + q - 1)^2}{q} \bar{\mu}_n(E_h^x) \bar{\mu}_n(E_h^y),$$

where the definition of $G_h^x$ can be taken with respect to any of the four interfaces.

Proof. As noted before, we can assume that we are working with $G_h^x$ defined with respect to $\mathcal{I}_{\text{top}}$. Begin by defining the sets

$$\mathcal{D}_n^1 = \{ I = \mathcal{I}(\omega) \text{ for some } \omega \in G_h^x \cap G_h^y \},$$

and

$$\mathcal{D}_n^1 = \{ I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1 : f_{[y, y - \varepsilon_3]} \in I \}.$$

We can force the face below $y$ to be in $\mathcal{F}_\omega^x$ at a cost of $\frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q}$ by Observation 2.25, noting that closing this edge always creates an additional open cluster because the event $G_h^y$ ensures that $y$ is a cut-point and thus cannot have a path of open edges to $y - \varepsilon_3$ without using the edge $[y, y - \varepsilon_3]$. Furthermore, the event $G_h^x$ only concerns properties of the interface. Thus, we have

$$\bar{\mu}_n(G_h^x, G_h^y) = \frac{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n^1)}{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n)} \leq \frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n^1) \leq \frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n),$$

Now, we want to group the interfaces according to the truncation $\mathcal{I} \setminus \mathcal{P}_y$. Recall that this truncated interface is obtained by removing from $\mathcal{I}$ the faces of $\mathcal{P}_y$ and adding in the faces which are directly below vertices of $\mathcal{P}_y$ which have height $1/2$ (see Definition 3.1). As this is not equal to the face set “$\mathcal{I}$ set-minus $\mathcal{P}_y$", we will
write $\mathcal{I}' = \mathcal{I} \setminus \mathcal{P}_y$ to avoid confusion and also highlight the parallel to the proof of Lemma 4.15. With this notation, the above sum is equal to

$$\frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \frac{1}{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n)} \sum_{I': I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1} \mu_n(\mathcal{I}' = I', G_h^y).$$

Now recall that we showed in the beginning of the proof of Proposition 4.5 that $\bar{E}_h^y \cap \text{iso}_{x,L,h} \subseteq A_h^y$. The only property of $\text{iso}_{x,L,h}$ used in that proof was that $x$ is a cut-point, and hence $G_h^y \subseteq A_h^y$ as well, so the above is easily upper bounded by

$$\frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \frac{1}{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n)} \sum_{I': I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1} \mu_n(\mathcal{I}' = I', A_h^y).$$

It is important that we move from the event $G_h^y$ to $A_h^y$ because the latter is defined independently from the interface, and is also a decreasing event. Now, define $\partial I'$ by deleting from $\partial I'$ the 4 faces that are 1-connected to the face $f_{[y,y-\varepsilon_3]}$ (out of the 12 such faces) and have height $> 0$. On the event $\mathcal{I}' = I'$, we know that $\partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega$ by maximality of $\mathcal{I}$. Ordinarily, we would not know that $I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega$ because $I'$ can include faces that are not in $I$. However, the event $G_h^y$ ensures that the only possible extra face in $I'$ is $f_{[y,y-\varepsilon_3]}$, and $\mathcal{D}_n^1$ was defined so that this face is always in $I$. Hence, combining the above gets us

$$\mu_n(G_h^y, G_h^y) \leq \frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \frac{1}{\mu_n(\mathcal{D}_n)} \sum_{I': I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1} \mu_n(I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega, \partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega, A_h^y).$$

(A.3)

Writing the latter probability as

$$\mu_n(I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega, \partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega, A_h^y) = \mu_n(A_h^y \mid S_{I'}) \mu_n(S_{I'})$$

for

$$S_{I'} := \{I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega, \partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega\},$$

we note that the events $S_{I'}$ are disjoint by applying verbatim Case 1 from the proof of Claim 4.17. Since every $S_{I'}$ for $I' \in \mathcal{D}_n^1$ further implies $G_h^y$ and $\mathcal{D}_n$, it follows from the above claim that

$$\sum_{I': I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1} \mu_n(S_{I'}) \leq \mu_n(G_h^y, \mathcal{D}_n),$$

and consequently (together with Eq. (A.3) and the fact that $G_h^y \subseteq E_h^y$):

$$\mu_n(G_h^y, G_h^y) \leq \frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \mu_n(E_h^y) \max_{I': I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1} \mu_n(A_h^y \mid S_{I'}).$$

(A.5)

Hence, to conclude the proof it will suffice to show that for $I'$ such that $I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1$, we have $\mu_n(A_h^y \mid S_{I'}) \leq C(\beta, q)\mu_n(E_h^y)$; namely, we prove this for $C(\beta, q) = (1 + \varepsilon_\beta)(e^\beta + q - 1)$.

As before, most of the labor is showing that

$$\mu_n(A_h^y \mid I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega, \partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega) = \mu_n(A_h^y \mid f_{[y,y-\varepsilon_3]} \in \mathcal{F}_\omega, \partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega).$$

(A.6)

By Proposition 4.13, the subgraph $K = (\Delta_v I', \Delta_y I')$ is connected. Let $B_v$ be the vertices of $\Delta_v I' \cap \Lambda_n$ with a $\Lambda_n$-path to $\partial \Lambda_n^+$ that do not cross a face of $I'$, and let $B_h$ be the edges of the induced subgraph of $K$ on $B_v$. Then, Claim 4.19 implies that the graph $(B_v, B_h)$ is connected, as $I'$ is an interface.

Now let $G$ be the subgraph of $\Lambda_n$ induced on the set of vertices $V$ that are not disconnected from $\partial \Lambda_n^+$ by $I'$. Let $E$ be the edge set of $G$. The next claim says that $G$ is the right graph to be looking at, and is the analog of Claim 4.20. The proof is nearly identical, except we need to use properties of $G_h^y$ instead of properties of the event $I_{\Gamma_{y}}^L$ defined there. We include the full proof for completion. For ease of reference, denote the four adjacent vertices to $y$ that have height $1/2$ as $z_1, z_2, z_3, z_4$.

Claim A.10. For any interface $I \in \mathcal{D}_n^1$, let $G = (V, E)$ be defined as above (w.r.t. $I'$). Then, conditional on $\partial I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega$, the event $A_h^y$ is measurable w.r.t. $\{\omega_c : c \in E\}$. 
Proof. As in the proof of Claim 4.20, by the definition of $A^y_h$, it suffices to show that for any 1-connected subset $F$ of $\mathcal{S}_c^h \cap \mathcal{L}_{>0}$ that includes $\{(y, z_i)\}_{i=1}^4$, the edges $\{e : f_e \in F\}$ must all belong to $E$. First, we show

$$\{(y, z_i)\}_{i=1}^4 \subseteq E,$$  

(A.7)

or equivalently that $y$ and each $z_i$ are in $V$. For any $I \in \mathfrak{D}_n^1$, the requirement that $P_y$ has a cut-point at $y$ ensures that $I$ does not separate any of the $z_i$ from $\partial \Lambda^+_n$, and $I' \subseteq I$. Thus, $\{z_i\}_{i=1}^4 \subseteq V$. Furthermore, since $\{(y, z_i)\}_{i=1}^4 \cap I' = \emptyset$, then $y$ is also in $V$. (In fact, since $f_{[y, y-e_i]} \in I'$, we additionally have that $y, z_i \in B_v$.)

Second, we show that

$$\big\{ f : \text{ht}(f) > 0 \text{ and } f \text{ is 1-connected to } \bigcup_{i=1}^4 f_{[y, z_i]} \big\} \cap I' = \emptyset.$$  

(A.8)

Indeed, we know that for any $I \in \mathfrak{D}_n^1$, by the fact that $y$ is a cut-point of $P_y$, we have $f_{[y, z_i]} \in P_y$ for each $i = 1, \ldots, 4$. Thus, any faces whose height exceeds 0 and are 1-connected to one of the $f_{[y, z_i]}$ would have been included in $P_y$ as on the event $G^y_h$, the only faces of $I$ that are in $\partial P_y$ are at height 0.

Now, consider the faces $F$. Since $F \subseteq \mathcal{S}_c^h$, on the event $\partial I' \subseteq \mathfrak{S}_\omega$ we have

$$F \cap \partial I' \subseteq \partial I' \setminus \partial I = \{f_{[y, z_i]}\}_{i=1}^4,$$  

(A.9)

We claim that by definition of $F$ and Eqs. (A.8) and (A.9) we can infer that

$$F \cap I' = \emptyset;$$  

(A.10)

to see this, suppose there exists some $f \in F \cap I'$, and let $P = \{f_i\}_{i=1}^m$ be a 1-connected of faces in $F$ connecting $f_0 = f$ to $f_m = f_{[y, z_i]}$. Let $j$ be the minimal index such that $f_j \notin I'$ (well-defined since $f_m \notin I'$). Then $f_j \in F \cap \partial I'$, hence $f_j = f_{[y, z_i]}$ for some $i$ by Eq. (A.9), whence $f_{j-1}$ cannot exist by Eq. (A.8) and the fact that $F \subseteq \mathcal{L}_{>0}$, contradiction.

We are now ready to show that every edge $e$ with $f_e \in F$ must be in $E$. For any $f \in F$, there is a 1-connected path $P$ of faces in $F$ from $f$ to one of the $f_{[y, z_i]}$. If $f = f_{[y, z_i]}$, then let $g = g_{[u, v]}$ be the last face in the path $P$ such that $[u, v] \notin E$, so that $g$ is 1-connected to $g' = g_{[u', v']}$ where $[u', v'] \in E$. W.l.o.g., let $u \notin V$. No matter how $g$ and $g'$ are connected to each other, $u$ is always $\Lambda^+_n$-adjacent to $v'$ (or $v''$), with the face $g'' = g_{[u, v']}$ (or $g'' = g_{[u, v'']}$) being either equal to or 1-connected to $g$. However, since $g''$ separates $u \notin V$ from $v' \notin V$, then $g'' \notin I'$. Hence, as $g$ and $g''$ are equal or 1-connected, we have $g \in \mathcal{C}$. But then the assumption that $g = g_{[u, v]}$ for $[u, v] \notin E$ contradicts the combination of Eqs. (A.7), (A.9) and (A.10). This concludes the proof. ■

Claim A.11. For any interface $I \in G^h_n \cap G^h_h$, let $(B_v, B_n)$ and $G = (V, E)$ be defined as above (w.r.t. $I'$).

The following hold:

(i) The vertices $B_v \cup \partial \Lambda^+_n$ form a vertex boundary for $V$ (in that every $\Lambda^+_n$-path from $v \in V$ to $V^c$ must cross one of those vertices).

(ii) The graph obtained from $(B_v, B_n)$ by deleting the vertex $y$ (and edges incident to it) is connected. Consequently, on the event $\partial I' \subseteq \mathfrak{S}_\omega$, the vertices $B_v \setminus \{y\}$ are all part of a single open cluster in $\omega$.

(iii) On the event $f_{[y, y-e_i]} \in \mathcal{S}_c^h$, there cannot be a path of open edges in $E^c$ connecting $y$ to $\partial \Lambda^+_n \cup B_v \setminus \{y\}$.

Proof. The proof of Items (i) and (iii) follows verbatim from the proof in Claim 4.21.

For Item (ii), let $B_n$ be the outcome of removing from $B_n$ the four edges $[y, z_i]$. First, we claim that there are no other edges of $B_n$ incident to $y$, via the following two items:

(a) $[y, y-e_i] \notin B_n$ since $f_{[y, y-e_i]} \in I'$;

(b) $[y, y+e_i] \notin B_n$, as otherwise, having $f_{[y, y+e_i]} \in \partial I'$, there must be a face $g \in I'$ that is 1-connected to $f_{[y, y+e_i]}$ with $\text{ht}(g) > 0$. The face $g$ must be 1-connected to $f_{[y, z_i]}$ for some $i$, but by Eq. (A.8), this is impossible.

Thus, the graph $(B_v \setminus \{y\}, B_n)$ is equal to the subgraph of $(B_v, B_n)$ induced on $B_v \setminus \{y\}$. So, to show that $(B_v \setminus \{y\}, B_n)$ is connected, it suffices to exhibit a path in $B_n$ between $z_1 = y + e_1$ and $z_2 = y + e_2$ (whence by symmetry there will be such paths between any two of the $z_i$’s). These are connected in $\Lambda^+_n$ by the path

$$P = \{y + e_1, y + e_1 + e_2, y + e_2\}.$$
are not in $I'$. Combined, the two aforementioned faces are in $\partial I'$. Since $z_1 \in B_v$, this implies every vertex in the path $P$ is also in $B_v$. Thus, the path $P$ uses only edges in $\tilde{B}_h$ as required, and altogether $(B_v \setminus \{y\}, \tilde{B}_h)$ is connected.

Combining Claims A.10 and A.11 with the Domain Markov property, we have Eq. (A.6). Next, the same computation as in Eq. (4.18) shows that we can remove the conditioning on the event $f_{[y,y-\epsilon_3]} \in \mathcal{F}^c_\omega$ by paying a factor of $q$. We can thereafter remove the conditioning on $\partial ^1 I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega$ by FKG, getting that

$$\mu_n(A^V_h \mid f_{[y,y-\epsilon_3]} \in \mathcal{F}^c_\omega, \partial ^1 I' \subseteq \mathcal{F}_\omega) \leq q \mu_n(A^V_h).$$

Since $A^V_h$ is a decreasing event, we have by FKG again that $\mu_n(A^V_h) \leq \bar{\mu}_n(A^V_h)$. Using Proposition 4.5 (which, we recall, compares $A^V_h$ to $E^V_h$), we have

$$\bar{\mu}_n(A^V_h) \leq (1 + \varepsilon \beta) \frac{e^\beta + q - 1}{q} \bar{\mu}_n(E^V_h).$$

Thus, combining the above with Eq. (A.6), we have

$$\max_{I' : I \subseteq \mathcal{D}^\dagger_n} \mu_n(A^V_h \mid S_{I'}) \leq (1 + \varepsilon \beta)(e^\beta + q - 1) \bar{\mu}_n(E^V_h),$$

which together with Eq. (A.5) concludes the proof.
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